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Climb into Luke Skywalker's flight suit and join your elite Rogue

Squadron companions on crucial missions for the Rebel Alliance.

Fly through amazing 3D worlds and pulse-pounding challenges:

search and destroy, reconnaissance, rescue missions and more.

Exclusively manufactured & distributed by Metro Games
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- jCtae a. wKo.t I In’ Cluiica ««' aaying ul>oul GRIIVI FANDANGO!

Voted "Best Adventure" at E3.

- Ilnilied Gamers Online

"...an Art-Deco epic that will have

adventure gamers jumping for joy."

-PC Gamer

"Anyone interested in the future of the

adventure game genre should be excited.

We sure are."

- Computer Gaming WorlG

|
OFFICE OF FILM AND LITERATURE CLASSIFICATION

|

GENERAL
(8 YEARS & OVER)

LOW LEVEL i

ANIMATED VIOLENCE
!

S\v€uloble mid Octobe/i
Qfr&ivnUicul th& amoving fUayobfe ttenua at uuvui.lucaaafUa. cjora/fiti&ttucta/gliun,

Exclusively manufactured and distributed by Metro Games, www.metrogames.com.au

© LucasArts Entertainment Company LLC. All rights reserved. Used under authorisation.
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The next time

you buy a PC,

make sure you

read the fine print

[
3 YEAR WARRANTY

]

Introducing Intel’s latest development - the boxed motherboard. Now, when you buy a PC you can

specify a motherboard manufactured under the strictest quality controls youve come to expect from Intel.

You’ll notice that Intel’s motherboards have the Intel logo printed in the top left hand corner. You’ll also

be pleased to know that all Intel motherboards come with a 3 year limited warranty. What better

assurance can you get. Intel Motherboards - the complete package!

SE440BX Motherboard

• Supports both 66Mhz and lOOMhz

Pentium® II Processors

•2x AGP port on board

• PCI & ISA Audio Versions available

• PIIX4e Bus Mastering PCI

• 3 year warranty

MU440EX Motherboard

• Supports up to 333Mhz Pentium® II

Processors and Celeron" Processors

• Integrated AGP and PCI Audio

• Space saving micro ATX format

• PIIX4e Bus Mastering PCI

• 3 year warranty

N440BX Motherboard

• Supports Pentium® II processors, up

to 400Mhz

• Targeted for Server Systems

• Dual Channel SCSI on board

• Emergency management port for

remote server management

• Integrated 10/100 LAN with Adaptor

Fault Tolerance

• Integrated Video

• 3 year warranty

Queensland

10-14 Payne Rd, The Gap, QLD 4061

Ph: (07) 3300 9999 Fax: (07) 3300 91 1

1

Victoria

9A Mirra Court, Bundoora, VIC 3083

Ph: (03) 9467 1966 Fax: (03) 9467 6383
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We love you all, BUT:

There are a few PCPP readers out there feel-

ing rejected and unloved. This is because

various members of the PCPP crew at one

time or rejected their request to join our

personal ICQ lists. It’s not because we’re

arrogant elitist pricks, but simply because

we each get several ICQ requests EVERY

DAY and it’d all get completely out of hand.

There, so don’t feel bad if we reject your

authorisation request, we still love you!

Email us instead!

EDITORIAL

Regulation Xmas
Editorial #3

nother year behind us, ho ho

l ho, let’s look at the year that

Iwas, shall we?

Let’s not. That would be prema-

ture. The ‘Games Year’ runs from

about October through till the fol-

lowing March - as you’ve probably

noticed. Right now we’re in the

thick of it. What to play! It’s a rich

season for gamers. As I stare at the mounting piles of

games begging “play me!” I give up again on another

Xmas of outdoor life. There’s just too much! That said,

all I’ve been playing for the last couple of months is

Grand Prix Legends. I can’t get over how good this sim
is. Sure, it takes a good week to be able to put together a

couple of spin-free hot laps, but there’s the beauty. A
I time comes in Grand Prix Legends where it all ‘clicks’

and you suddenly know what’s going on. That’s far from
the end of the game’s value, though, for there

begins a journey of perfecting the laps, tun-

ing the car setup and learning the intricacies

of the game.

It’s a brave move for developers Papyrus

to bring out such a demanding game. Some
reviewers panned it, simply because they did-

n’t give it the time to reveal its inner beauty.

Some gamers returned the game for the

same reason. Most game developers are

aware of this syndrome and work hard to

make games that make sense from the outset,

allow you to reach ‘unbeatable’ status in but a

couple of days, or less. Then it’s all over in a

week, with you left with a game that has

nothing more to offer. Go see a movie every night of the

week instead, it’s much better value for your entertain-

ment dollars!

Grand Prix Legends has rekindled, for me, an excite-

ment I truly haven’t felt since I was out there, where you

are now, not in the games biz, but a gamer who got a

solid year’s play out of Grand prix from MicroProse.

Other favourites of that era were Civilization and Falcon

3.0 (all MicroProse games, coincidentally, but then they

were the untouchable masters). They all had amazing

depth and had a year or two worth of play in each.

More of that please. Big, epic mothers of games that

last forever, so we don’t have to waste time and money
playing ‘instant-fix’ crap. That’s all. Have a happy.

Ben Mansill
Editor

PC PowerPlay 9
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CD GUIDE
Lovingly compiled just for you

This month’s CD is jam packed with the latest

demos. Simply insert the CD into your CD-

ROM drive and it should automatically come

up with the CD interface. [If not don’t panic, all

you need to do is change to the \PCPP directo-

ry and double click on the PCPP.EXE file]

Once the menu is up click on GAMES, UTILS

or PATCHES to access those menus. Select the program you want to

test drive and it will either install to your hard drive or run straight off

the CD. More options are available on the CD and they are pretty

straightforward.

cdtech@powerplay.next.com.au
Faulty CDs will be replaced free of charge. Send it, together with a

description of the error, to:

PC PowerPlay CD Returns

Reply Paid 634

78 Renwick St

Redfern

NSW 2016 (No postage required)

The Games
Bass Masters
Classic
THQ
Sports

\GAMES\BASS\SETUP.EXE

The first and only 3D fishing

game available for the PC,

Based on one of the most pres-

tigious bass fishing tourna-

ments in the world. Learn to

become a better fisherman -

weather permitting or not!

Keyboard Commands:

UPARROW - powers the trolling

motor forward

DOWNARROW - powers the

trolling motor in reverse

LEFTARROW - turns the trolling

motor left

RIGHTARROW - turns the

trolling motor right

SHIFT Key - gives greater acceler-

ation to the troll motor

V Key - changes the camera posi-

tion around the boat

PLUS Key - tightens drag

MINUS Key - loosens drag

U Key - goes to Underwater Mode

5 Key - stops the boat (if trolling)

W Key - Toggles Lake Conditions

Window
CKey - Cut line during fish fight

1-7 Keys - switch between the cur-

rent fishing rod/lure being used

Requirements

Minimum: Pentium 133, 16 MB,
SVGA
Recommended: Pentium 200, 32

MB, SVGA 2MB

Dominant
Species
Red Storm

Realtime Strategy

\CAMES\DS\SETUP.EXE

You are a young Mindlord, set to

control your minions in the har-

vesting of Anima. You must pro-

tect your planet against the

invading humans who want to

steal your anima! Protect them at

all costs.

Requirements

Minimum: Pentium 200, 32 MB,

SVGA optional

Recommended: Pentium 233, 32

MB, SVGA 2MB, Yes

Powerslide
Powerslide

GT Interactive

Driving Simulator

\GAMES\POWER\SETUP.EXE
The year is 2020. After an environmental

holocaust of devastating proportions, the

population hovers slightly above the zero

£ mark. The rich have fled to the underground,

^ where they have formed corporate enclaves.

Above ground the desolate cities and desert

wastelands are inhabited by a feral population

of freaks and survivors. With 98% of the

population dead there's a lot of cars around

just waiting to get driven into the ground.

The ferals started the Powersliding

competition, the corporates banned it. It’s

dangerous, it’s illegal, it kicks butt.

Requirements

Minimum: Pentium 1 66, 32 MB, SVGA
Recommended: Pentium 233, 32 MB, SVGA
2MB,3D Card

12 PC PowerPlay



conn McRae Rally

Codemasters

Driving Sim

\GAMES\RALLY\SETUP.EXE
A Colin McRae Rally championship covers a whole season of rallying in

three different countries with varying weather conditions and time of day.

The demo contains no computer opponents.

Requirements

Minimum: Pentium 133, 16 MB, SVGA,

3D Card

Recommended: Pentium 200, 32 MB, SVGA 2MB, 3D Card

Fifth Element
Kalisto Entertainment

Action

\GAMES\FIFTH\FIFTH_PC.
EXE

Based on the film of the same
name, The Fifth Element puts

you in control of either Corben

or Leeloo, exploring levels, solv-

ing puzzles and collecting ele-

ments to save the world from

impending doom.

Requirements

Minimum: Pentium 133, 16 MB,
SVGA
Recommended: Pentium 166, 32

MB, SVGA 2MB

igg
Alliance 2
Sir Tech

Strategy

\GAMES\JA2\SETUP.EXE
Strap on your M16 and enter

Jagged Alliance 2, the game that

takes the award-winning series

to new levels with an unprece-

dented and addictive blend of

role-playing, strategy and tactical

combat.

Requirements

Minimum: Pentium 133, 16 MB,
SVGA
Recommended: Pentium 166, 32

MB, SVGA 2MB

NASCAR
Pinball
Sierra

Pinball

\GAM ES\PI N BALL\nascar.EXE

Race side-by-side with some of

the greatest drivers in the world

as you put the pedal to the metal

in this action-packed pinball

experience. The only pinball

game officially approved by

NASCAR.
Requirements

Minimum: Pentium 90, 16 MB,
SVGA
Recommended: Pentium 166, 32

MB, SVGA 2MB

Populous:
The Beginning
Electronic Arts

Realtime Strategy

\GAMES\POP\SETUP.EXE
The world is your oyster. Create

and train warriors, preachers and

fire warriors. Annihilate your

enemy and make them all wor-

ship you with your new God
complex.

Published by Ubi Soft Entertainment Australian contact Ubi Soft

Australia, Ltd. .Tel: (61 2) 9362 1414. © 1998 Ubi Soft Entertainment. All

Rights Reserved.

"
'

", Nintendo® and Nintendo 64™ are trademarks of Nintendo Co.

Ltd. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Oddworld : Abe’s Exoddus
GT Interactive

Platform

\GAMES\ABE\SETUP.EXE
Abe is back and in big trouble again, in the all new Oddworld adventure.

Once again, it’s up to our skinny loin-clothed friend to save the day -

unless he can rescue the Mudokons, they’ll be tortured forever!

Requirements

Minimum: Pentium 120, 16 MB, SVGA
Recommended: Pentiumi66, 32 MB, SVGA 2MB
V /
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Melbourne House
Driving Simulation

\GAMES\DEATH\SETUP.EXE
Set in the 25th century, the

Dethkarz are fusion-powered,

fast and loaded to the teeth

with plasma artillery. The rac-

ing is intense, the handling

realistic and the combat gritty.

See how long you can last...

Requirements

Minimum: Pentium 1 66, 16MB,

SVGA, 3D Card

Recommended: Pentium 200

MMX, 32MB, SVGA 2MB, 3D Card

Driving Controls

STEER LEFT Left Arrow

STEER RIGHT - Right Arrow

ACCELERATE - Up Arrow

BRAKE - Down Arrow

FIRE GUN - Shift

CHARGE GUN - Hold Shift

DEPLOYPOWERUPZ
GEAR UP Q
GEAR DOWN A

CHANGE VIEW TAB

REAR VIEW Ctrl

PAUSE ESC

Requirements

Minimum: Pentium 133, 16 MB,

SVGA
Recommended: Pentium 200, 32

MB, SVGA 2MB

Return Fire 2
Ripcord Games
Realtime Strategy

\GAMES\RETURN\SETUP.EXE
Enemy strike teams are prepar-

ing an assault. They will attack

you in the air, by land, by sea

or via the Internet. Your mis-

sion: Infiltrate the enemy's

bases, locate the hidden flag

and return to your base

unharmed.

Requirements

Minimum: Pentium 133, 16MB,

SVGA

Recommended: Pentium 200,

32, SVGA, Direct 3D compati-

ble card

Small
Soldiers
Hasbro Interactive

Realtime Strategy

\GAMES\SS\SSOLDIER.EXE
Action-figure toys are running

wild. The Commandos and

Gorgonites: sworn enemies are

about to face-off in an all out bat-

tle for the neighbourhood!

Choose your side and prepare

for War.

Requirements

Minimum: Pentium 100, 16 MB,

SVGA
Recommended: Pentium 166, 32

MB, SVGA 2MB

ARMY MEN
3DO
Real Time Strategy

\GAMES\ARMYMEN\SETUP.EXE

Army Men brings to life the plas-

tic military units we all played

with as kids. Melt ‘em, shoot

'em, and blow them up; just like

you did back then... But be care-

ful - this time, they shoot back.

Controls

Sarge and Vehicle controls

Basic Movement and Firing

Numpad 8 = Move Forward, get

up from kneel and prone.

Numpad 2 = Move Back

Numpad

4

= Turn Left

Numpad 6 = Turn Right

Space Bar or left click = Fire

(Hold down to aim, release to

fire, except auto rifle and

flame thrower)

Weapons/Items

F8 or D = Drop Current Selected

Weapon

Keyboard 1 = Select first weapon

Keyboard 2 = Select second

weapon

Keyboard

3

= Select third

weapon or item

Right Click = Toggles through

weapons

Additional Vehicle Controls

Fgor E = Enter / Exit Vehicle

Z = Turn Turret Left

X = Turn Turret Right

Shift = Half Speed

Additional Sarge Controls.

Numpad

5

= Go down to kneel

and prone

Numpad 7= Roll Left

Numpad 9 = Roll Right

Numpad / = Dive

Shift = Walk

Scroll Mode
Enter = Scroll map and brings

up free floating cursor

Enter = Return to Sarge

Controls.

Left click on dash map =

Transfers view to location

Ordering Squads

Tab = Toggle through squads

Fi = Order squad to Follow

F2 = Puts squad on Attack.

Scroll map and press ‘space Bar’

or left click to place

F3 = Puts squad on Defend.

Scroll map and press ‘space Bar’

or left click to place

Fg = Command squad to Attack

Now at their current location

F10 = Command squad to

Defend Now at their current

location

Enter = Return to Sarge control

without giving order

Air Support

Fg = Scroll Map and press Space

Bar or left click to place Air

Strike

F6 = Scroll Map and press Space

Bar or left click to place

Paratroop Drop

Fj = Air Reconnaissance

F11 = Recall Mission and pause

game

F12 = Bring up map
Esc = Options window and

pause game

Requirements

Minimum: Pentium 90, 16 MB,

SVGA
Recommended: Pentium 133, 32

MB, SVGA 2MB

GET MEDIEVAL
Monolith

RPG
\GAMES\GMED\GMDEMO.EXE
Get Medieval immerses you in a frenetic action environment as you battle the evil minions of a das-

tardly dragon. Remember Gauntlet? This is the 9o’s version. Get mad, get even, GET MEDIEVAL!

Requirements

Minimum: Pentium 90, 16 MB, SVGA
Recommended: Pentium 166, 32 MB, SVGA 2MB

14 PC PowerPlay
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Utilities
Audioactive
Production Studios
This cool program lets you con-

vert all your WAV files into high

quality MP3 files.

Acdsee 2.23
Acdsee is the fastest and most

powerful graphics viewer

around. A must have graphics

utility.

Cakewalk
Cakewalk is the award-winning

product for recording, editing,

and playing music & sound on

the desktop.

LifeSaver
A configuration file backup and

restore utility which can be used

to recover from problems due to

corrupt configuration files.

Neverforget
Easy to use scheduling and

reminder software that allows

you to organise all of the impor-

tant dates, appointments, and

occasions in your life.

PaintShop 5.01
One of the best graphics pro-

grams available if you’re interest-

ed in editing images. Almost as

good as Photoshop but much
cheaper.

Photoshop 5.0
Testdrive the most advanced and

popular photo imaging software

available. If you want to get into

graphics this is the best program

around

Turbo Browser 98
A superior file-management

replacement that mimics the

Explorer interface but adds

extensive functionality.

Uiead COOL 3D
Turn any TrueType font into an

animated, 3D masterpiece

instantly.

Winzip 7.0
The latest release of Winzip

serves up several new features

that make the program even eas-

ier to use for managing archives.

WebGraphics
Optimiser
A perfect tool for optimising and

compressing images for online

and Internet use, mainly World

Wide Web pages.

Internet
ICQ
Would you like to know if your

friends & associates are surfing

the net? With ICQ you can chat,

send messages and files, play

games and more

Mire
Mire offers a world-wide multi-

user chat network, where peo-

ple meet to talk in groups, or

privately.

Netscape 4.07
The latest version of the world’s

best browser. Much more stable

than the last version

PATCHES
No “real” patches this month but we do have some killer Quake deathmatch levels created by two of our

own Next media Quake fanatics; Andrew Humphreys [Rolling Stone Editor] and Dan Toose [Hyper Editor].

These boys almost literally live and breathe Quake, and they’ve proved that they’re a dab hand at creating

maps as well. Also, as an added bonus there’s a few South Park levels too, from Scoots - yes, the South

Park mod wasn’t dead in the water after all. Rejoice!

\Big Pond,
msmmssm

Connect to the Telstra Big Pond Home service for 8 hours free

access. You get a personal home page and a 5MB personal web site

for no extra charge and free technical support.

MEET EP THE

SPACE SHAKER/

yOST YOUR

AVERAGE ALIEN

SUPERHERO

TRYING TO SAVE

THE PLANET/

Published by Ubi Soft Entertainment. Australian contact: Ubi Soft

Australia, Ltd.Jel: (61 2) 9362 1414. © 1998 Ubi Soft Entertainment All

Rights Reserved.
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efl Us!

Over $13,000 worth of prizes!

Grand
• Compaq Presario 5170

• Panasonic 51cm TC-51M85A Mono colour television set

• Your CHOICE, either a Sony PlayStation or Nintendo 64

• Activision GAME PACK
• Telstra Big Pond internet access for 1 year

2nd Prize:
• Panasonic 51cm TC-51M85A Mono colour television set

• Your CHOICE, either a Sony PlayStation or Nintendo 64

• GT Interactive GAME PACK
• Telstra Big Pond internet access for 1 year

3rd Prize:
• Virgin Interactive GAME PACK
• Telstra Big Pond Internet access for 1 year

Plus 50 consolation prizes:

• Telstra Big Pond Internet access for 1 month

Entry Form All you have to do to be in the running for these

fabulous prizes is fill in the entry form, answer one simple question and

post it back to: Mega Christmas Competition, Next Publishing, 78

Renwick St, Redfern NSW 2016. Entries Close on 24 December 1998.

Name

Address

Telephone

Postcode

Your prize preference

Question: How many bytes in a bit?

Terms & Conditions: 1 . Entry is open to all residents of Australia & New Zealand except employees and the immediate families of Next

Publishing and its agencies associated with the promotion. Only entries completed with these Terms and Conditions will be eligible.

2. Competition begins 4/11/98 and entries close at midnight 24/12/98. 3. In determining eligibility the judge's decision is final and no

correspondence will be entered into. 4. Winner will be drawn at 9.00am on 25/12/98, 1998 at Next Publishing Pty Ltd, 78 Renwick

Street, Redfern NSW 2016. 5 Prizes must be taken as offered and are not redeemable for cash. 7. Total prize value, valued on

20/10/98 is $13,472 and consists of 1st Prize: 1 Compaq Presario 5170 (valued at $5700) 1 Panasonic TV (valued at $799), Sony

PlayStation or Nintendo 64 ($187), Activision game packs (valued at $600), Telstra Big Pond 1 year Internet access package (valued

at $600) 2nd Prize: 1 Panasonic TV (valued at $799), Sony PlayStation or Nintendo 64 (valued at $187), GT Interactive game packs

(valued at $600), 3rd Prize: Virgin Interactive game pack (valued at $300), Telstra Big Pond 1 year Internet access package (valued at

$600) & 50 Consolation Prizes: Telstra Big Pond 1 month Internet Access (valued at $50 each) 8. Winners will be notified by mail and

results published in Hyper on sale 6/1/99, PC PowerPlay on sale 3/1/99, Official PlayStation Magazine on sale 20/1/99, N64 Gamer on

sale 20/1/99. The promoter is Next Publishing Pty Ltd ACN 002 645 647 of 78 Renwick Street, Redfern, NSW, 2016. TP-Pending.

What's New

Panasonic
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PLUS, be in the running to:

WIN a

CAMERAS MAI
worth $3000!

imposter

im Willits and
PC PowerPlay SUBSCRIPTION prizes are

always extra special, and being Xmas and

all, we dug deep.

The GAMER’S MATE PACK has two of

everything, that way you can share the

fun over the Xmas gaming season.

Sharing, eh?

WIN A $3000
PRIZE PACK!
You know you want it.

Now that we’ve got you good and addicted

to PC PowerPlay, wouldn’t you like to get

your fix the EASY WAY?

Have PC PowerPlay HOME DELIVERED.

SAVE MONEY. Up to 35% off the regular

newsagent price.

i
FILL OUT THIS COUPON /HID MAIL TO:

A massive ‘thanks’ to Diamond

Multimedia, Activision and Mindflux for

making this great prize pack possible.

YOU COULD WIN/
• 2 Diamond 8Mb Voodoo 2 c,

• 2 H3D Virtual Eyewear glass

• 2 copies of Quake

• 2 copies of Quake Mis^jjivl

• 2 copies of Quake Mtelfon F

• 2 copies of Quake 2

• 2 copies of Quakp^ The Re
• 2 copies ofQu^^pOTW

On December 23rd we will draw one sub-

scriber or renewer, they get the lot and

we’re not going to make them share any-

thing they don’t want to.

I

PC PowerPlay
REPLY PAID 63

A

78 RENWICK ST
REDFERN NSW 2016

_Suburb/Town

_PostcodeE-mail address

Enclosed is my cheque/money order, or debit my credit card for

I I $69.95 for one year subscription (12 issues, nearly 35% off) or

I I
$124.50 for two years subscription (24 issues at over 42% off) to PC PowerPlay magazine.

Bankcard Q Mastercard Q Visa Q Expiry Date

Card No.

For enquiries and orders PHONE 1300 36 1 1 46 or FAX 02 9699 0334 E-MAIL games_subs@next.com.au

OVEREAS RATES ON APPLICATION

HOWTO
• For immediate action call

toll-free on 1300 361146

Monday to Friday, 9am to

6pm EST
• Fax a copy of the complet-

ed form, with credit card

details, to:

02 9699 0334
• Cut or copy the form and

post it with a cheque or

money order, or your credit

card details, to:

PC PowerPlay

Subscriptions

Reply Paid 634

78 Renwick St., Redfern

NSW 2016

• email your name and

address with credit card

details to:

games_subs@next.com.au
• use the tear out card pro-

vided in this issue

• subscribe online at

https://www.next.com.au/

publishing/subs/index.html

PLEASE DON’T...
Send subscription cheques

and forms in the same enve-

lope as competition entries.

No comp, mail is actually

opened - that’s why we ask

you to write the answer on

the back, you see...

PLEASE ALLOW 4-6

WEEKS FOR FIRST
DELIVERY

ISSUE #29 WINNERS
(Phillips 19” monitor)

H. Johns, Mt. Cotton, QLD



NEWS

The line between films and video

games has become even thinner,

with the news that GT Interactive

and Oddworld Inhabitants will be

entering a short cinematic

sequence from Abe’s Exxoddus

[sic] for, wait for it, Oscar consid-

eration! Described as “a mirror of

the inequities found in our own
society [the short animation] is an

epic quest by Abe, an unlikely and

reluctant hero who finds his

species perilously close to extinc-

tion”. And the winner is...

An important and possibly land-

mark court ruling has upheld GT
Interactive’s lawsuit against Micro

Star Software for Micro Star’s

release of user-created levels from

Duke Nukem 3D. Micro Star was

adjudged to have infringed copy-

right when they compiled ‘user

created’ levels for DN3D and sold

them at retail on CD-ROM. Ron

Chaimowitz, Chairman and CEO
of GT Interactive was suitably

pleased with the verdict, and said

that “the commercial exploitation

of player-created levels is a clear

violation of the Duke Nukem 3D

copyright”. The verdict upheld

GT’s contention that they alone

are authorised to release and dis-

tribute a sequel or a derivative

work of its product. Micro Star are

said to be planning an appeal.

From the ‘Well, duh!’ department

comes the news that a team of

British researchers have

announced that playing computer

games may be addictive. The

team used 8 subjects for their

test, which consisted of injecting

the human guinea pigs with a

tracer drug, placing some of them

in front of an empty monitor

while the others participated in a

tank game and measuring them

for levels of dopamine (a neuro-

transmitter and psychoactive

chemical believed to be a key ele-

ment in physiological addiction).

The scientists found that levels of

dopamine in the brain nearly dou-

bled (roughly equal to the

increase seen when ampheta-

mines, or ‘speed’ are taken),

whilst the non-game playing ‘con-

trol’ subjects showed no increase.

“Kids, don’t play games, games

are bad, mmmkay?” “Mmmkay,

Mr Mackey mmmkay?”.

The battle between Creative Labs

and the Diamond/Aureal alliance

over the new boom for 3D sound

cards has begun to hot up in what

has now become a familiar style -

3Dfx LAUNCH NVIDIA
LAWSUIT

With the emergence of so

many new high quality

3D accelerators it was

inevitable that 3Dfx were going

to get hurt. Their retaliation,

however could be described as

questionable. With the success

of the Sega lawsuit under their

belt, 3Dfx are going back to the

courtroom for some quick cash.

The company in the firing line

of 3Dfx’s lawyers this time is

nVidia, with the suit concerning

their Riva TNT. The claim is that

the TNT 3D accelerator violates a

patent that 3Dfx had approved in

April of this year.

Like 3D accelerator technology

though, the lawsuit is far from

simple. The patent that 3Dfx is

defending is for cascading single

pass multitexturing. As the TNT
uses a form of cascading single

pass multitexturing 3Dfx have

decided that it is theft of intellec-

tual property.

The nVidia lawsuit could be

more about renewing investor

interest than

just intellectual

property. If this is

their game, it’s

working too - 3Dfx

stock prices have

been going up

since the announcement
~

of the suit.

Making this situation even

more complex is that the entire

3D Video manufacturing com-

munity stands to lose a lot if

3Dfx wins the suit. Pretty much
everyone else in the 3D chip

world is utilizing technology

that arguably might fall under

the patent in their next genera-

tion hardware. This includes

ATI, 3DLabs, Rendition and

others, and if 3Dfx have a

precedent they will undoubtedly

go after every other manufac-

turer as well.

Finally, 3Dfx representatives

had this to say about their law-

suit. “Firstly, the litigation is

about infringement of intellectu-

f
property,

period - nothing more,

nothing less. Unique intellectual

property is worth a great deal to

its owner and usually represents

a significant cost as far as its

development. A company that

does not protect its IP will lose

it”. And then they got nasty, say-

ing that “We appear to be in

good company. nVidia has

attracted a string of lawsuits, a

fact that we believe is telling. Its

especially notable to see a com-

pany as legally conservative as

Silicon Graphics sue nVidia.

nVidia seems to have a wanton

disregard for the intellectual

property of others”.

Jere Lawrence

DIAMOND’S MP3
PLAYER DELAYED

I

n a development that will

come as no surprise to anyone

in the connected industries,

Diamond Multimedia’s Rio, a

portable MP3 player has encoun-

tered opposition from many of

the forces opposed to the MP3
standard. The RIAA (Recording

Industry Association of America)

has filed an injunction against

Diamond to prevent them from

releasing the player, with some

success.

As we go to press, a judge

has granted the RIAA a 10

day Temporary Restraining

Order (TRO) for shipment

of the Rio. The delay

allows for the case

to be heard,

though the RIAA

has been forced to

lodge a

$US5oo,ooo

bond to be

held until the

case is decided -

and if the judgement is

in favour of Diamond then

the half million dollars will go

to them as restitution.

The RIAA contends that the

RIO player would support the

distribution and proliferation of

unlicensed musical recordings

via the internet, though

Diamond were quick to point out

that the Rio player cannot record,

and will only playback

audio content.

Diamond repre-

sentatives have also claimed that

the lawsuit is akin to an attempt

to outlaw inkjet printers because

they can be used to print out per-

sonal copies of articles from

websites.

Diamond have also gained sup-

port from many pro-MP3 bodies,

including Michael Robertson,

president of Z company, owners

of the MP3.com website who has

named high profile artists such

as the Beastie Boys and record

labels such as Hollywood

Records that have released songs

in MP3 format, and said that

over 4 million legal songs have

been downloaded from MP3.com
alone.

Ken Wirt, Diamond VP of mar-

keting, has stated that Diamond
are willing to work co-operatively

with the RIAA to halt illegal dis-

tribution of unlicensed music,

and has strongly refuted

claims made by the RIAA
that devices such as the

Rio would have no mar-

ket if it wasn’t for the

prevalence of illicit MP3
files and sites on the Internet.
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NEWS

SIR-TECH PUBLISHING
CLOSES ITS DOORS

Y
et another small to medi-

um sized publishing and

distribution company has

fallen, with the news that Sir-

Tech Software has gone under

and shut down its operations.

The company is best known for

the acclaimed ‘jagged Alliance’

series, and their ‘Wizardry’ role

playing series. The good news,

however, is that the development

arm of the company will contin-

ue to function, with both Jagged

Alliance 2 and

Wizardry 8 still

set for release,

though both

games have been

delayed until the

first quarter of 1999.

The catalyst for the closure of

the publishing and distribution

arm of Sir-Tech was, apparently,

an unsuccessful take over

attempt by GT Interactive.

Norman Sirotek, president of

Sir-Tech Canada (the develop-

ment arm of the company) stat-

ed that the commercial growth

of computer games has resulted

in a small number of large,

cashed-up publishing companies

dominating the market, because

they have the ability to swallow

losses on unpopular games, as

well as huge advertising budgets

to promote their titles. The result

is that it has become all but

impossible for small indepen-

dent publishers to make a suc-

cess of their efforts, hence the

folding of Sir-Tech Software.

Sir-Tech Canada is at present

looking for publishers for both

Wizardry 8 and Jagged Alliance

2, and the rumour is that GT
Interactive are keen to take the

games on.

INDUSTRY GETS ITS

FIRST GLIMPSE AT K7
ARCHITECTURE

A
MD have finally released

more information about

their seventh generation

processor. It was during the nth

annual Microprocessor forum,

held in October in Sunnyvale,

California that Dirk Meyer

announced important informa-

tion about some

of the features of

the K7 processor.

Some of the

most exciting

features of the

upcoming K7

processor is that

it will run with a

200MHz system

bus! The system

bus will utilise

the Alpha EV6
protocol as we already knew, but

rumour has it that the EV6
enabled K7 could reach system

bus speeds of upwards of

400MHz!
The K7 will also have a

Pentium II arrangement for its

level 2 cache, in that it will be

separate from the processor core

and mounted on a cartridge -

and probably run at half the

processor clock. This cache can

also range in size from 512KB to

a whopping 8MB. The level 1

cache has also been increased to

128KB, 64KB each for data and

instruction caches. The K7 will

be built on a 0.25 micron

process and come in speeds of

500+ MHz and should reach the

mighty iGHz barrier in later

incarnations. The only real prob-

lem that we see is the fact that

we have to wait for the thing, as

it’s not expected to appear in PC
systems until sometime in the

first half of 1999.

GW

lawsuits. Creative has recently filed

suit against Aureal for an advertise-

ment that Aureal ran comparing the

performance capabilities of Aureal’s

Vortex 2 sound chip (featured in

Diamond’s Monster Sound MX300
sound card) with the Sound Blaster

Live!. John Danforth, VP of Creative

Labs, has said that “If you’re going to

do comparative advertising, you had

better make sure you’re doing it accu-

rately ... consumers have even threat-

ened to return Creative products

because of the [allegedly incorrect]

information”. Aureal representatives

responded by challenging Creative to

“resolve these kinds of matters in the

marketplace, not in the court room”.

As many expected, Carmageddon 2

has encountered problems with classi-

fication in some European countries,

namely England and Germany. The

British Board of Film Classification

(BBFC) even took the unprecedented

step of bringing in a team of psychol-

ogists to assess the content of the

game for harmful effects on impres-

sionable children (and, presumably,

adults). The game will be reworked for

England and Germany to include

undead zombies rather than real peo-

ple as road fodder, as this makes

everything sane and normal. It seems

very likely that the same path will be

followed for the Australian release,

though nothing is definite just yet.

With the recent arrival on our shores

of Nell McAndrew the fake Lara (as

opposed to the real simulated Lara),

Tomb Raider fever is beginning to

peak, especially with the news that

scriptwriters (and the term has been

used loosely) are hard at work on the

script for the film version of Lovely

Lara’s escapades. The first draft has-

n’t found favour with a few critics

though, as can be seen on Dark

Horizons (www.darkhorizons.com) -

a respected film review and gossip

site. The reviewer also happened to

be a huge TR fan, and apart from not-

ing that scriptwriter Brent V

Friedman’s past credits included

Mortal Kombat: Annihilation, he felt

that the first draft of the script was

“old and dusty”, “pretty wretched”,

full of “awkward contrivance”, and

that the character of Lara “is just

wrong, wrong wrong”. In fairness,

this was a review of a first draft, and

there is a rumour of Paramount hav-

ing a different (and hopefully better)

scriptwriter on the job as well. Ah

well, we’re sure Lara will get the

(film) treatment she deserves...

W@itch

This

Step...



NEWS

It’s a tale ofwoe that happens to

many games at around this time

of year - the dreaded (for publish-

ers) Christmas season slippage.

Electronic Arts have announced

that both Alpha Centauri and Sim

City 3000 have slipped until after

the Christmas period, and 3DO’s

Heroes of Might and Magic 3 has

suffered a similar fate. SC3K has

only recently entered into alpha

testing, and though EA are still

aiming for a ‘late December’

release it seems likely that this

may be optimistic.

The Bitmap Brothers have been

around for a very long time, since

back in the days of the C64.

Lately they’ve been fairly quiet

though, with nothing happening

since the arcade action antics of

‘Z’. News is coming through now

that they’re back, have done

some ‘internal restructuring’,

signed a publishing deal with GT
Interactive, and are hard at work

on their next game - the sequel to

Z called Z2. No details yet.

Much to the surprise of nobody,

and the disquiet of external devel-

opers, Psygnosis announced the

closure of its Manchester develop-

ment studio, and indicated that it

will concentrate primarily,

although not exclusively, on

putting out PlayStation games. It

has been rumoured that this is

part of a slimming-down strategy

pursued by Sony in order to make

the company more attractive to

potential buyers. But don’t hold

your breath waiting for Sony to

flog the company it no longer

appears to want....

Virgin Interactive Entertainment

still soldiers on in an extremely

truncated form. While there are,

apparently, a few bids in for the

rump end of the company, its

remaining employees are hoping

that a management buy-out bid

will succeed. Hasbro, meanwhile,

has got stuck into the task of

absorbing the recently acquired

MicroProse - MicroProse employ-

ees are due to start moving into

the toy giant’s HQ near Heathrow

Airport any day now. Earlier in the

year, Hasbro acquired rival toy

manufacturer Tiger Electronics,

whose Furby talking soft-toy has

become the most desirable toy for

this Christmas. So does this mean

we can expect a Tamagotchi-style

Furby game?

BAMBI FINALLY GETS
BEVENGE

Jimbo’s screaming “they’re com-
ing right at us!’\ but he's too

late - Bambi sees her chance.

Those months of antler sharpen-

ing were about to pay off

S
imon and

Schuster

Interactive and

Cedant Software have

recently announced

what many have seen

as an important and

much needed game -

an anti-Deer Hunter.

The tables will be

turned in ‘Deer

Avenger’, with the

player taking on the

role of a deer hunting

down the deer hunters.

But players won’t just

have deer antlers to

use as weaponry,

they’ll also be able to

use M-i6’s, slingshots (with

either soft or hard deer pellets),

and for those times when a

group of deer hunters are found

together, a Bazooka (“it’s time to

stop kidding around”).

The game is the brainchild of

Brian McCann, a staff writer for

the always amusing Late Night

with Conan O'Brien Show, and

he will be injecting some of his

trademark humour into the

game. To track down the

hunters, players will be able to

make use of more than a dozen

genuine hunter calls, including

“Free Beer here!” and “Help, I’m

naked and I have pizza!”, as well

as using deer farts to smoke the

hunters out of hiding.

The game will feature three

realistic environments, includ-

ing West Virginia in Autumn -

a popular Redneck hangout,

Connecticut in Spring (“track

yuppie hunters too dumb to

stay in their SUV’s”), and

Minnesota in Winter (“look at

the goofy hats on them
fellers!”). We can’t wait.

DIAMOND FINANCES
NOT SO ROSY

D
iamond

Multimedia

announced

their 3rd quarter multimedia
financials today, with a total loss of $US22.2

million dollars (that’s 8.8 million Macka’s

meals, give or take a Me Feast or two).

Diamond dropped $0.63 per share this

year, compared to a net loss of $2.5 million,

or $0.07 per share in the 3rd quarter of last

year. On the up side though, for the last nine

months, net revenues were $481.7 million,

up 87% from $257.4 million for the first

three quarters of 1997. Net loss year-to-date

however is only $22.6 million, or $0.65 per

share, compared to a net loss of $52.6 mil-

lion, or $1.54 per share for the first three

quarters of 1997 (all figures are in US$). For

those without a penchant for financial analy-

sis, this all means that Diamond Multimedia

aren’t making as much money as they would

like to.

They do plan to rectify this, however, by

moving toward a faster ‘short cycle’ inventory

model (producing their goods in smaller

quantities during the course of the year

rather than manufacturing them all in one

big hit). Diamond representatives have also

said that they expect to see a sharp upturn in

their merchandise throughput during the

fourth quarter (i.e. during the Christmas

spending spree).

Top Ten Games
Rank Title

Developer / Distributor

TW LW

MM 1 NEED F0R SPEED 3
Electr onic Arts / E.A.

MM 5 dune 2000
V. I.E / E.A

MM 2 UNREAL
GT Interactive / Roadshow

MM 6 CR0C
Fox / EA

MM 4 MOTOCROSS MADNESS
Microsoft / Various

MM 3 RFL '98
EA Spor ts / EA

MM 14 STARCRAFT
Blizzar d / Wolf

El 16 QUAKE 2
ip Software / Activision

£2 7 COMMANDOS
ElDOS / 0ZISOFTm 13 LINKS LS '98
Access / Ozisoft

Week ending 11th October

The ACER best selling charts are carefully compiled from a sample panel of retailers selected across

Australia including mass merchants, department stores, specialty software stores and independent

outlets. Retailers surveyed include Myer Grace Bros, K Mart, Target, Big W, Harvey Norman

Computer Super stores, Hi-Tech World, Video Games Heaven, Games Wizards, Hedlam Computers,

and Software Today. ACER assumes no responsibility for any errors or omissions ©1997

Charts supplied by Australian Computer Entertainment Review
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NEWS

NewsWire
muK

Steve Boxer

(from left) Thresh, Billox and... erm... Jo Guest

f you ever get the feeling that

Australia sometimes seems like a

backwater of the computer games

world, you may be comforted by the

fact that we get that feeling over

here too. BT Wi replay recently held

an event called Quakeadelica, billed

as the UK Quake II championships,

which superficially appeared to be a

welcome glimpse of American-style

gaming razzmatazz, but left all the

Brits who attended nursing nothing

more pleasant than inferiority

complexes.

Wireplay had flown Thresh

(Dennis Fong), the reigning

American Quake II champion over

- the idea being that he would take

on whoever had won the Wireplay

UK Champion crown. Thresh

served only to highlight the inade-

quacies of Wireplay and the unat-

tractiveness of on-line gaming in a

country which (because BT refuses

to relinquish its de facto monop-

oly) isn't lucky enough to have free

local phone calls.

The embarrassing one-sided-

ness of the final (Thresh 56, Billox

-l) wasn’t helped when the final

was farcically delayed while Thresh

struggled to setup his USB mouse
(an accessory which has yet to

reach British shores) while every-

body debated whether Thresh’s

opponent was even among the

top 10 best fraggers in the coun-

try. To describe Thresh’s victory as

humiliating for the British con-

tender would be to indulge our

national penchant for extreme

understatement....

On the same night as

Quakeadelica, Eidos took over the

Natural History Museum for a pre-

launch Tomb Raider III party.

Unsurprisingly, the whole thing

was long on style and short on

substance, giving away just the

merest hints of what the game will

be like, although it certainly looks

great and Core’s abandonment of

TR’s single gameplay path is a

huge step forward. But the game
should be in the shops by the time

you read this....

NewsWire
Don St. John

combat, you

may never want

to play a land-

based RT strat-

fest again.

The Wheel Of

Lord, here comes the flood.

Yeah, I’m a Peter Gabriel fan,

but that sentence isn’t so much a

reference to his song as it is to the

flood of games coming in the mail-

box now.

Christmas comes just a little

early for us reviewers (I’ll try not to

gloat), and frankly I’ll probably put

'em all to the side when that final

of Half-Life shows up. But we’ve

still got to be thinking ahead, so

here’s the tip on three future

games we should all be salivating

for. Warning: It’s not all good news.

Homeworld

This Sierra offering is actually

nearly done, and it is just amazing.

I had a chance recently to get my
hands on this, and it is the mix

we’ve secretly all wanted—real-

time strategy crossed with action-

based space shooters. Imagine if

you could take the ships of Master

Of Orion and actually manipulate

them, and you’ve got the idea.

After grouping a batch of space

fighters and sending off into 360-

degree, six-degrees-of-freedom

Time

The reps for this say it’s still

on track for release in the first

half of ‘99—figure on June. And

it’s progressing nicely. Developer

Legend Entertainment has a lot

of the detail work nailed down,

such as character art, single- and

multiplayer maps, and environ-

ments for the citadels, the clutch

places in this game. Al to come
soon. Meanwhile, Legend will

have its hands full with some
other hot stuff; its work on WoT
led Epic Megagames to tap it to

develop Unreal 2.

Prey

The news here isn’t so hot,

folks. Prey project leader Paul

Schuytema and coder William

Scarboro (names you’ll find on

some of 3D Realms’ past better

titles) both left the company last

week as I write. What’s that mean

for you? A longer wait for the

game: 3D Realms honcho Scott

Miller says to figure on seeing this

in 2000, not this year. As with any

game that slips that badly, who
knows what technology will have

overtaken it by then?

Wing Commander
Here’s another franchise that

lost a bunch of its developers - n,

to be exact. However, that’s not

the lion’s share of Origin’s people

on the WC games by a long shot,

and company spokesmen say that

with the free Secret Ops done, they

don’t expect much of a hit on

development of the next WC
game. That’s a ways out, though,

with no solid plans as yet.



HOTWARE

Servex Australia: (02) 9870 1999

Adaptec Threadmark V2.0
Data transfer Rate 0.23 MB/sec

Average CPU Utilization 5.82 %

File Transfer test
Time started Time finished

10MB file FAT32 (Hard Drive) -> FAT16 (DVD-RAM) 11:06:25.24 11:06:36.74

10MB file FAT32 (Hard Drive) -> FAT32 (Hard Drive) 10:29:44.88 10:29:48.02

Specifications:
CD formats supported:

Read / Write: DVD-RAM, PD
Read Only: DVD-ROM, DVD-R, CD-DA,

CD-ROM / XA, Photo CD, Video CD, CD-

Extra, CD-R / RW [120MM Disc Media]

DVD-RAM: Single-sided: 2.6GB per disc

Double-sided: 5.2GB per disc

Interface specification

SCSI-2 (Fast SCSI) 50pm interface

(Supports SCAM Level 1)

Performance
Data Transfer Rate:

Synchronous: 10 MB/s

Asynchronous: 5 MB/s

Sustained Date Transfer Rate:

DVD-RAM: 1,385 KB/s

DVD-ROM: 2,770 KB/s (2X speed)

PD: 518 ~ 1,141 KB/s

CD-ROM: 3,000 KB/s max. (20X speed)

Average Seek Time:

DVD-RAM: 120 ms
DVD-ROM, PD, CD-ROM: 85 ms
Cache Buffer Memory: 2MB

Test configuration

• Pentium II 300MHz
• Abit BH6 Motherboard

• Creative Blaster RivaTNT 16MB video card

• Quantum Fireball SE 4.2GB UDMA/33 Hard

drive

• Adaptec 2940 SCSI Host adapter.

• Windows 98

drive specifications are very attractive

indeed virtually able to read any CD and

DVD format in existence.

Seek and you shall receive

A DVD-RAM drive is no replacement

for a hard drive. Yes, it does offer huge

storage capacity, but it also suffers from

the same performance problems as CD-

ROM mechanisms.

It has to do with what’s called the average

seek times. The average seek time is the time

it takes the head/lens to move from one

extreme of the disk to the other. Seek times

on hard drives are around the 9*i8ms range

while CD and DVD drives will have seek

times usually in the 100’s of milliseconds.

Looking at the Adaptec Threadmark test will

prove this. The reported overall throughput

of the drive was only .25MB/s - not very fast

at all. The reason being is that the

Threadmark tests push a drive very hard,

moving the head excessively to test the true

performance. DVD-RAM drives will not per-

form well on these sorts of tests.

about the fact that it is a removable media,

so it’s virtually endless storage. The cost of

these DVD-RAM discs are also very appeal-

ing especially when compared to a Syquest

Syjet or Iomega Jaz cartridge and they have

more than twice the storage capacity. The
other test we performed was a simple one.

We simply did a copy of a 10MB file from a

hard drive to the DVD-RAM cartridge. As

you can see the time was 11.5 seconds, very

respectable, and much better result than the

Threadmark test. It just proves the fact that

if the head doesn’t have to thrash much the

drive’s performance isn’t too bad, again per-

fect for archiving and backing up of impor-

tant information.

Apart from the obvious fact that this isn’t

an excuse to get more primary hard drive

capacity, this drive is great. For those that are

looking for massive storage capacity in a

removable media drive and the ability to dou-

ble as a DVD/CD-ROM drive then this drive

is a must have.

Garry Wallis

DVD-RAM’s arent going to

replace CD drives just yet, but

they’re perfect for ong term

storage and back-ups

T
his drive is the first DVD-RAM
drive we’ve had through the PC
PowerPlay labs. The DVD-RAM
specification is the re-writeable

DVD format and allows for a

massive 5.2GB per disc! That is 2.6GB per

side, and yes, the cartridge needs to be

turned over to access the other 2.6GB.

This is not too much of a problem and

brings me back to days of old when 5.1/4

inch drives only had one read/write head.

Then the capacity was of a disk was only

160KB per side. The Aopen DVD-RAM

Archive Away
What these drives are

absolutely perfect for is

archival storage or backup.

Just imagine what you

could store on one of these

drives and then think
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Get set to burn rubber with the fastest, most
challenging super-racer available on PC GD-Rom.

Grand Touring’s unique Al system pits you against real,

thinking opponents in this arcade-quality motor-racing

sim. With the fastest PC graphics technology on
the planet, Grand Touring is the ultimate mix of

motor-racing intelligence and adrenaline.

|
OFFICE OF FILM AND LITERATURE CLASSIFICATION

|

GENERAL 1

(8 YEARS & OVER)
LOW LEVEL

ANIMATED VIOLENCE
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ARCADE FXII 8MB V00D002
Xitel: (02) 6241 8272 (xitel@xitel.com) RRP: $499

What?? You
haven’t got yourself a

Voodoo2 card yet? Com<

on, get with the times people!

Well, actually, you probably

haven’t made such a bad deci-

sion after all. Nowadays, every

man, woman and his/her dog

has a Voodoo2 card out on the

market, and the competition is

cutthroat. Prices are plummet-

ing, and those who are set to

reap the benefits are you, the

customers.

Xitel’s ArcadeFXII falls into

the ‘cut down package’ range.

Along with the card and drivers,

you’re offered a full version of

Wipeout XL and a selection of

some game demos (including G-

Police, Formula i, Hunter

Hunted, Montezuma’s Return,

and a few others worthy of little

note). And how much are you

asked to pay for this deal? A paltry

$499 (RRP), which of course isn’t all that pal-

try when compared with the recommended

retail price (at press time) of the Diamond

\

8MB Monster2 of $399, or Creative’s 8Mb at

$449.

Why would you buy the Arcade FXII

then? Well, it’s definitely the price point that

Xitel are banking on as being the persuader -

on the box there’s a comparison between

Diamond and Creative’s cards (they’re all the

same, of course), with the tag line of ‘same

performance, lower price!’. Obviously, the

distributors will have to do some reassess-

ment of their price to make the Arcade FXII

a viable option. If you do see it in the stores

and it’s cheaper than the competition then it

might be a worthy purchase.

XITEL STORM VX
PCI SOUND CARD
Specifications:
Midi polyphony: 64 Instruments or simulta-

neous notes

Effects: Reverb, Chorus

Full Duplex: Yes

Sample Rate: 5Hz - 48KHZ
Front & Rear speaker support: No

3D Sound Support: Aureal

RRP: $149

Contact: Xitel (02) 6241 8272, or

xitel@xitel.com

X
itel are a relatively new Australian com-

pany (based in Canberra), and they are

deservedly making some inroads into

the more hyped overseas sound cards. The

Storm VX is the second in their series of 3D

sound cards - the first (the Storm 3D) used

the OTI-610 chip - but the VX model uses

Aureal’s AU8820 Vortex DSP Chip.

Though the VX doesn’t offer separate out-

puts for front and rear speakers, it does fea-

ture a separate ‘line out’ and headphone

jack, so you can use headphones as well as a

subwoofer, for example. With Unreal

cranked up and a headphone/subwoofer

combo, you’re really going to experience a

top quality sound experience, and it’s better

than good

through a stan-

dard 2 speaker

combo too.

You won’t get an

extensive bundle of

software with the VX
though, it’s just the

card and the drivers,

which doesn’t seem

to be such a bad

idea to us. Why
include games that

you might already

have, or might not

want? It’s cheaper

to just sell the card,

and at $149 it’s not

a bad price either.

It’s Australian

developed, comes

at a nice price,

doesn’t have some of

the useless extras that

most people don’t

need (like SP DIF’s, for example), and it

sounds great too. Top stuff.

It's cheap, it's Aureal based, and it doesn't have

unnecessary extras. Perfect!
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AOPEN 40x CD-ROM
Servex Australia: (02) 9870 1999 RRP: $199

F
aster is nearly always better, and while

many of us would prefer SCSI devices

in our system purely because ofhow fast

they are, price often puts them out of our

reach. However, EIDE drives (both CD-ROM
drives and Hard Drives) with the ability to

make use of Ultra DMA-33 can nearly match

SCSI drives in terms of performance, and the

prices are much more attractive to boot. The

AOpen 40X is such a drive, so along with a

massive 40 speed (peak) drive, you can

also transfer data using the

UDMA standard, which

makes for way fast

communication

between your

devices. The 4ox

supports all the

usual CD formats

(as well as the new
CD-RW), and data

transfers can reach

up to 6oookb per

second, which is

rather snappy. And
if that isn’t fast

enough for you, you’ll

also get some nifty soft-

ware bundled with the drive as well - like the

full version of Norton AntiVirus, and their

CD-ROM emulator program ‘Virtual Drive’.

If you’re still stuck in the dark ages with a

pissy 4 speed CD, and you’re looking to

upgrade then this is well worth a look, and at

$199 it’s a bargain too.
They're just getting faster and faster - but don't

expect CD-ROM's to get much above 4ox

THE ULTIMATE IN WICKED 3D GAMING

ENTERTAINMENT SYD WA
^TECHNOLOGY MINDFLUX D&M INDUSTRY
VIC 03 9593 3579

QLD (07) 3893 4565 (02)9416 9029 (08) 9444 9549

.

The Wicked3D Vengeance includes 3Dfx’s Voodoo Banshee
chipset that provides unmatched 2D and stunning 3D
acceleration. It offers 128 bit 2D acceleration for incredible
speed in 2D games and applications. The Wicked3D
Vengeance provides superb 3D acceleration and complete
compatibility with all your favourite Direct3D, QuakeGL,
and 3Dfx Glide games. 16Mb of 100MHz 25ns SDRAM.
Higher resolutions than any other Voodoo Banshee.
Exclusive stereoscopic eyewear support.

Wicked3D Voodoo2
Fully loaded with 12MB of high speed EDO DRAM
the Wicked3D will give up to 40% better performance
on Direct3D games than other Voodoo2 based graphics
cards. The Re2Flex technology shatters the 800x600
(1024x768 SLI) barrier by providing resolutions up to
1024x672 or 1024x1024 in SLI. Support for160 games
with H3D Eyewear in stereoscopic 3D.

Wicked3D Vision

Take your game experience to new heights with the
3D Wicked Vision H3D wireless LCD Eyewear system!
When coupled with the Wicked3D Voodoo2 or Vengeance,
over 160 of the latest games are supported including Quake
Jedi Knight, Unreal, Need For Speed 3 and more.
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RACE LEADER
FORCE FEEDBACK STEERING WHEEL - Ubisoft • $279

WINGMAN FORCE
Logitech * $269

I

sn’t it just the way? You fork over that

huge wad of cash over to a sneering sales-

man, and walk out of the store with a huge

big box under your arm determined to have

fun. You arrive home, then realise that cer-

tain bits don't fit. Aaargh!

There’s really no excuse for you not being

able to connect your new Race Leader Force

Feedback wheel out of the box. The wheel

uses a 9 pin connector, and most game ports

use 15 hole jacks. What gives? Shame on you,

Guillemot.

Once you get that inconvenience out of

the way, you can sit yourself down to your

First Force Feedback Steering Wheel!

Coupled with a two-pedal block, the Race

Leader aims at being the comprehensive, all

in one game control package. It’s sturdy

enough (with effective suction cups) to use

without touching the clamps included in the

package. However, on anything but carpet,

the pedal mock-up will slip and slide, so grip

tape or other innovative methods will be

necessary to keep it stable.

Featured on the face of the wheel

are io buttons, and a directional pad.

Within finger’s reach behind the face

is a gear change paddle on each side of

the wheel. So there’s the ability to program a

total of 20 separate commands for each of

the buttons on the wheel, not that you’ll need

to, of course. Surprising was the inclusion of

a directional pad on the face of the wheel.

Not a bad concept, but the positioning of the

d-pad renders it almost useless - use it for

longer than a few minutes

and the cramps and strain

will set in. Still, it’s useful

for navigating around

game menus and the like.

The wheel only turns

just under a hundred

degrees both ways. As for

the actual

force

feedback function, the Race Leader is

redeemed. Force feedback is a welcome addi-

tion to the game playing experience, and this

wheel shakes and whirrs in a totally satisfac-

tory manner. Disappointing was that the

actual pedal mock up wasn’t also setup to

vibrate. A few games included with the pack-

age to test out the wheel would also have

been welcome.

One of the glut of

Force Feedback

wheels to hit

lately, but a

good one

nonetheless

The stick itself isn’t much of a radical

departure from the WingMan series that

we’ve come to either love or hate. The throt-

tle wheel is there, and there are 9 buttons

and an eight-way hat switch to play around

with. The button groove/grip, however, is

set at an awkward angle and is slightly too

deep, as a result, the only comfortable way

of pressing this button is using the lower

half of the thumb.

Using the Immersion I-Force Force

Feedback technology, this stick vibrates,

again, sufficiently enough. As it seems to

be with Force Feedback products, success

is not gauged so much by the proficiency

to shake and vibrate but in the way the

overall stick is put together, and how it

feels. To this end, the WingMan force does

the job nicely.

Included in the package is

Decent Freespace, Redline

Racer, Warbirds and the very

helpful Logitech setup soft-

ware.

L
ogitech have had years of experience in

bringing us a tool for every gam-

ing occa-

sion, so we were

bitterly disap-

pointed to see

them suffer the

same lack of

insight as

Guillemot did

with their force

feed back steer-

ing wheel.

Within the box

lies the vibrating

stick of joy, and

at the end of the

cord is a USB
connector,

and a 9-pin.

Not an ever-

so-handy 15-

pin plug.

Oh how a simple adaptor

would have been appreciated. It’d cost

Logitech next to nothing to include one in the

box, but instead, you’ll need to make sure

you get one yourself. Bah!

Despite the odd and impractical placement of a

couple of buttons, the Wingman stick performs well
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3
D shutter glasses have been commer-
cially available to the general public for

about 3 years now, though they weren’t

a big success initially because LCD 3D in

games required double the processor power

and there was also a problem with earlier

glasses’ refresh rate being too low and caus-

ing noticeable flicker.

These 2 issues are caused purely by the

way that shutter glasses work, which is actu-

ally quite ingenious. The game outputs the

left image on the monitor onto the left lens,

and the right shutter darkens ensuring that

the left eye sees only the left image, and then

on the next cycle the opposite

occurs. In essence it

halves the refresh rate

of your monitor - which

with older shutter technolo-

gy caused a disturbing

flicker. The H3D has a

maximum refresh rate of

79Hz, however, so this

pretty much alleviates flicker

problems.

Having to process a left and

right image does mean that your

PC has to work twice as hard,

and this is where Metabyte step

in. With the Wicked 3D you will

receive a 20% improvement

over a standard Voodoo 2. A
Quake II non-cached timedemo

(H3D enabled) scored 29.7 on a

generic card and 36.64 on the
\

Wicked 3D. Ultimately the H3D
glasses are very

usable on any Voodoo 2

board. The sense of depth

perception they offer is very

real, though support for

games is very lacking

at the moment -

the only really

playable games for

the H3D are Quake and

There's only a couple of games that support the H3D
glasses so far, but they are Quake and Quake 2

Quake II, which is a bit disappointing.

The H3D are a vast improvement over

previous shutter glasses, but after prolonged

use (more than an hour) your eyes will dry

up and you’ll get a slight headache requiring

you to take a break. Apart from that these

glasses give a brilliant sense of depth percep-

tion and do add tremendous atmosphere to

the games that support them.JL

FPGr^CPT.

MUSIC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
A.C.N.004 259 527

PHONE: 1800 805 413

WITH YAMAHA PC SPEAKERS AND SOUNDCARDS
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PREVIEWS

After testing the waters, Interplay dive in the deep end with a
grand RPG.

Whatdowe
the Fallout series?

Ores, no Elves, no

Clerics. RPG’s don’t

have to be D&D based!

looking person
*You see a scruffy
looking person

Category RPG
Players 1

Publisher Interplay

Available Soon

F
allout 2 will have much
more of an impact on

the RPG market than its

predecessor ever did.

Sure, Fallout did estab-

lish that there was room for old-

style classic RPGing, but things

have changed in the last year.

The public has become more

aware of the need for change

within the genre. The question

is, just how far will they go to

support it?

RPG identity crisis

The entire Role Playing Game
genre is currently going through a

metamorphosis, and the current

and most timely phase seems to

be the almighty identity crisis.

Scores of RPG’s are headed our

way over the next year, and the

majority of these are opting to

shed the more conven-

tional and well known

RPG characteristics in

favour of something

entirely different.

Borrowing heavily from

the adventure genre, and

taking a stronger pinch

from the action game, a

brief look over the

required spec list for a

number ofupcoming

well known RPG’s reads

more like the list

required for the latest 3D shooter.

1999 could well prove to be the

year that the RPG emerged from

the dark ages and took the genre

in new and exciting directions, or

the year that the modem RPG was

rejected by gamers in favour of the

old school flavour. Whatever hap-

pens, we the gamers will cast our

vote for future of the genre this

Christmas, with the power of

selective spending.

Vs. Baldur’s Gate

Fallout 2 will be going up

against the eagerly anticipated

Baldur’s Gate this coming

Christmas. Even though both

products come under the Black

Isle division of Interplay, their

development has been quite sep-

arate indeed. And all other RPG
developers will be keeping a

close on just what happens with

the two titles, because both

games, while separate, together

represent the more traditional

approach to RPG design. Will

gamers go for stalwart safe bets

such as these, or will they be dar-

ing and hand their money over

for a less conventional (though

not necessarily a less valid) RPG
like Thief: The Dark Project?

Either way, our decision at

the counter this year will greatly

affect just what we’ll be seeing in

the very near future.

But for the meantime, there

are games to play. Fallout 2

should very much be read as

Fallout V2.0. While there is a

new storyline and a whole

assortment of new weapons and

items to discover, the very heart

of the game remains

unchanged. The graphics are the

same, as are the basic game

mechanics. So what’s new?

Bullet in the head

Fallout 2 should simply be

better than Fallout in almost

every respect. Skills this time will
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be much more balanced and use-

ful than in Fallout. For example,

the intelligence based skills and

perks in Fallout were rather use-

less. While great care went into

allowing for a diplomatic “com-

municative” character to be creat-

ed, rarely were there situations

where these skills could be put to

any worthwhile use. Players soon

discovered that nothing talked

like a high “small guns” skill

level and a bullet between the

eyes. This time around, players

will have the option, if playing a

less action-oriented character, to

use their skills to better avoid get-

ting into any physical confronta-

tion with other characters. A
whole heap ofnew skills have

also been introduced.

The party will also behave in

a more intelligent manner.
Remember how Ian would keep

missing his target and shoot

you instead? And how he’d run
straight into the thick of action

at the beginning of a fight,

even when the odds were

against him? Fallout 2 will

allow players to set more
detailed strategy levels.

Inventory management will be

present as well, so you can give

your party members those

three spare combat jackets you
were carrying.

The game world is also much
larger. Town sizes in Fallout 2

surpass anything seen in the

first game. Players will now find

it much easier to get lost in the

game, as well as getting lost in

the overall storyline. With no
imposing time limit in Fallout

2, the player is free to wander
and explore the story at their

own pace. Black Isle Studios

suggest though, that because the

storyline is so compelling play-

ers will rarely feel the need to

stray too far from the plot in the

first place.

With so many great looking

RPG’s heading our way, it’s

going to be half the struggle

working out which one to

choose. Review next issue.

"SQfJfRT
SQUfRT, SQUIRT, AND

EXPERIENCEONEHELL
OFANENERGYBLAST.
v LIFE'SA PARTY,v DUDEr ^

Have you ever experiencedan energy blast-a realenergy

blast? IAYe’11ifs like this. You’ve hada big day or night(or

about to have one) andyour energy levels are depleted(or

you needmore energy), andyou sayVNEED MOTE
ENERGY!!’. Then you see thisproductcalledRace 2005
Energy Blast. So you say’OKI’LL TRYF’. You take a

sguirtandyou say 'mmm, tastesgood’.Then you take a secondsquirt,
and.UMMY!’ You feel this INSTANTsurge ofENERGY!! YOU’REREADYfor

anything. YOUFEEL GREAT! FANTASTIC! | /> j ///—

Congratulations, you’vejustexperienceda
"Race 2005 Energy blast. Energy anyone?

Take as directedandenjoy. Energy Blast

atyour nearestDrug or Health Store!

Questions? Comments? Call the Energy

Blastdudes on /800 670 680.

ENERGY BLAST with GUARANA and GINSEN<

CAUTION DO NOT TAKE IT AT NIGHT UNLESS YOU NEED THI
EXTRA ENERGY OR WISH TO REMAIN AWAKE.
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IMUMUK:
The Second
The second generation of ORPGs, or just the final version of UO?
You be the judge...

Category Online RPG
Players 1-5000

(per server)

Publisher Origin/EA

Available Now

W hen Ultima

Online: The

Second Age was

announced a few

months back, the

general online role-playing pub-

lic could do little else but scratch

their heads in candid contempla-

tion. It was described by Origin

as the definitive UO expansion

pack. Everyone knew though,

that Ultima Online was released

a little too early in the develop-

ment cycle (ie, still in beta), and

could have easily spent another

6 months being refined and per-

fected behind closed doors.

People were also fully aware that

while over the course of UO’s

maiden year the game had slow-

ly and steadily improved, there

was still a fair way to go before

players could begin the more

traditional fight against good or

evil (depending on their karmic

affiliation of course) instead of

battling the various (and still

rather numerous) game bugs

and exploits. So if the game was

still needing some attention,

why the expansion pack?

Shouldn’t Origin finish the core

game first? The Second Age

generated some enthusiastic

(and quite cynical, we must add)

interest. Just what were those

crafty Origin people up to?

We were first, so ner!

What with the recent trend of

just about every game developer

and their dog announcing their

own crack at the

online RPG, Origin

have realised the

need to reassert

their position as pio-

neers within this

fledgling genre.

With the ever loom-

ing EverQuest

(being perhaps the

most anticipated of

the next wave of online RPGs)

nearing completion, and the

desperately impressive sounding

ORPG Middle Earth (based on

Tolkein’s works) turning plenty

I of heads, The Second Age has

been labelled by many as a sim-

ple exercise of damage control.

Perhaps if s a polite reminder

that UO is here and now, and

that Ultima Online has got per-

haps the most important feature
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There’s an easier way to experience force feedback

FORCE

For the most realistic gaming experience you’ve ever had, get your
hands on the It’s a whole new vibe. Jarring

explosions. Shuddering recoils. Centrifugal force. Gravitational pull.

Revolutionary I-FORCE* technology uses high-precision steel cable drives

so you can feel the force in every fibre of your being. Every sensation.

Every vibration. Every titillation. Every mutilation. Nine programmable
weapon buttons. Integrated throttle wheel. A 1 6-bit Intercontroller

chip. And customisable feedback software. Push the stick that pushes
back. And feel your pain.

www. Iogitech.com

It’s what you touch."

Available fro

Hleecronics Bout

pilfer, 1dieting cbmpinei: res
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They've been at it for over a year now, in

full commercial release, so hopefully

this time they'll actually get it right

of all the current or up and com-

ing ORPGs - a wealth of experi-

ence under its belt.

The Second Age is however,

more than just a money mak-

ing, market shaping exercise

aimed at winning back some

attention and maybe even the

odd “retired" subscriber or two.

The Second Age is primarily

the result of the UO develop-

ment team spending a year

experiencing all that comes

with running an online persis-

tent virtual world, and taking

notice. Promised with the

release is a new land to explore,

a slew of new creatures and

animals to interact with, as well

a stack of core gameplay

enhancements that will make

the average UO player’s virtual

life that much easier.

More dirt!

The new landmass is huge,

but not as large as the Britannia

seen in UO. Rather than a near

fifty-fifty ratio of land to sea, the

Second Age is primarily made

up of terra firma, bounded most-

ly by mountains. Scattered

throughout are several new types

of terrain, with swamps and cav-

erns and streams of lava flowing

by being the most notable. There

are several new creatures intro-

duced, including giant frogs,

cyclops, lava lizards, a new riding

bird, and an alligator-like ice

beastie. A further collection of

existing UO beasties have made

the transition, though with

altered stats and abilities. The

most interesting addition is the

introduction of two new species -

the Ophidians and the

Terathans. One is based on ser-

pents and the other on arach-

nids, each with certain class lev-

Age expansion pack installed on

their system won’t be able to

access them. Travel between UO
and the Second Age will appar-

ently be penalty free.

As mentioned, The Second

Age isn’t just a pricey title with

a new landmass and a few new

creatures to hack and slash..

For the game engine, enhance-

ments that most expected

would have been available to be

downloaded for free were too

large to be distributed in that

way. Hence the necessity for a

whole new package.

Big screen mode
On the

enhancement

front, the most

notable feature is

Big Screen mode.

UO can get

awfully cluttered

with your paper-

doll on display,

your spell book

ready, your back-

pack opened and

the skill list

brought up. Sections of the

gameplay window become

buried, which makes it that

much harder to spot sneaky

thieves or player killers on

screen. With this new feature,

Origin have shrunk the viewable

game world area, and left two

black “tile” sections on either

side to work with, so you can

arrange all the vital gameplay

windows off the main screen.

Also included is an IRC-style

chat program, which is run from

within the game (there should be

no need now to be hopping

between IRC/ICQ and UO that

frequently). A new translation

program will be included, which

will (fingers crossed) break the

language barrier that is so often

encountered online. Other minor

enhancements such as the uo.cfg

system being replaced by a menu
system may seem trivial, but

really are a godsend.

Paper manuals, finally

And the thing most missed in

the original UO package? A
manual! A big fat manual. This

time around Origin have includ-

ed one, combining both the orig-

inal game as well as the new fea-

tures from the Second Age into

one hefty tome.

Are the new enhancements

enough to give Ultima Online

an extended shelf life? Like

always time will tell. Beta testing

is currently under way and all

reports suggest that it will be a

necessary purchase if any long

term enjoyment is expected

from the UO experience. More

details soon.

Major improvements

To reach this new land, the

player must log onto Britannia

first, then seek out one of several

portals. The portals will be visi-

ble to regular UO players, how-

ever those without the Second

els and an age old

feud. The potential

for a new storyline is

there for the taking.

It’s now up to Origin

do the rest.
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FEATURE

,
Creative Director at Planet Moon

talks with PowerPlay's Ed Dawson
Giants, and helps us reminisce about

the mighty MDK.

Hi Tim, thanks for taking time out to talk

with us.

Tim: You’re welcome! I actually have

some of my colleagues joining me today:

Nick Bruty (President), Bob Stevenson (VP

and Artist) and Andy Astor (VP and

Programmer).

If you think the Planet Moon lads sound weird and

silly here, just wait until you check out their web

page - www.planetmoon.com. Tres wacky!

Firstly, can you tell us a little bit about

yourself and what your position involves

at Planet Moon Studios?

Tim: I’m the Creative Director here at

Planet Moon. This is a position that involves

many things — anything from writing for

our web site (www.planetmoon.com) to

putting sound effects in the game. But the

main thing for me is game design work—
most of my time is spent concentrating on

making this game absolutely original and

exciting. Nick and Bob both deal with thi

sides of things, along with game desigrfas

well, and Andy’s the programmer.

Now that you have the incredibpfjlower

of 3D acceleration at your dispbsf||, do

you have any technical tricks up your

sleeves for Giants, in the same ground-

breaking fashion?

Andy: Yes. The above statements still

apply. Tliough flat shading is no longer an

issue, it is still important for the artists to

select when to use numbers of polygons and

when to use large textures to produce the

blend of performance and art. Our engine is

still custom designed for the game and we’ll

implement non-standard graphical tech-

niques to display unique visuals in the game.

The little info we have sucked out of our

sources indicates that your upcoming

game, “Giants” is an Action/Strategy

game. Is that exactly correct?

Tim: These days I cringe at the descrip-

tion “Action/ Strategy” because it has fast

become overused, and many of these games

seem rather uninspired. First and foremost I

see this as an Action game, but we have pur-

posely not tried to completely balance this

with strategy. Simply put, Giants is an action

game which unashamedly steps into the tran-

quil worlds of Strategy and RPG...then blows

them to pieces!

The lines between action and strategy

are blurring ever more these days,

recently with titles such as Uprising,

Battlezone and Urban Assault, with

mixed success. Even earlier efforts like

thejphcient and classic Magic Carpet

hainmmersive 3D worlds with strategic

components. How do you plan to merge
lese genres?

Tim: The root of the strategy in pur game

[comes directly fromThe desire to keep it fast

paced and exciting. |l\7eTioticecMhat dther

companies take a niore literal approach to the -

Action /Strategy geJBLThey come up with

strategy elements ’fmfch bog the whole game

down. As I said, Giants will allow the player to,,

concentrate on having fun and playing a fast- J

paced action gajhe. All this, while the strategyM
and RPG elements happen around him.

We really like the Sea Reapers. The way
they cast natural disasters like full-scale

typhoons against their foes is very

endearing. Do they have any weapons
involving Fish?

Nick: Do they! Tire Reapers are not natur-

al sea dwellers. Forced from the land by the

newly sentient Kabuto, they struggle for sur-

vival against fickle sea monsters and irritated

fish, not to mention a bad case of crabs.

However, your natural progression through

the levels will leave you with a good handful

of spells capable of penetrating the egg-shel-

lian minds of these very same creatures, sub-

mitting their will to yours.

Are you expecting to get in trouble over

the Sea Reapers carefree and “Tropical”

choice of apparel?

Bob: After showing Delphi (Leader of the

Sea Reapers) to many women at E3 and

ECTS, I didn’t get any slaps in the face. In

fact the reaction was very pro “Carefree”.

They also appreciated that we didn’t give her

watermelon-sized breasts.

Will you incorporate a censorship set-

ting (with some well-placed rendered

coconuts) for the concerned old-fash-

ioned parents who might be buying the

game?
If there are certain countries that object to

her liberated attire then I suppose we could

opt for the old “coconut” trick. Or maybe we’ll

just cover her breasts with fake plastic breasts.
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BUYER’S GUIDE

A TALE OF 2PCs
A Budget-Box and a Beast. Both game-able,

is how rich you are...

et’s face it: it’s time you upgraded.

The whole situation has gone

beyond a joke. Unreal is a slideshow

on your P133, and you turn to the

system requirements on game boxes

with fear and trepidation - and usually dis-

may. So, you steel your resolve and hide away

parts of your pay packet/Dole

cheque/Austudy allowance/pocket money

each fortnight, dreaming of the day when you

can afford to upgrade.

When you get to the stage where it looks

feasible to buy a whole brand spanking new

gaming machine, you turn to the classifieds

section ofyour newspaper. Ads everywhere! All

offering the best, promising the earth, the guar-

anteed best prices, the best equipment, and

everything else possible. Gradually, though, a

picture begins to emerge ofwhat you want (or,

more likely, what you can afford). So offyou

trot to a few dealers to get some advice and

view the merchandise first-hand.

Death by Retail

“No way!” says Sleazy Merchant #1, “you

don’t need that! We don’t stock Product A
anyway!”. He smiles glibly and moves to

Product B “Now this, this is what you want.

It’s got 44 Quadraloops of power, can dance

the Cha Cha and fix a lovely cup of tea too, all

while dispensing handy fashion tips”. So

you’re thinking, ‘wow, that looks cool. I’ll be

getting me one of those!’ But there’s another

store across the road, and you drop in just for

a quick look on your way to the ATM...

“No way! You don’t want that!” says

Sleazy Merchant #2 “We don’t stock Product

B anyway, it’s crap!”. He smiles glibly. “Now

this, this is what you want” he says, proudly

pointing to Product C. More technical details

All that matters now

follow, leaving you thoroughly confused. So

you go visit Sleazy Merchant #3, who pro-

ceeds to denigrate both Products B and C in

favour of Product A. By the end of the whole

thing, you just want to curl up in a corner

and beat yourself with a stick. And that’s just

one component, you haven’t even begun to

ask about the other pieces, or even tried to

assess the merits of the pre-built systems

they all offer. What do you do? Give up, go

home, and forget the whole computer games

thing? Not likely!

PCPP to the rescue

Now, we don’t have the easy answers (we’ll

leave that to the pollies), but we can help you

out with a guide to buying your new PC,

whether you’re after your first gaming system

on a limited budget or you want the latest

whizz bang techo gear (and can afford it).
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pARIT 11: THE BUDGET GAMER
%

F
irst up is the budget gamer, and as

much as we hate to admit it, this is

where most of us fit in (unless you’ve all

been lying on your survey forms), and

though the specifications we’ve outlined will

set you back a little more than many pre-built

clone systems you’ll be sure that you’re get-

ting good quality merchandise for a reason-

able price. Feel free to deviate from our rec-

ommendations according to your needs or

budget, but rest assured that the products

we’ve listed all have our ‘GoodGaming’

stamp of approval.

[Note: all prices quoted below are estimates

only. Retail prices will varyfrom these figures,

substantially in some cases]

CASE $50-80

What: Midi Tower/Mid Tower

Why: Middle sized tower cases aren’t very

expensive, leave you room inside the case for

when you need to add or remove devices, and

offer more ventilation for your equipment. If

you really want to, you can save 20 bucks or so

by buying a Mini Tower, but we don’t recom-

mend this - cases are phallic symbols, after all.

Which: It doesn’t really matter which brand,

just pick a pretty one, really.

What to look out for: Make sure that your

motherboard will fit in the case - don’t buy

a Mini Tower if you get an ATX sized

mainboard.

MOTHERBOARD $170-180

What: We think that you’ll get the most bang

for your buck with a Super 7 Motherboard.

Recommended model: EpoX Super 7
EP58MVP3
Why: They’re relatively cheap, will run the

100MHz BUS, have an AGP slot, and use

PC100 SDRAM.
What to look out for: Whichever type of

motherboard you decide upon, try to get one

that comes with a CPU setup program in the

BIOS rather than manually set jumpers.

Also, make sure that there are enough PCI

and ISA slots to fulfil your needs.

CPU: $300-$320|

What: AMD K6-2 300MHz (or thereabouts)

Why: The K6-2 is a gamers CPU, it’s

designed to run on a 100MHz BUS, it’s

cheap, and it’s fast. Perfect! If you do choose

to go with a BX Motherboard rather than a

Super 7, then we’d heartily recommend the

Celeron 300a chips (the ones with the 128k

cache), for the same reasons.

What to look out for: Just make sure that

you shop around for prices, as they change

regularly and vary wildly between retailers.

Always buy from a reputable source though,

it’s in your best interests in the long run.

RAM $180-$200l
What: 64MB SDRAM (8ns 100MHz rated)

Why: Most store-built systems will come with

32MB RAM standard. This really isn’t

enough for a gaming system. In fact, 64MB
is only just enough. Trust us, you’ll need it,

and RAM isn’t that expensive at the moment.
What to look out for: Make sure that you’re

getting PC100 rated RAM. It costs about $10

more per 16MB, but the cheaper RAM won’t

work with your 100MHz BUS system. Also

beware of worryingly cheap RAM, there are

some dodgy dealers out there that will try to

sell second-hand RAM as new.

MONITOR: $300-$400

1

What: 15” Monitor

Why: The monitor is one of the most expen-

sive components in your computer, and

though we’d all love dearly to have a nice fat

17 incher (at least) sitting in front of us, for

a budget PC they’re just a bit too expensive.

A decent 15” monitor is your best bet, and

you can always upgrade to a

17” a few months down the

track when you’ve saved up

a few more bucks.

Recommended Brands:

Acer, ViewSonic, Magtron,

DiamondView, Sony.

What to look out for: Always

check the maximum resolu-

tions, refresh rates (the high-

er the better), and dot pitch

(smaller is better). As always,

the more established brands

will have better manufacturer

warranties, in case something

goes wrong in the future.

your motherboard and BIOS supports it.

There’s a lot of talk from manufacturers about

seek times, access times and transfer rates -

always take these figures with a grain of salt.

CD-ROM $100-130

What: Anywhere around a 24X IDE drive will

be fine

Why: CD-ROM’s are dirt cheap at the

moment, and you shouldn’t need to spend

more money on a 32X or 40X drive - you

won’t see much difference in data transfer

rates at all.

Recommended Brands: Creative, Sony, Acer

What to look out for: As with Hard Drives,

most manufacturers (and salespeople) will try

to confuse you with talk of transfer rates,

seek times, and access rates. In reality, there

really isn’t that much difference.

1

VIDEO 2D/3D:1 $170
What: Intel ^40 AGP
Why: If you’re looking for a

good, cheap 2D/3D combo
card, it’s very hard to go past

the ^40 range. There may
be cheaper combo cards out

there, but they won’t match

up to the ^40 in terms of

performance. A separate

Voodoo2 card would be nice,

but it’s another item that

might have to be put off for a

few months due to cost- the

i740 alone will satisfy your

needs until then.

Recommended Brands: Real

3D Starfighter, Diamond
Stealth II G460
Other Video Solutions: Riva

ZX, Diamond Viper 330

SOUND $too

What: You will want an

Aureal A3D card of some
variety

Why: There’s a plethora of

cheap ones available, most

offering great quality sound

at a nice price.

Recommended Brands:

Orchid Nu Sound, Aztech

338, Professional Sound

System

What to look out for: Check

to make sure that the A3D
logo is on the box and that

the card uses Aureal’s

‘Vortex’ chip. Also, check the

specifications for ‘signal to

noise ratio’ (lower is better).

SPEAKERS: $400

HARD DRIVE: $250-$300]

What: At least 3GB EIDE
Why: You will need at least 3GB of space to

store your games and applications as well as

your OS (probably Win95/98).

Recommended Brands: IBM, Quantum,
Western Digital, Fujitsu, Seagate

What to look out for: You’re going to want an

Ultra DMA (or UDMA, or UDMA33) drive if

at all possible, but check to make sure that

What: Cambridge

SoundWorks ‘PC Works’ 3

piece kit

Why: Cambridge have con-

sistently taken out our Hot

Hardware awards for quality

and price. Most 3 piece

combo kits (2 satellites and

subwoofer) are much more
expensive than this, and the

clarity has to be heard to be

believed.

What to look out for:

Prices are changing rather

rapidly, the entire range has

come down in price recent-

ly, and it may happen again. Shop around

to make sure you’re getting the best deal.

NETWORK CARD $40-$50
What: NE2000 PNP Network card

Why: The two crucial aspects are to get a

PNP card and to make sure that it is NE2000
compatible. You don’t want to have to screw

around with jumpers to set IRQ’s and the

like, and Windows usually loves NE 2000
compatible cards, which makes setting them
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up a breeze. PCI cards are preferable, but if

you’re running short on PCI slots then an

ISA card will do fine.

What to look out for: Make sure that you

get terminators and a T-Junction with your

card, and you will probably also want to get

some cabling too - it’s only $5 or so for a

decent length.

1
MODEM

1
$200-82501

What: 56k best, 33.6k will do

Why: If you do decide upon a 56k modem,
make sure that your ISP supports it, other-

wise it’s a waste of money. A 33.6k modem
will offer much the same performance (56k is

only for downloads, and you will never actual-

ly achieve a transfer rate this high anyway) for

a better price. Probably best to go for a 33.6k

modem unless you see a good deal for a 56k

Recommended Brands: Banksia, Netcomm,

US Robotics, Hayes

What to look out for: Make absolutely posi-

tively sure that the modem has a tick on the

box to signify that it complies with Australian

Telecommunications standards.

Gaming Devices

|
FERRARO ADVANTAGE WHEEL

1
$400|

Simply the best there is, and competitively

priced too. If you’re into driving games at all

this is a very worthy buy

[
MICROSOFT SIDEWINDER GAMEPADl$80

|

At the very least you’ll need a gamepad of

some sort, and Microsoft’s Sidewinder is eas-

ily the best. There is also the Freestyle Pro,

but it’s fairly pricey, and the Sidewinder will

do the job.

Ithrustmaster x-fighterI $125

1

There are thousands of joysticks out

there, many of which are much cheaper.

However, they won’t perform nearly as well

or as reliably as the Thrusty stick. They’re

the best all purpose joystick you can get,

and worth the price tag.

THE EXTRAS
| $10Q-$150l

You will, of course, need a keyboard and

mouse. The general rule of thumb is that

these are the two most physically used com-

ponents of your system, so it’s worth

shelling out a little extra for decent quality.

Don’t ever get a $15 mouse and think that

it's going to last you more than 4 or 5

months, instead get a Logitech or Microsoft

Mouse. There’s a reason that they cost more
- it’s because they’re better.

Conclusion

So there you go, a powerful system for

around $2500 total. A system of this nature

will cost a little more than many of the

store assembled systems, but this way you

get known, high quality components all

around. It's not the absolute top end, but a

computer like this will run any game you

care to mention, both for now and into the

foreseeable future.

PART 2: T1HE POWE:r USER
T

he budget system is all well and good,

but if you want maximum gaming per-

formance and you’ve got a little extra

cash available then you’re going to be after

something with serious grunt, something

that makes your friends say ‘that’s siiiiiiiiick

maaate’ when they look at your beautiful

baby. Here’s what we recommend, then;

mmm $100 1

What: Full Tower

Why: Space, space and space. If you’re a

power user, you’re going to be in and out of

the insides of your system regularly, adding

in new bits and bobs, tweaking things here

and there. A Full Tower, or at least a Midi

Tower is what you want. And, of course, the

phallicity of the object cannot be disregarded.

Recommended Brands: Macase

What to look out for: Same as with the bud-

get model, just make sure that there’s ade-

quate ventilation and that the power cables

are plentiful enough and reach as far as you

will need them to.

1 MOTHERBOARD:! $28fr$350]

What: BX
Why: BX is where it’s at, without a doubt. It’s

the best Motherboard you can get right now.

Recommended brands: ABit BH6 (highly

recommended), AOpen AX6B, Asus P2B

What to look out for: There’s new mother-

boards coming out all the time, so keep an

eye on these pages each month to see what’s

new and if it measures up. Also, if you have

access to the internet, www.anandtech.com

and www.tomshardware.com are also well

worth a visit for their motherboard and

chipset comparisons.

!

CPU: f $800-$1000[

What: P2-400MHZ
Why: If you have the cash, you could go for a

Xeon (P2-450 with up to 2MB cache) or

straight P2-450MI1Z, but they’re extremely

expensive, and in terms of price for perfor-

mance the 400MHz is probably your best bet.

What to look out for: As always, shop around

for the best price, as differ-

ent retailers will vary quite a

bit.

refresh rates and maximum resolutions for

the monitor (higher is better in both cases),

and also the dot pitch (smaller is better, any-

thing less than 0.26 is good)

1
VIDEO 2D: $300-450

$380-$420

What: 128MB PC-100 rated

SDRAM
Why: 64MB is really only

just enough to get by nowa-

days. 128MB will be enough

for every game out now, and

for at least 6 months into the

future.

liMOMtORl $1000-$3500

1

What: At least a 17 inch,

preferably larger

Why: A difficult decision, this

one. At the least, you’ll be

wanting a 17” monitor, but a

19” (or upwards) viewscreen

would be the showpiece of

the entire system.

Unfortunately, the jump in

price from a 17” to a 19” (and

above) is hefty indeed. Suffice

to say that bigger is always better, but it’s also

much more expensive.

Recommended Brands: Sony, NEC,

ViewSonic, Acer

What to look out for: Always check the

VIDEO zD: RIVA TNT

What: RIVA TNT AGP, Voodoo Banshee

AGP, Matrox G200
Why: The recently released

RIVA TNT definitely has the

goods, it offers great 2D per-

formance along with very

impressive 3D to boot. It is

one of the more expensive

cards, retailing for around

$45o-ish. The Voodoo

Banshee is a very decent 2D
card, and also has decent 3D

too, and at $3oo-ish it’s an

attractive deal. The Matrox is

similarly priced, and it’s cer-

tainly one of the best in the

market.

What to look out for: Most

video cards these days offer

some software along with the

card, whether this be games

or applications. Have a look

around at the different pack-

ages offered and try to get

one that suits you best (i.e.

It’s pointless getting a pack-

age with three full versions of

games that you already own).— $450-$500

1

What: 12MB Voodoo2

Why: Despite the growing amount of 2D/3D

combo cards around, we’re still going to rec-
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ommend a separate 3D card,

because the Voodoo2 can’t

be beaten for performance

and you can always add a

second Voodoo2 as an easy

and potent upgrade later. An
indispensable part of any

serious gaming system.

Recommended Brands:

Canopus, Maxi Gamer,

Diamond, Creative, Metabyte

What to look out for: As

with 2D cards, most

Voodoo2’s come with soft-

ware packages. Shop around

a little and you should be

able to find one to satisfy

your needs.

[
HARD DRIVE:

|
$400-500

What: 8GB UDMA
Why: “No SCSI!?” we hear

you cry. Nope, SCSI is just a

little too expensive when you

consider that a SCSI con-

troller card is also required, totalling at least

$1000 for a similar 8GB solution. With Ultra

DMA (or UDMA, or UDMA33) drives you’ll

still get some rather fast transfer rates but at

a much more attractive price. And 8GB
might seem like a lot, but you will use it all if

it’s there.

Recommended Brands: IBM, Quantum,

Fujitsu, Western Digital

What to look out for: There’s no reason to

get one single drive, so if you find two 4GB
drives on offer cheaply, then snap them up.

There’s no real need for the two drives to be

identical (brand-wise or size-wise) either, it

doesn’t make any difference.

you should be able to find a

store or two selling them at a

special low price.

ISPEAKERS: $499

fcpTI S100-S150
What: 24X CD-ROM
Why: Standard CD-ROM drives will do the

job for you, again anything above a 24X will

suffice.

Things to look out for: If you are thinking

about DVD, then there are a few things you

might like to consider. Firstly, it just hasn’t

taken off in Australia yet. Indications are that

the DVD standard is growing in popularity,

but do you really need it now? Second thing

is the advent of DVD-RAM drives, which will

be able to write (and rewrite) to DVD disks,

read DVD disks, as well as all the standard

CD formats. They aren’t readily available yet,

and they’re going to start out being very

expensive, so it makes sense to wait a while

before going to DVD, we think.

! SOUND: $499
What: Sound Blaster Live!

Why: The SB Live! is an awesome card,

whether you’re a professional sound artist or

just love hearing crisp, clear, hi-fidelity sound.

It’s not cheap, but you get what you pay for.

Things to look out for: Er, not a lot really. The

SB Live! kits are selling hot at the moment, so

What: Cambridge PC Works

4 Point Surround

Why: Cambridge is the best,

there’s no doubt about it.

Around $500 is a lot to pay

for speakers, but you’ll be

getting sound quality usually

only found in much higher

priced speaker sets. The tiny

satellite speakers take up

almost no space at all, per-

fect for an often cluttered

computer desk.

[NETWORK CARD: [$40-60
|

What: PCI NE2000
compatible PNP
Why: Exactly the same as the

budget model - no need to

get anything flash as you

won’t see all that much difference between

models.

What to look out for: As long as the card is

PNP and doesn’t require you to manually set

jumpers, you’re set. You’ll also want to make
sure that it has connections for both BNC
and RJ-45 (telephone plug

style) cables.

nearly as well or as reliably as the Thrusty

stick. They’re the best all purpose joystick

you can get, and worth the price tag.

I
MODEM:

I
$200-250

What: 56k best, 33.6 will do

Why: As with the budget

model, 56k modems are wor-

thy if you can find a decent

one at a decent price, but

there’s no need to discount a

33.6k modem out of hand.

56k really isn’t that much
faster in most cases.

Recommended Brands:

Banlcsia, Hayes, Netcomm,

US Robotics (USR)

1
MS SIDEWINDER PRO DIGITAL

[
$130

[

Microsoft have learnt how to make joy-

sticks very quickly, and if you’re after a

good and versatile stick suitable for a num-
ber of games this is definitely worth con-

sidering.

[FERRARO ADVANTAGE WHEEL
1

$400
]

Simply the best there is, and competitively

priced too. If you’re into driving games at all

this is a very worthy buy.

Extras

An extra cooling fan for your tower is

highly recommended, just because it keeps

the air circulating around inside your

machine, thereby moving the hot air away

from the devices that heat up, like video

cards and CPU’s. You’ll also need a mouse
and keyboard, of course. Don’t look past the

‘wheel’ mice because they look gimmicky,

they’re actually very handy, both for scrolling

in web pages and word processors, but also

(and more importantly) they’re great for use

as ‘next weapon’ and ‘previous weapon’ keys.

Both Logitech and Microsoft have great

‘wheel’ mice available.

Keyboards. ..you’ll be

very hard pushed to find a

non-Win95 keyboard

around, but if you can,

snap it up. Other than that,

just make sure you do

some test typing before you

buy to make sure it feels

comfortable for you. And
then take it home and

remove the Windows keys

with a butter knife....

Gaming Devices

MICROSOFT FREESTYLE

PRO “St3T
There’s enough buttons

for whatever type of game
you’re playing, and once you

get the hang of the move-

ment you’ll never look back.

The MS Sidewinder

Gamepad is also an option,

and at 8o-odd bucks is

cheaper too, but the Freestyle

is great.

MODEM: 56k

* f - •
...
# - •

? .
• •:

THRUSTMASTER
X-FIGHTER $125

There are thousands of

joysticks out there, many of

which are much cheaper.

However, they won’t perform

JOYSTICK: Thrustmaster X-Fighter

Conclusion

So that’s the power

gaming machine. Sure, it’s

going to set you back

around $5000 (or more),

but if you can afford it this

will give you no end of

pleasure. Every game will

run as smooth as a baby’s

botty, the components are

all top of the line, and

unless you’ve got an all but

unlimited budget, this is as

good as you can get. Of
course, “as good as you can

get” usually lasts around

six months in the unpre-

dictable computer industry,

but there have been some
big tecnological leaps lately

that mean you’ll be secure

in the knowledge that

another upgrade is a long

way off.
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PART 3: 1 NSTALLATION GUIDE

Mount the CPU
For those of you with

dirty minds, congratulations,

you’re just like us (It makes us giggle too).

However, all we’re going to do is pop the

CPU into its rightful position.

For Socket 7 motherboards, first make sure

that the pins on the chip haven’t become bent

at any stage. If they have, you can try to very

carefully bend them back, but we’d recom-

mend taking it back to the store and asking for

a new one. Ready your motherboard for the

insertion of the CPU by lifting the lever next to

the ZIF socket, pushing gently outwards and

upwards. Take a look at the underside of the

chip and you will notice that one comer is short

one pin. Align this comer up with the comer

on the ZIF socket that is the same, and gently

insert the chip into position. Then pop the lever

back down until it clicks, and you’re done. Next

is the cooling fan, and for this you simply place

the fan over the top of the chip, then click the

holders into position. Easy!

For Pentium 2 (or Slot 1) Motherboards

and chips, the process is even less painful.

The heatsink should already be attached to

the CPU, so all that’s required is to insert the

chip into the holding brackets. It can only go

in one way, so if you’re having trouble Fitting

the chip in, try things the other way around.

Inserting HAM
Back in the days of SIMM slots, inserting

new or more memory into your PC was a haz-

I

f you do choose to buy your components

separately and install them yourself, you

might find yourself a bit worried about the

physical installation. There’s an awful lot of

screws, slots and plugs to deal with. And then

there’s all those cautionary tales about people

blowing up their motherboards by wiring it

incorrectly, or shorting out circuits because

their bodies were statically charged with elec-

tricity when they held their components. It

has happened (it’s actually happened to me -

and it’s one of the most annoying things that

can ever happen to you, trust me). However,

assembling your system yourself is a practice

that we actively encourage, for a number of

reasons. Firstly, you get to know your system

better - you bond with it, if you will. There’s

no better way to become familiar with the

insides of your computer, the way things

work, than by finding out by doing it your-

self. If you are attempting a ‘build’ for the

first time, then you do need to be very cau-

tious - and it’s also heartily recommended
that you have a more experienced, more tech-

nically oriented person nearby, for advice and

security.

Now, there’s some basic steps to follow to

ensure that you’re not going to wreck the

whole thing. Firstly, you’ll need a large clear-

ly lit space in which to work. If this means

that you finally clean your room for the first

time in 6 months, then so be it, I’m afraid.

Next you’ll want to lay out all your compo-

nents within easy reach, making sure that

you have enough screws to go around. Every

so often, and especially at first you’ll want to

de-static yourself. Simply touch the power

section of the motherboard with any hand to

do so. Then, once you have a

phillips head screwdriver

handy, the first thing to do is

secure your motherboard to

the case.

n»ai Secure the
Motherboard

This is a fairly taxing task,

but it's probably the most

fiddly part of the whole

thing. Firstly, you’re going to

want to remove the side-

board from the case so as to

allow you access. Carefully

remove the screws that hold

in the backboarc for the case.

Depending upon what type

of case you have, you’ll either

find metal or plastic ‘stand

offs’. Standoffs are clips that

secure your motherboard to

the backing plate (along with

standard screws). It really is

a good idea to read through

the motherboard manual, at

least briefly, before you begin

just so that you are at least

vaguely acquainted with

what’s supposed to go where.

If you need to set jumpers

for the CPU or whatever, it’s

easiest to do so before the

board goes into the case -

much less fiddly that way.

Beware - it’s not a good idea at all to over-

clock your chip the first time. Initially, you

should set the chip to run in a stock standard

fashion. Once everything is

up and running, then if

you’re so inclined you can

mess around with overclock-

ing, but not before. When
the jumpers are set and

you’ve read through the

manual, you should proceed

and attach the motherboard

to the backing plate. Simply

pop the standoffs through

the holes and slide it gently

into position, and then

secure by using screws in the

appropriate positions.
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the two black cables should be placed next to

each other, otherwise the motherboard will

essentially blow up. With AT-X power, there's

only one way to insert the cable, so you
shouldn’t have too much trouble here. Next,

if your motherboard has a separate 3 pin con-

nector for power to the CPU fan, attach this,

and then once this has been accomplished,

attach your motherboard to the case (if you
haven’t done so already).

v Testing

It’s not essential, but it’s still a very good
idea to check that things are working as they

should be at this stage. You will need to

insert your video card by slotting it in to

either the PCI or AGP slot (depending on
what type of video card you have), and con-

necting your monitor cable to the output

port. Also, plug in your keyboard as well, you
might need it. Then connect the power to

your system and turn it on. You should see

the BIOS kick in, eventually (it may take up
to 30 seconds the first time). If it does, you’ve

just accomplished the hardest part of

installing your system. Well done! Now
remove the power cable from the back of the

case, so as to avoid any accidents whilst you
install everything else.

Give it power

Devices

ardous task. Not so now with DIMM slots, as

things are much easier. There’s no sliding of
RAM from a 45 degree angle to an upright

position, the RAM is now simply inserted into

the top of the slot at a 90 degree angle to the

motherboard, slotting into position with appli-

cation of some downward force. Some DIMM
slots can be a bit tough, so don’t worry about
applying a bit of force to get them into the

correct position. Make sure though, that the

RAM is aligned properly. Each DIMM module
has three interface points of different lengths,

so make sure that you are trying to insert the

RAM in the slot that lines up with the appro-

priate length. Generally, the RAM faces in

towards the Motherboard, but this is not

always the case.

Next step is to secure the power cables to

your Motherboard. If it’s possible, it’s best to

do this before you attach the motherboard to

the case, but this won’t always be possible.

There are two types of power supplies - AT-X
or AT. Most modern cases will come
equipped with power supplies that utilise the

AT-X connector, and most motherboards will

also use this. Consult the motherboard man-
ual for information on what your mother-

board comes with and where it should go.

Basically, an AT-X power supply has a single

20-pin block, whereas AT power uses 2 sepa-

rate 5-pin connectors. With AT power cables,

Now it’s time to install your hard drives,

floppy drive and CD-ROM/DVD. If you’re

using IDE channels for your

HDD and CD/DVD, then

you’ll probably need to set

their master/slave status. In

the documentation that came
with the drives or on the dri-

ves themselves you’ll find

information on how to set

your drives as you need

them. If you only have one

CD-ROM and one Hard
Drive, then it’s best to use

both of the IDE channels

available, with the HDD and

CD set as master on each

channel. First you will need

to install the drives physical-

ly. Just gently slide the Hard
drive into the bay on the low-

ermost rung. Screw it in

place securely, using two

screws for each side. Next

attach your floppy drive (you

may need to remove a slot on

the front of the case for this)

in the same way. Then
remove the slot at the top of

the case to make room for

your CD-ROM, and slide it

in. Time to connect them up.

First, the Hard Drive

(we’ll presume that you have

one single hard drive and a

single CD-ROM). The first

step is to attach the power

cable. Find the cable with one normal power
connector, and one smaller 4-pin connector
(for the floppy). Attach the normal cable to

the slot on the hard drive (there’s only one
way it will fit), and the 4-pin power supply
to the floppy drive (again, it will only fit one
way). Next, you’ll want to attach the IDE
cable to your hard drive. You’ll see in the

motherboard manual where the IDE inter-

faces are on the motherboard, locate them
and take note of where ‘pin 1’ is (it will

either be noted on the motherboard or in

the manual). The red stripe on the IDE
cable always goes on the same side as pin 1,

so just carefully place the cable into the slot.

The other end, of course, goes into your
hard drive. For hard drives and CD-ROM’s
the red stripe always lines up next to the

power cable, though floppy drives usually

have a nice big ‘pin 1’ sign for where the red
stripe should be. Follow the same procedure
for your CD-ROM, using the secondary
channel interface.

You will also have a floppy drive cable,

which is slightly smaller than the IDE cable.

Attach the non-twisted end to the mother-
board in the floppy port, and the end with a

twist in it to your floppy drive.

Itawg/ Dealing out the cards
Pretty much all that’s left to do (apart

from installing your software, which is anoth-

er chapter in itself), is inserting your various

cards. This, really, is as simple as it gets. All

you need to do is remove the back coverings

for the slots you will be using and insert the

cards gently but firmly into their slots. Place

the cards where you can keep as much space
in between them as possible.

Once this is done, you just need to con-
nect the CD-Audio cable to your sound card
(or possibly motherboard). Your CD will

have come with an audio cable (often grey
in colour), one end goes in to the slot on the

CD, and the other into the CD-Audio slot on
your sound card. The slots are usually clear-

ly marked, but check your manual if you
can’t see it.

SUMMARY
Well, there you go. Hopefully you

haven’t run into too many troubles along
the way. If you do find yourself stuck at

some point, please don’t try to force things

in, or throw your expensive equipment
against the wall in frustration. Call up your
techy friends and whinge at them until they

come to help you out - at least then you’ll

have someone to blame.

And always try and remember that if you
had bought a pre-built system you’d probably

have no idea what was inside your case. This
way, you should be feeling comfortable with

your toy, and be beginning to understand it.

If so, congratulations! You’re on your way to

becoming a bona-fide geek!
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Adventure/RPG
David Wildgoose

B
iggest news is that Grim Fandango

should be out, in the States at least, by

the time you read this - March S. is

practising his Mexican accent even as I type.

Following shortly after in November will be

the Sierra duo of Mask Of Eternity (or King's

Quest 8) and Quest For Glory V - both games
continuing the exciting trend of 3D adventur-

ing. Interplay also have two titles earmarked

for a pre-Christmas release. Fallout 2 will sat-

isfy fans of the first game, while Baldur’s

Gate, after suffering countless delays, ought

to be massive (judging from a brief glimpse I

had of the beta version - though it was still

hugely unstable).

The always reliable Legend have the mys-

tery/horror of The Blackstone Chronicles

Grim Fandango
**

^
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ready to roll and Looking Glass are applying

the finishing touches to the now sadly multi-

player-less Thief: The Dark Project. Just

sneaking in on Xmas day (apparently) is

Grimoire - though I would remind you it was

meant to be out October 97!

The third instalment of the Gabriel

Knight series has been put back until the 1st

week of January and is sure to be joined by

several others whose release dates were per-

haps a touch optimistic. Promising isomet-

ric RPG, The Lady, The Mage e^The Knight,

from Attic will probably be one to join the

latecomers. Also, the epic Return To Krondor,

Westwood’s Lands Of Lore 3 and

Infogrames’ Outcast all likely candidates to

emerge early next year. Other strugglers

include Swords Sorcery (caught in the

EA/Virgin upheaval) and Wizardry 8 (in

doubt after Sir-Tech’s recent demise).

Despite having no firm release date,

Anachronox is still looking like a contender

for the greatest game ever (or my dream

game, which I reckon is the same thing).

Why? Non-linear plot, dynamic third-person

views, turn-based combat, loads of dialogue,

Quake 2 engine, need I go on?

Tex Murphy: Polarity and Discworld Noir

are both destined to please someone, as

will Sierra’s purchase of the rights to

Tolkien's Middle Earth. All three games are

quite a long way off, however. To end,

though, I’ll just leave you these few words -

System Shock 2...

Action
George Argy

Current Game Versions:

Doom Legacy: 1.25

QuakeWorld: 2.30

Quake2: 3.19

Unreal: 2.17

I

t seems the 3D gaming scene has gone a

little bizarre this month. Monolith's Shogo

came out ahead of schedule with little

marketing hype for one (and is also pretty

bloody good, with smooth internet play).

Even more bizarre is the Doppelganger

effect. To explain: a 3D game is announced
with an ‘original’ theme, and a few days later

another game with a strangely similar theme
is announced by a different publisher. Take

Rainbow 6 and the recently announced Delta

Force (not to mention a stack of other mis-

sion-based 3D shooters). Then there’s

Kingpin and Ice Pick’s Bank Heist, both 3D
shooters where you get to play the bad guy -

either as a crime boss in Kingpin or a bank

robber in Bank Heist (naturally).

But the weirdest clones would have to be

Trespasser and Carnivores. Trespasser basically

picks up where the Jurassic Park - Lost World

movie left off. You’re back at Site B exploring

the abandoned genetic engineering experi-

ment gone wrong. Carnivores, however, is set

in the future where you travel to another

planet populated by dinosaurs, and your sole

objective is to hunt them for sport. Speaking

of dinosaurs, the hot rumour is that Turok 2

will be out in November for the PC and N64.

Before Epic have done a decent job of

cleaning up the messy network code in

Unreal, they have announced that there are

firm plans for Unreal 2, although Epic will

probably not develop the title. I’m not sure

if announcing something like this is going

to win Epic any friends, because most

gamers only want to hear one thing coming

from the mouths of anyone at Epic - Unreal

network play is finally acceptable, not the

slide-show circus we have to contend with at

the moment.

An Unreal-engined game called Hired

Guns has also been announced by developers

Devil’s Thumb entertainment. They too have

fallen prey to the mysterious sister-game sit-

uation as their game will also have you man-

age four characters on-screen at one time.



Strategy
Brett Robinson

Current Came Versions:

Total Annihilation: 3.1c

Dark Reign: 1.4

Starcraft: 1.03

Age of Empires: 1.0b

L
ate 1998 is proving to be a very busy

time for strategy game developers, with

some putting the finishing touches on

their products, and many more gearing up

for several months of gruelling program-

ming and testing.

Microsoft’s Rise ofRome expansion pack

for the phenomenally successful Age of

Empires is nearing completion. Rather than

requiring players to own copies of the original

game, Rise of Rome will be sold as a stand

alone title. Designed to bridge the historical

gap between AoE and it’s sequel (A0E2), Rise

of Rome will introduce three new civilisa-

tions: Rome, Carthage and Palmyra. With a

release date of mid November, Rise of Rome
will be welcomed with open arms by gamers

keen to get a fix of AoE between now and the

release of A0E2.

At Activision, work on Civilization: Call to

Power is well under way. The game’s time

frame will extend well beyond that of its pre-

decessors to the year 3000; thus players can

expect a veritable deluge of new structures

and technologies. Offensive units will also be

more varied, with ecoterrorists, lawyers and

televangelists accounting for some of the

more terrifying (not to mention amusing)

forces that players will have to come to grips

with. Scalable graphics levels will mean that

owners of the latest and greatest PC’s will

enjoy astonishing levels of visual detail,

while those whose machines lack processing

grunt won’t miss out on what looks to be one

of the most promising strategy games cur-

rently in development. While it remains to

be seen how effective this system will be,

Activision assure us that the game will run

smoothly in 640x480 resolution on a P90!

Many strategy gamers will be disheart-

ened to learn that the release dates of Heroes

ofMight and Magic 3,Jagged Alliance 2 and

Sid Meier's Alpha Centauri have all slipped

back to early 1999. But, on a more positive

note, North vs South (Interactive Magic’s lat-

est title based on the American Civil War)

and Settlers 3 should both hit store shelves in

the coming weeks.

Sims
Maj. Ian Lindgren

I

’m still in towed array mode trawling for

information onJane's 688i/AEGIS, so you

will have to wait for more on that one.

However, SSI have firmed up a release date

for Fighting Steel as March 1999. Fighting

Steel recreates some of the most spectacular

naval gunnery battles of WWII, and players

will face the challenge of commanding

ships and task forces from the British,

French, German, and Italian fleets with

over 90 ships simulated in the game. SSI

boast that Fighting Steel has the depth of a

detailed surface warfare simulation and the

tactical challenges to keep naval sim fans

busy for weeks.

SSI is also leading the way below surface

with Silent Hunter II due for release in June

1999. S/7ent Hunter II carries on the tradition

of its predecessor and improves on gameplay

by adding multiplay options and radio com-

munications with other subs, air and land

based units to coordinate the deadly “Wolf

Pack”! This will be a key element in the

game as it was for U-Boat commanders of

the time. From what I can see, this game is

scheduled for release at the same time as

SSI’s Harpoon 4, so sub simmers can look

forward to many a winter’s evening silently

gliding through the cold Atlantic waters!

Reality check for a moment, and get back

in the saddle! Interactive Magic have

released news that they are developing iAio

Warthog for a release date of May 99.

There’s not much yet on the game, other

than a few screenshots, and news that it will

run under version two of their DEMON
graphics engine. DEMON V2 maps real

world elevation data and satellite images to

give near photo realism, but I hope iMagic

improve it over iFA/18 CSF where I found it

to be a little stodgy at low level; something

that cannot happen for an A10 sim to be

successful! On the bright side, I’ve noticed

that all the iMagic simulation game briefs

I’ve read lately seem to be adopting a virtual

battlefield environment. This has great pay

offs for gamers because it integrates air,

land and sea games by LAN and modem.
We’ll just have to wait and see as the game
designs firm up. That's it for 1998, let’s see

what 1999 brings us!

Online
Gareth Jones

T
here’s still plenty of misinformation,

rumours and scuttlebutt going around

about the Online gamers’ greatest tool,

ICQ. A new derivative has entered into beta

testing, called GNN (www.universal-gam-

ing.com), and GNN reps seem to know infor-

mation abut ICQ that most of us don’t,

somehow. Their email reads, in part, “Since

AOL has bought out ICQ starting in the year

2000 ICQ will no longer be free, and most

people who do use ICQ will not pay a

monthly fee”. It was the first I’d heard of

ICQ definitely planning charges for use, so I

checked out their website, but couldn’t find

any statement other than the usual “time

limited free beta” policy that ICQ has had

since day one. Did I miss something, or have
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Ultimo Online: The Second Coming

GNN misunderstood the situation?

Anyway, on to the games. First up, and

the (probably) good news is that Origin have

announced a “special thank-you offer” for

UO players who decide to upgrade to UO:

The Second Age (UO2A) - at least those in

America and Canada, anyway. Under the

deal, UO players will be able to upgrade to

UO2A for SUS 6.99, including shipping and

handling. So, er, what about non-US and

Canadian players? No details as yet, but

hopefully we’ll get a thankyou too...

If the Major likes it, then it has to be

good, in my book. You can check out his

review of European Air War on page 80, but

you can also play it on Microsoft’s Gaming
Zone (which has now become a part of MSN,
erk!). Microsoft reps recently announced that

the Microprose game will be available for

free multiplay through the Zone

(www.zone.com), for those without access to a

LAN.

Still with huge mega-corporation game
sites, it seems that AOL is getting serious

about online games, finally. They’ve long

been known for their fun filled board and

card games rooms, but due to a recent deal

they’ve struck with VR-i they will be revamp-

ing and upgrading their emphasis on decent

online gaming. What does AOL mean to us

in Australia, I hear you ask? Well, a localised

version ofAOL has just been launched here,

don’t ya know? Joy.
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PREVIEWS

RING
Come play with Siegmund the Hero and Brunnhilde the Walkyrie

Category Adventure

Players i

Publisher Cryo Interactive

Available TBA

N
ever let it be said that

we gamers wouldn’t be

interested in an adapta-

tion of one of the

world’s greatest operas

to a computer game. Wagner’s

‘The Nibelung’s Ring’ (or, more
commonly The Ring Cycle’) has

undergone some fairly hefty

reworkings and adaptations

(Tolkein’s ‘Lord OfThe Rings’ is

one of the most prominent to

people like us), but the thought

of an interactive computer game
based upon The Ring Cycle is an

idea quintessential^ European,

and it’s thanks to the delightfully

innovative folks at Cryo that

we’re going to be playing what

looks to be a truly amazing game.

Valhalla falls

Though it follows the story of

the Wagnerian opera, with the

rise and fall of the four gods of

Valhalla, the game is set far, far

into the future, replete with dark

and moody visuals, suitably

grotesque characters, and ‘dirty’

sci-fi gadgetry and costumes

(think ‘City of the Lost Children’

meets ‘Blade Runner’).

In the time that Cryo’s Ring

is set, the earth has been subju-

gated to extraterrestrial rule by

alien ‘gods’ (for want of a better

word), and the remnants of the

human race have only their

art with which to bargain

and sustain them. The

main character, Ish, is

set with the task of

recreating the long-for-

gotten Wagnerian

Opera ‘The Nibelung’s

Ring’ (yes yes, very

post-modern and all

that) on Terra 2, the

last remaining piece

of Earth, which has

been transformed

into a huge the-

atre. As you move

Ish around and

into the saga

you/he discov-

ers/enacts the other

main characters; Alberich the

tyrannical dwarf, Loge the fire

spirit, Siegmund the hero, and

Brunnhilde the Walkyrie.

Interactive Opera

You will be in control of each

of the four characters at different

points during the game, in what is

promised to be a multi-pathed

non-linear story-

line, with the ability

to swap back and

forth between the

four playable char-

acters at times of

choosing.

Visually, the game
looks great, too. The

look and feel is

taken from illustra-

tions for stage

design done by

Druillet (an illustra-

tor of some repute)

When Cryo’s Ideas work, they tend to work so very well. It looks

extremely likely that The Ring is going to be one of those ideas

that works

in 1972 for a perfor-

mance of the opera

which never came to

fruition. But it’s here

now, sort of, in first

person 3D, using a

game engine not

unlike Omni 3D,

though it seems

much richer and

more capable. You

really are allowed a

full 360 degrees of

rotation, as well as

the vertical axes to search up and

down for clues and ‘hot spots’ to

click on. One of the greatest prob-

lems with games of this nature is

that they can all too easily become

a rather boring affair, just a sim-

ple point and click-fest. Ring how-

ever, from what we have seen of it,

is a very addictive and enjoyable

game to play. You do need to

move your mouse over the screen

to find hotspots, but there are

some nice puzzles as well as

decent interaction with other

game characters.

More everything!

Also, in a lovely touch, the

music for the game will be from

the opera itself, as performed by

the famous Vienna Philharmonic,

and from what we’ve seen and

heard of the game so far this adds

a very atmospheric touch. There’s

also around 45 minutes of FMV
in total for the game (the beta ver-

sion came on 7 CD’s, though

there’s no word on whether the

final version will be as large or

whether a DVD version will also

be available), and 22 characters to

act and interact with.

So whether you’re

an opera buff or not

Ring looks to have the

goods. The visuals are

fantastic, the idea

behind it is great, and

the gameplay hasn’t

been neglected either.

So, essentially from our

perspective, it’s like

opera, but good.
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VIEWS

Finn
Category Football Sim

Players l-TBA

Publisher EA Sports

Available ist Quarter 99

One of the new features, just window dressing really, but the players actually

follow the ball with their heads now

Y
es! FIFA’s back! But let’s

get the angsty bits out of

the way First shall we?

There’s still no

bloody TCP/IP play!

As Kyle would say;

“you baaaastards!”.

HA does just about

everything else

right, but they still

continue to ignore

what could be a

strong selling point

of the game. Ah
well, maybe for

FIFA 2000...

Anyway, we’ve only been able

to get our hands on an alpha ver-

sion of the game so far, but from

what we have seen FIFA 99 will

be a definite improvement.

Though there was plenty of

detail in the player figures for

FIFA 98 and World Cup, FIFA

99 will have even more detail.

Players move about

just like real people,

following the ball

with their head,

putting their head

down when they

sprint, gesticulating

at the refwhen he

awards a penalty

against them, and

even headbutting

opposi-

tion players when
things get a bit heat-

ed!

The game play

will be tweaked too,

so we’re told, with

a few new moves,

including a much
needed ‘shielding’

move to guard the

ball, and a chest trap move to

bring the ball down from the

air. It was also heartening to see

the menus for the FIFA series

improving markedly

- there’s still a way

to go, but they are,

finally, getting bet-

ter.

There will be a

good variety of

leagues to play in,

including a European

Super League, as well

as the option to cre-

ate your own custom leagues, and

there’s also a new mode of play

called ‘Golden Goal’ where the

game just continues until one

team scores a certain number of

goals - and this might prove very

popular for multiplayer games.

Good stuff indeed.

So it’s looking good for

FIFA. Not quite the first of the

‘next generation’ of football

sims, perhaps, but another in

the continually improving FIFA

series, and one to certainly look

forward to.

should expect a fair-
i

ly authentic Trek

experience, even if the TV series

has never really shown battles or

units of the RTS nature. The bat-

tle will be fought between the

Star Trek: New Worlds
Category

Players

Publisher

Available

I

f you’re a Star Trek fan and

you own a PC then you’d have

to be pretty happy with your-

self. There are now Trek games

for just about every genre there

is (bar the Star Trek racing

game, which is surely only a

matter of time). You’ve got ST:

Birth of the Federation for the

turn based anal strategy freaks,

Klingon Honor Guard for First

person shooter action, a variety

of adventure games like First

Contact, Starfleet Academy for s-

f flight fans, and even Star Trek

Pinball for the really desperate

and more pathetic Trekkies.

But one of the most promi-

nent genres in computer games

today has, until now, been

neglected by the Star Trek fran-

chises from both Microprose and

Interplay. New Worlds is, in keep-

ing with the current trend, based

in a 3D world, and has a similar

look and feel to many other like

games. The units however, are

definitely Trek oriented, with

names such as the Federation

Phaser Tank, the Klingon Mobile

Disruptor Battery, and the

Romulan Cloaking Tank, to name
but a few.

Developers Binary Asylum

have only just begun full blown

development of the game, so

many of the details

about the final

we’ve seen

nasty Romulans, the Klingons

and the good guys, the

Federation, along with three new
alien races that have popped up

on these worlds that have been

brought in mysteriously to the

alpha quadrant. Sounds like an

intriguing storyline, doesn’t it?

Well, it’s actually quite a good

one, so we won’t spoil it for you

just yet. More soon.

1



Heroes Of Might & Magic III

Category Turn based strategy

Players l -Multi

Publisher New World

Computing
Available January

L
ess a revolution than an

evolution, HOMM3 contin-

ues the story of probably the

best turn-based strategy game of

all time. The success of the

series can be attributed almost

entirely to its supreme accessibil-

ity. Vividly attractive graphics,

beautiful music, intuitive game
design facilitated by a remark-

ably pure interface, it all added

up to that rare thing - deep,

involving strategy that anyone

could play (but only few would

master, of course).

For the latest cre-

ation, New World are

pledging an extra two

as-yet-unknown castle

types with each of the

eight castles boasting

their own hero types (a

fighter and a spellcaster

- it is a Might & Magic

game, after all). Spells

will now be organised

into four distinct schools of

magic (earth, fire, air and water)

just as in M&M6. Heroes have to

be outfitted with their artifacts,

so you can wear only one helm

or wield one sword, for example.

They can also be stationed in the

garrison of your castles and may
command up to seven different

troop types in their army. Larger

battlefields are promised, thanks

to the use of higher resolution

graphics (that’s 800x600 instead

of 640x480), while trees and

rocks and other things can also

be destroyed within combat.

Better yet, underground ter-

rain will feature in the shape of

dungeons and caves, genuine

alliances between players will

allow for trading of items and

troops, computer AI will be vast-

ly improved and there’ll be 59
monsters plus a unique upgrade

for each!

This will be one of the games
of the year, take my word for it.

David Wildgoose

Star Wars: Rogue Squadron
Category

Players

Publisher

Available

L
ucasArts have rightly

enough built a name for

themselves as one of the

most professional and talented

development houses in the

world. Their games are almost

all of outstanding quality, with

innovative touches and ground

breaking ideas. If it weren’t for

titles such as the console-y and

mediocre Shadows OfThe

Empire, there’d be nary a black

mark to Lucas Arts’ name.

Alarm bells began to ring,

then, when we heard that they

were putting the final touches

to a new Star Wars game called

Rogue Squadron, a game which

promised ‘just as much arcade

style fun’ as SOTE. Arcade

action can be fun though, and

Rogue Squadron really is fun to

play, even if it is far removed

from the X-Wing series in

terms of style.

—

Q

r—

^

(top) Star Wars fans will be pleased

to note that you can blow up Jabba's

palace on Tatooine

The ‘Rogue’ squadron is

agroup of 12 of the best pilots

put together by Luke Skywalker

and good old Wedge Antilles,

and their task is to deal with the

menaces of the Empire as they

occur. So you’ll be asked to per-

form a number of missions,

including dogfighting, escorts,

rescues, reconnaissance, and so

on. Along the way you’ll be fac-

ing a large array of authentic

SW craft and people, from regu-

lation TIE Bombers and

Interceptors, AT-AT’s and AT-

ST’s, as well as Tuskan Raiders,

Jawas and the like.

So it’s all authentic, and it

looks very pretty (fully polygonal

craft and buildings, lovely 3D

worlds), but the gameplay is

definitely aimed towards those

with arcade leanings. It’s very

much a point and shoot affair,

but it had our resident Star

Wars freak Malcolm quite excit-

ed, even if we all did think that

it was a game particularly well

suited to the N64...
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This monitor has a monster 21" screen, which is about as big as it gets. For gamers, that’s about as

good as it gets. The screen isn’t just bigger, it’s flatter too. There is no

better upgrade you can make. You will no longer be merely playing

games.You will be living them.

For more information please contact Customer Care on 132 600.

What's New

Panasonic
CRT TYPE 21 “ (20758.8 cm viewable) flat screen HORIZONTAL FREQUENCY Operation range: 30.0 kHz to 95.0 kHz *USER DEFINABLE TIMINGS Maximum pixel clock: 202.5 MHz:
DOT PITCH 0.25mm (H: 0.218 mm /V: 0.130mm) VERTICAL FREQUENCY Operation range: 58.0 Hz to 1 80.0 Hz RESOLUTION Maximum Refresh Rate (Hz)

SURFACE TREATMENT Anti-glare, anti-static coating (AGRAS coat) MAXIMUM PIXEL CLOCK 202.5 Mhz 1152x870 103
INPUT SIGNAL MAXIMUN RESOLUTION 1600 dots (H) x 1200 lines (V)/75 Hz 1280 x 1024 88
VIDEO RGB analog DISPLAY AREA 392 x 294 mm (1600 x 1200) 1600 x 1200 75

*The table above lists the maximum which the S I 10 will operate for several standard resolutions. Note that not all video cards are capable of operating at the SitO’s higher refresh rates.

Swift & Ulin PA PJ



King’s Quest: Mask of Eternity
Category Adventure

Players l

Publisher Sierra

Available Christmas 98

S
ierra’s King’s Quest games
have always been too twee

and sentimental for our

tastes here at PowerPlay. And
we’ve never been overly fond of

their propensity for sudden-

death endings either. Happily,

then, we’re surprisingly eager to

get our hands on the eighth in

the series, subtitled Mask Of
Eternity. Why so? Well, it looks

like KQ has grown up a little.

The most remarkable differ-

Kings Quest in 3D! The oldest of games enters the new
age, and it’s about time too!

ence between this and its forefa-

thers is the spunky new 3D
graphics engine.

Apparently, both first

and third-person views

will be possible (with the

player able to switch in

an instant) as the king-

dom of Daventry is

brought to life in a man-

ner we definitely

thought we’d never see.

King’s Quest with a

polygon count - heavens!

With a story that details an

entire population (except one, of

course) turned to stone, the cynics

out there might suggest that the

new engine couldn’t really cope

with loads of characters wander-

ing around. But such a claim is

easily knocked on the head by the

inclusion of action and fighting

elements in the game. Similar to

Dark Earth or Twinsen’s Odyssey,

the puzzle solving and general

chatting will be interspersed with

swordfights and other derring-do.

It will be interesting to

gauge the reaction to Mask Of
Eternity when it is released.

Many traditional KQ fans are

likely to be unimpressed by the

action leanings of the game-

play, as if it’s somehow betray-

ing the roots of its success.

However, we’re prepared to

wait and judge the game on its

own merits. So far, though, we
kinda like what we see.

David Wildgoose

Mad Trax
Category

Players

Publisher

Available

T
here must be a huge mar-

ket, or at least a huge per-

ception of a market, for

these kinds of games. You know

what we’re talking about; console

styled racing games set in the

techno-oriented future where dri-

vers race to the death (usually)

over a number of courses using a

number of different vehicles, usu-

ally with powerups, sometimes

with weapons, and always with

only passing concern

for real world

physics. Anyway,

however you feel

about them, you’ve

gotta admit that

there’s quite a few of

them around. And
now, yes you

guessed it, now
there’s another.

Mad Trax is very

reminiscent of Pod,
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both in look and

feel. However,

where you were rac-

ing on the ground

in Pod, in Mad Trax

you’re racing on a

suspension beam
thingy high above,

well, nothing.

There’s just the rac-

ing track and noth-

ing else (bar the odd star or two

thousand) - and, of course, the

opposition drivers.

We’ve only had the chance to

take a look at a beta version, and

there wasn’t much documenta-

tion included. Even so, the dri-

ving model feels a bit strange

because while the other cars can

powerslide around corners you

don't seem to be able to, which is

In the future, our very

lives will depend upon

our driving skills.

a tad annoying.

Anyway, apart from

that the driving

model did feel rea-

sonably good, taking

into account that the

designers aren’t real-

ly shooting for real-

ism. The feeling of

speed is very appar-

ent once you get up
towards top speed,

and bustling with

the AI cars during

comers was, as

always, bigtime fun.

So that’s it then.

It’s obviously

enough not going to

be a world beater,

the next paradigm

leap for gaming, and

there didn’t really

seem to be anything

in there that was par-

ticularly new or innovative. Still,

it’s a simple, and fun arcade

game, and there’s nothing wrong

with that. Should be out early

next year sometime, we’re told.



Microsoft Motocross Madness™ comes free with
the Freestyle Pro.

© 1998 All rights reserved. Microsoft, Motocross Madness, Sidewinder are either registered trademarks or trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.
MIC22250PCP

Welcome to the Microsoft' Sidewinder" Freestyle Pro joystick. Now you can throw yourself into the action.

Literally. Every on-screen movement is controlled with your own movement. It’s called motion-

sensing technology. Accurate and highly responsive, not to mention works with your favourite

games. It’s programmable buttons and super slick design fits your hand like a glove.

Which is handy when you’re throwing yourself from one side of the room to the other.
Freestyle Pro

Want more? Visit microsoft.com/SideWinder



PREVIEWS

Civilization 2: The Test of Time
Category Turn based strategy

Players l-TBA

Publisher Microprose

Available TBA

A
h yes, the wonderful

world of Civilization 2.

Still one of the best

games ever made, and accord-

ing to Microprose, still worthy

of tweaks and updates. Well,

you see, that’s essentially what

this looks to be. If you’ve

played Civ or Civ2 it’s probably

a fair bet to say that you would

have made some changes to the

interface. The play was com-

pelling and intricate, but the

interface made things a little

difficult. There was so much
wasted space on screen that

could have been used to show
you at a glance detailed infor-

mation about your empire.

Microprose to the rescue,

then. Civ2: The Test Of Time is

a refinement of the Civ2

‘series’. It still seems to be the

same game, but with some
impressive tweaks and enhance-

ments over the original version.

To begin with, they have decid-

ed to add some much needed

life to the environment, with

animated populations, grazing

buffalo and swimming fishies.

Then there’s the new interface,

which can be seen in the accom-

panying screenshots. Nice. And
then, rather confusingly,

Microprose tell us that Civ2:

TOT will have ‘linked maps’.

Which might be kind of like

opening up a portal to another

world, and then moving your

units into it for colonisation and

exploration. The other worlds

on offer (along with the stan-

The original masters, MicroProse, polish and perfect their

masterpiece even in the abscence of Sid Meier

dard Civ2 world)

are an ‘animated

fantasy world based

on Midgaard’ and

an s/f themed

world, with alien

threats and ulti-

mately the conquest

of entire solar sys-

tems. It all sounds rather

intriguing, and could well be a

great game. We’re not quite

sure whether you’re going to be

asked to pay full price, and

there’s been no word on the

multiplayer capabilities (of

course) as yet from Microprose,

but we’ll keep you posted.

Category

Players

Publisher

Available

and rind enemy
tanks, then shooting

them for one shot

kills. This is not to

say that it isn’t fun,

just that you should-

n’t expect a serious

hard-core military

style affair. We're in

shoot-em-up territo-

ry here.

You will be in

control of a task

force in a number
of worldwide are-

nas, with

D
espite the rather con-

fronting name, Wargasm
looks set to be a very inter-

esting game. It’s another game
that refines the concept of what

an RTS game is, blending first

person action with strategic deci-

sion making a’la Battlezone,

along with a smattering of

resource management to boot.

Developers DID software are

known for flight sims (EF2000,

F-22, Total Air War), and the

accuracy and realism which they

bring to simulations, but

Wargasm seems to be much
more of an arcade styled game.

From the alpha version that

we’ve been able to take a look at,

it seems that while the physics of

movement are fairly accurate,

the actual gameplay is far from a

military sim. Controlling a tank,

for example, consists of using a

joystick to manoeuvre around

equip-

ment such as tanks,

helicopters and ground troops

available for your control. Each

unit can be controlled by you at

any time you choose, and you’ll

also have the ability to pull back

to a tactical map where you can

issue orders to your troops.

There doesn’t seem to be

much (if any) resource manage-

ment, apart from only having a

finite number of troops to

choose from for each mission -

so no harvesters required, thank

god. It is very pretty to look at

too, with both software and

hardware video modes, and with

hardware acceleration you can

expect some very nice graphical

effects. There will be extensive

support for multiplay as well

(dare we call it Multiple

Wargasm?), and if the end

result lives up to the potential

then we predict that this is

going to be a very popular

game. More soon.

Oh HO HO HO! What a funny name for

a game! Kids, just ask your parents

why it's so humourous if you don’t

get it...
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Wheel

The only product to combine

the realism of Microsoft’s

Flight Simulator with the

excitement of WWII air

combat.

Motorcross Madness brings,

for the first time, daredevil

stunt racing to the PC.

The Age of Empires

Expansion Pack extends

Age of Empires addictive

gameplay into the Roman

era, adding more depth

and challenge to the best

selling strategy game.

Sidewinder Freestyle Pro is a

revolutionary, motion-sensitive

game controller that responds

to your body movements for

the ultimate in intuitive control.

The Force Feedback Pro

delivers the truest sensory

gaming experience by adding

the element of touch.

The first Force Feedback

steering Wheel adds the sense

of touch to racing games... Feel

the force of every game action

in the palm of your hand.

Works better. Plays better.

Windows' 98 is here with support for

some of the best game graphics around.

Combine forces or go solo. Either way

any sucker that gets in your way is going

to taste your ballistics! Our gaming

partners are here to make sure you feel

every laser blasting from your cannons.

Good luck. ..They’ll need it.

www.mlcrosoft.com/wlndows98
Where do you want to go today? Microsoft

©1998 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft and Where do you want to go today? are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. MIC22788/PCP



Wartorn alum preview
'The all-encompassing war-zone f

. It's being built, will you come?

Category 3D RTS

Players 1-32 (TCP/IP, IPX,

Modem, dedicated

internet server

Publisher Eyst/lmpact

Available Early/Mid ‘99

W e’ve brought you

news about

Wartorn before,

the truly 3D Real

Time Strategy

game from local developers Eyst,

and we were suitably impressed

the last time we got the chance

to take a look at how things were

going, back at the pre-alpha

stage. We’ve since received an

updated version of the game,

and ifwe were impressed before,

we’re certainly blown away now.

Eyst, and project leader Ben

Moss, have continued to refine

the look and feel of Wartorn

until it has become more than

just exciting, it really looks as if

it will be one of the vanguard of

the next generation of Real Time

Strategy games.

It’s mainly the customisable

nature of the game that sets this

apart, though the attraction of

fighting on land, sea, and air

from any camera viewpoint

imaginable cannot be discount-

ed. But, really, the level of user

control over the battles, resource

management and financial man-

agement is what we feel to be the

strongest feature of the game.

Any unit can be customised to

your liking, from bigger cannons

to stronger armour, to the

amount of fuel and ammunition

it carries. There are also features

like the ability to stock your fac-

tories with people - the more

people you assign to your tank

building facility, for example, the

faster tanks will get made. You’ll

also be dealing with the morale

of your workers; work them too

much and they’ll be stuffed, so

you’ll need to send them off to

the R&R room every so often for

a break because as every good

boss knows, a happy worker is a

productive worker.

Also, in what could be a very

nice touch, there will be a fully

customisable formation editor as

well, so you can set up your

formations just as

you would like them
to be (in fairly com-

prehensive detail,

we’re told). Along

with this, you’ll also

be dealing with raw

materials and

money, you’ll be

buying materials

from the open mar-

ket, and the prices

will be fluctuating in

a free market way,

so you’ll need some

astute financial

sense to make the

most of your oppor-

tunities.

This may all

sound a little con-

fronting, given that so many of us

have become inured to the old

style simplistic 'build em up and

send em in’ approach that so

many RTS games favour. You

shouldn’t be worried though,

because in keeping with the ultra-

customisable feeling of the overall

game, you will be able to set how
much micro-management you

wish to take control of. So if

you’re the kind of person that

doesn’t want to bother too much
with the 'behind the scenes’

action then you won’t have to.

Because of the scope and customisability, this will require die-

hard RTS fans to re-adjust their expectations - upwards!

Ambitious? Most

certainly! Can Eyst

pull it off? Well, the

indications are very

good at this stage.

The proprietary

engine is in place

and the game
mechanics look to be

nearing completion

too. The graphics do

have that washed out

3Dfx look to them,

and when viewed up

close the units don’t

have an incredible

level of detail, but

these are not neces-

sarily gruesome

faults with the game. When you

consider that you can zoom in

and out to view the game from

any angle or viewpoint, and that

maps are going to encompass a

(to scale) size of around 10 square

kilometres it would be unfair to

want more detailed units.

This really is the kind of

game that will garner attention

from all over the world purely

because of the quality of the

engine, the innovative design,

the unparalleled freedom for cus-

tomisation of the way the game
is played and the units them-

selves, and plenty more. We’re as

excited as all hell, and you

should be too.
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HERETIC II
RARELY HAS A SEQUEL GENERATED MORE INTEREST THAN THAT OF HERETIC II, A
SEQUEL THAT COULD COME BACK A FEW FEET AND SHOOT A FIREBALL INTO THE
FACE OF OTHER 3D SHOOTERS. LET US EXPLAIN.

I

t could be claimed that Raven's Heretic

was the very first Doom clone, and it

was certainly id's first dabble with the

unusual concept of licensing its graphics

engine to a potential rival.

What lending the Doom engine to Raven did

establish was that it took nothing away from the

original game and in fact built up id's reputation

even further. While many companies proved that

they could design 3D engines that were just as

powerful as the Doom one, it suddenly became

clear that announcing to the world that you were

licensing the Doom engine was nearly as

impressive as coming up with it in the first place.

Everyone was more interested that Raven were

taking and improving the engine and that id had

welcomed Raven's improvements, than they were

in how the game actually looked.

"Licensing the Doom
engine was nearly

as impressive as

coming up with it in

the first place"

Raven added all the elements everyone wished

were there in the first place. Heretic allowed you

to look up and down, to swim in water (but you

remained constantly buoyant) to collect and store

inventory items for later use and even to fly. It

was, in short, welcome and impressive.

Then Raven impressed us all again with Hexen, a

sort of follow up. The RPG-style story line

remained, the inventory system remained, spells

were added, a choice of character classes offered,

windows and other level elements were breakable

and the concept of hubs created . The hub was the

centre of a world, with various levels spinning off.
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With a more obvious and engaging story,

you should find yourself totally involved

until the very end.

The new computer Al means that the

enemy will be guided towards your

location.

The idea was that the game would appear less

linear and you could tackle the levels in any order,

collecting puzzle items in one level to use in

another. Hexen II took this further, and used the

Quake engine to great effect. Once again Raven

impressed with stunning architecture and a

wonderfully large catapult that fired you over

castle walls.

Their stunning achievements to date have built up

giddyingly crazy levels of expectation for Heretic

II, and the totally original elements it will

inevitably offer.

The script continues after Heretic. Corvus, the hero

of the game, has defeated D'Sparil, one of the

serpent riders, but a dying curse was to keep him

from returning to his home world. Fortunately

Corvus finds a way, but by the time he gets there

he finds that his people have been infected by a

deadly virus, and he himself contracts it as he

arrives. It's his own self-preservation that sends

Corvus looking for a cure and the source of the

virus.

"He's a very reluctant hero," states Dan Freed,

producer of Heretic II at Raven. "He does it

because he has to."

Heretic II uses the Quake II engine, but as you

would imagine, Raven hasn't used the boxed

version
,

opting to make one or two

customisations. Most obvious is that Corvus is now

seen in the third person, Tomb Raider style, which

is also why there is just the one character even

though Hexen had a choice of three and Hexen II

had four (or five if you include the mission pack).

"It means that we can focus on one character and

really bring his personality and movement out,"

explains Freed. "There's still as many weapons for

the one character as there was in the whole of

Hexen - more actually. Corvus' animations are

extremely fluid. We've been asked if we did

motion capture for him. We didn't, we've just got

two very talented animators. It really allows us to

put a strong focus on his character.

We're not going for the RPG elements. We're

trying to go back to the core action we had with

Heretic. The third-person perspective allows us to

do the things that we couldn't do in first-person,

like dive rolls, flips left and right, and hand

springs. It would obviously be confusing with a

first-person camera.

There's a risk that it all sounds a bit Tomb Raider-

ish, though. Tomb Raider has a definite impact on

ADVERTORIAL

the game, * admits Freed. "People were narrow

minded about third-person games, and Tomb

Raider opened people's eyes. The concept idea for

a third-person Heretic actually came before the

original Hexen game was started, but the

technology wasn't at the point that allowed us to

do what we had in mind."

Moving a Quake game to the third-person brought

its own problems that turned out to be more of a

handful than Raven seemed prepared for. "How

do you comfortably shoot the baddies if you aren't

sure exactly where you're pointing?" Freed

explains.

"It's kind of like Quake or Doom but with a free

camera. It aids you with the vertical tracking, but

not to the extent that Tomb Raider did. It's almost

as if you had a narrow cone stretching in front of

you. It locks on to whatever falls within that

cone."

"Tomb Raider had a

definite impart"

Besides, Heretic II encourages the use of spells

rather than constant offensive weapons. Freed

estimates that you'll be using spells rather than

projectile weapons for 50% of the time.

"Also there aren't any traditional pick-ups,"

announces Freed. "Only keys and puzzle items

will end up in your inventory. Everything else is

based on spells, so once you learn a spell you can

cast it, as long as you have mana.

We have shrines that are used for healing,



The third-person perspective will enable

you to do things you could not have done

in the first-person perspective.

breathing under water, flight and the like. But

some shrines can only be used once. We want the

players to feel like this was a real world."

The most important addition though, is the new

enemy Al. Raven have included a system of hidden

buoys that mark out areas that the enemy can

reach, enabling him to use platforms and lifts, find

his way to you and operate machinery. It should

provide an unparalleled level of reality as they

respond to the tactics.

Heretic was popular, but never as popular as

Doom. But Freed is sure that Heretic II will be a

mass-market hit rather than a cult.

"We're expecting it to have break-out potential,"

he boasts. "We've tried to keep the control scheme

simple so that the novice players can pick it up

easily. Quake sells well because it's Quake and it

has new technology and multi-player appeal. Myst

sells well to the mass market. It's easy to get into

and there's a low learning curve. We're trying to

appeal to both those sets. We've got all the

customisability and fast-paced action of Quake and

the ease and quick learning curve of Myst and

Tomb Raider." If Raven can keep these promises,

the wider gaming world could be theirs for the

taking. Heretic II is due out this November.

MAI5+ Medium Level Animated Violence

IN IT FOR THE MONEY

A few months ago, Activision acquired the rights to

Soldier of Fortune, an American magazine packed to

the testosterone-soaked gills with guns, butch blokes

in ill fitting vest tops and large weapons.

It came as little surprise to learn that it was to be

turned into a game also using the Quake II engine

and also programmed by Raven. And while Soldier

of Fortune may mean little to us other than its literal

phraseology, that there is going to be another

Raven-based 3D shooter is cause for some tempered

celebration.

"The game is focused on hyper-realism, * claims

Freed somewhat cryptically. "Super realistic but just

beyond realism," he continues, helpfully. "On the

edge of believable, much like the best action

movies," he concludes, slightly more descriptively.
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HEAVY GEAR If
PROVING THAT THERE WAS MORE TO MECHWARRIOR THAN THE MECHWARRIOR
LICENCE, ACTIVISION RELEASED HEAVY GEAR LAST YEAR. THE SEQUEL HAS NOW
ARRIVED BUT SOMEWHAT REDEFINED.

More intelligent Al, gorgeous
graphits and last-pared attion

should ensure this title is a

winner.

I

t came as a bit of a shock when

Microprose announced that they had

taken the MechWarrior license away

from Activision. The latter had achieved

stunning success with MechWarrior 2 and

the sequel Mercenaries, but pulled out all

the stops to sign on Dream Pod 9's similar

universe, known as Heavy Gear. It seemed

a perfect solution. Heavy Gear is the

fastest-growing role playing universe, and

the Gears in the game are smaller and

more agile than Mechs.

Heavy Gear satiated the demands for instant Gear

action, while Heavy Gear II is the true labour of

love - the game that really takes advantage of the

new universe.

"Heavy Gear I was rather like using the new

franchise but shoe-horning in the old engine to

make it feel like MechWarrior II," admits Dave

Georgeson, Producer of Heavy Gear II. "Heavy

Gear II has a brand new engine, there's no

common code at all. We've given it a more photo-

realistic look. More action, a more nimble
,
fast-

paced game. It leans more towards Quake, but we

have kept a lot of the old feel. The controls are

more simplified, but you must give orders to your

squad, which gives extra depth."

Activision have already proved with Battlezone

that they are capable of creating a highly strategic

3D first-person action-game. While Heavy Gear II

uses a different orders system: "We've got a drop-

down map that you can click on" - you just know

that it's going to work as slickly as Battlezone's

method.

The story involves the previously warring factions

joining forces to prevent Earth taking their colony

back. You lead a commando group to Caprice, a

planet that is situated at one of the hyperspace

gates, ready to ambush the advancing Earth force.

The story unfolds throughout the 40 missions,

involving joining forces with a local guerrilla force

and attempting to discover the Earth forces'

weaknesses.

"We've beefed up the strategy element," promises

Georgeson. 'We've spent a lot of time on artificial

intelligence - you can plan an ambush or a

counter-ambush - the feel of it is much more

military."

In addition, the comments that the original Heavy

Gear didn't take advantage of the supposed

increase in speed and agility have been addressed.

"Gears are animated with a much more fluid style.

Speeds have increased and more animations are

available to the player, like sniping from a prone

position, kneeling behind low cover and so on.
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Somewhat unusually the

multiplayer element was the

first port of tall for the

development team.

We have a line of sight radar instead of a 'god's

eye' top down radar. This means that potential

surprises lie around every blind corner."

The entire landscape system is far more flexible

too.

"We have slippery ice and lava that slows you

down and eventually destroys you. It's the muddy

areas that slow you down, and if it's raining it gets

muddier. In addition, we have low, soft and hard

cover to obfuscate people's line of site."

Unusually for most PC games that are developed,

Georgeson's team actually began working on the

multiplayer aspect of Heavy Gear II before they

even started on the single player missions. This is

a rarity for the genre and, indeed the market.

"We created the multiplayer levels first to work out

the bugs and problems, and found that we could

find and fix them faster," justifies Georgeson.

"The multiplayer game connects you to the

Activision servers, which gives you a lot of

different options. There is a mass-warfare option,

single player deathmatch, team games, capture

the flag and some cooperative missions too."

Activision are also planning to include a mission

and level creation tool, although at the time of

"Heavy Gear II is a
true labour of love"

writing, it has not been confirmed whether it will

be packaged with the game or downloadable at a

later date. What is far more certain at this stage

though, it's that Heavy Gear II is going to take a

popular and persistent genre and completely

redefine it.

Available in December 1998

G8+ (the)

ANYTHING BUT LIGHT

Heavy Gear II uses a brand new 3D graphics engine,

codenamed DarkSide. Dave Georgeson explains the

need to start from scratch.

"We needed to create a 'next gen 'engine that could

support most video accelerator cards out of the box.

We also wanted to start from scratch so that our

games no longer had any 'legacy bugs' left over

from previous games • fresh code is easier to debug.

The engine pushes 4,500 triangles per second on a

PI 33 at 15fps. Faster machines see much better

results, but since our minimum system for these

games is a PI 33, that's the base line number that we

care about. Even at the base level, this is more than

twice, almost three times, as many triangles as our

previous engines were able to handle at that

speed."

The DarkSide engine requires a 3D hardware

accelerator, for what turns out to be obvious

reasons. If you have a software-rendering option,

the processor is clearly having to perform all the

graphics functions, using up valuable cycles when it

could be working on Al or physics, or even improving

the graphics quality. Unless you have an almost

entirely different hardware version of the game, you

are just wasting the potential. By the time Heavy

Gear II is released, the vast majority of games

players should have 3D accelerators, resulting in a

considerably better game.

While Heavy Gear II requires 3D
graphit atteleration, it's

believed that most PC gamers
will have the netessary
hardware by the time the game
is released.
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CIVILIZATION:
CALL TO POWER

ACTION JUNKIES TURN THEIR NOSES UP AT THE THOUGHT' BUT TAKE IT FROM US

,

THE CIVILIZATION SERIES COMPRISES TWO OF THE GREATEST GAMES EVER MADE.
AND ACTIVISION'S UPDATE SIMPLY HAS TO CONTINUE THE TREND.

D
on't be mistaken in thinking that a

concentration and strategy-heavy

turn-based game has no merit or no

place in today's MTV society.

Many will argue that Civ and Civ II are two of the

finest games ever made, and Cecilia Barajas,

Director of the latest incarnation, Civilization: Call

To Power, knows exactly why.

"Civilization is so great and stands so far above the

crowd because of the essential, incredibly

compelling fantasy of watching your nation

develop through time and the millions of strategies

for playing the game. Civ II has literally millions

of strategies for playing and winning. I love

Starcraft, Warcraft and Red Alert, but as good as

some of their missions are, they have nowhere

near the amount of strategies that Civilization

has. So when we made our game, we wanted to

max out the two critical broad qualities that we

believe make that game so awesome."

Clearly Cecilia and her team have their work cut

out for them trying to improve upon such a classic.

Her first step was to take the game on a further

1,000 years so that you now have from 4000BC to

3000AD to create your civilisation. This of course

adds new units and technologies and an extension

into a fantasy world that we can only imagine.

Activision have also introduced new strategies.

"One of the things we're adding is the concept of

'unconventional warfare", enthuses Barajas.

"What this means is that we have more than just

military units. Civ CTP will have units that can do

production attacks, economic attacks, happiness

attacks and so on. Some units will even 'siphon'

resources such as production and gold, so not only

will the person who was attacked lose the resource

but the person who did the attack will gain what

was lost.

For example, one of my favourite units is the

Televangelist, a unit you get if you are a

Theocracy government form. In this government,

religion reigns supreme, with your people being an

obedient, peaceful lot. You get the Televangelist

minister that you can send to foreign lands to

convert others to your religion. If you successfully

'attack' a city and convert its residents, they will

send Tithes to you. The other civilisation will lose

that gold and you'll get it. An attack like this is not

an act of war."

Cecilia has also updated parts of the interface,
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The new multiplayer options will

intlude a variety of elements to

ensure that the attion is fast-

paredf.

including introducing build queues and macros so

that you can automate some of the construction

and basic political decisions. A turn in Civ II could

easily take close to half an hour as you checked

every city in your civilisation for maximum

efficiency and happiness.

"When we first began designing the game, many

people said we should go real-time and 3D," says

Cecilia.
*

I think that in the current climate there

is a kind of knee-jerk reaction that real-time and

3D are always good and are game design

panaceas. I disagree. While I love real-time

strategy games, the buzz is 1 80 degrees different

than a turn-based game such as Civ. Civilization:

Call To Power is a contemplative, global strategy

game that encourages careful analysis and

movement, a leaning that is totally at odds with a

tactical, adrenaline pumped game that encourages

you to move faster and think less."

At last, a member of the Civilization gang will have

a multiplayer option. Naturally, when single

rlayer games can easily last between 1 5 and 40

lours for a big civilisation, a new technique has to

re taken for the multiplayer game.

'We are implementing a variety of new

multiplayer modes that will be fast-paced and fun,

and allow players to have one-hour and two-hour

multiplayer sessions while at the same time letting

Ignoring the temptation to go 3D
and real-time, Barajas has
entouraged Civ: CTP to stirk with

the original formula.

those die-hard Civ players have their 40-hour

experiences."

Put down your rocket launchers, Quakers of the

world, and enjoy the seminal experience that is

Civilization: Call To Power. For it is good.

Available in March 1 999

In the single player game, global

strategy is paramount as is a
thoughtful approach.

LEGAL MUMBO JUMBO

Last year Activision announced that they had

obtained the rights to the Civilization brand,

purchased from Avalon Hill, the US distributors of

the original board game. Microprose, on the other

hand, insisted that they held the computer game

rights having already published Civilization and

Civilization II.

Fortunately the argument came to a mature

conclusion during the summer when Activision chose

to license the Civilization name from Microprose for

Civilization: Call To Power, including a deal to publish

the console versions of the original Civilization II.

We're all grateful that this situation has been

resolved, but the biggest surprise is that Cecilia's

team were able to ignore the legal wrangling.

"My approach to the whole issue has been to insulate

the development team as much as possible from any

legal considerations. It's hard enough to make a

game. The last thing I wanted was anyone to think

twice about legal issues. And no one did. Hard as it

is to believe, the legal issues had almost no bearing

on our development process. We have kept our

eyes, on the prize, and that's making a great

game."
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FIGHTER SQUADRON:
THE SCREAMIN DEMONS OVER EUROPE
FIRE AND FORGET MISSILES? FORGET THEM BEFORE YOU FIRE, BECAUSE FIGHTER
SQUADRON IS CONCERNED WITH GOOD OLD FASHIONED DOGFIGHTING. TALLY
HO, P/P, P/P, CABBAGE CRATES OVER BRINY, ETC.

When you subtitle your game The

Screamin Demons Over Europe it

kind of suggests that you aren't

aiming for the anal, trainspotting market.

In Fighter Squadron, you have to take the,

urn, bull by the horns, look your enemy in

the eye and shower him with bullets from

a few hundred yards.

Fighter Squadron is based, naturally during the

Second World War, with air battles fought over

Dover, Rhineland and North Africa. You can

choose to side with the US, Britain or Germany,

and then fly a series of missions, including combat

air patrol, bombing, escort, fighter sweep and you

can even take part in full-on invasions.

But your history teacher wouldn't approve. As

Trevor Snowden, producer, would have it: "They're

more hypothetical than factual missions. We

wanted to create ultra-realistic aircraft, physics

and damage models in hypothetical situations so

players could experience more diversity given the

type of aircraft and locations."

Air force enthusiasts will no doubt make sense of

the following list of aircraft, all of which have been

perfectly modelled: P-38J, B-17G, P-51D,

Lancaster MK1, Mosquito FB VI, Typhoon MK1,

JU-88A4, Fwl 90A, Me 262.

Particularly exciting in Fighter Squadron is the

unique damage system applied to each aeroplane.

"Each aircraft will have an average of 24-40 break

points," explains Snowden. "These are places on

the aircraft that can bend or break. When a wing

or half of a wing breaks off, it will actually become

a separate object, with true physics, and tumble or

flutter to the ground, damaging anything it hits on

the way down. At that point, the plane will be

missing an aerodynamic portion of its frame, and

will therefore react exactly the way that a one-

winged plane would in real life.

This goes for every piece of the plane that can

break off - wings, props, gear, tails and so on.

Planes will also take progressive damage from loss

of oil, and your engine can also catch fire. For

example, if your engine takes damage and catches

on fire, the fire will start small, and if you don't do

something to control it - such as dive or shut down

the engine - the fire will grow progressively larger.

When you have a large stream of fire and smoke,

the engine will eventually burn away from the

aircraft. Similarly, fire will do progressive damage

on ground objects - houses, barns, docks and so on

- starting small, then growing, then catching

nearby buildings on fire, depending upon which

way the wind is blowing."

With 30 missions in three campaign areas played

from three sides, there are 90 missions in total,

each of which can be transparently played as a

single or multiplayer game. You can also create

your own missions with the provided Mission

Editor. It certainly looks as if Fighter Squadron will

scramble the competition when it hits the market

this Christmas.

Hyper-realistic aircraft and
physics are the order of the day.

The battles have a more poetic

licence.
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A GOLDEN
AGE OF
GAMING

THE PC POWERPLAY SCORING SYSTEM

80-90% A strong, eminently playable game. Hard to fault and likely to

still be on the hard drive in 6 month’s time.

60-80% Competent and generally enjoyable. Flaws or mediocrity hold

these games back from higher ratings.

40-60% Average and ordinary. Not bad, not good. Ideal gift.

0-40% Bad, really bad. Boring, shamelessly unoriginal,

cheap and horrible.

L
ast month I did a bit of a

song and dance (singing

Kate Bush’s Wuthering

Heights while dancing the

Macarena - my colleagues stared

in impressed disbelief at my
upper-octave abilities and boot

scootin’ skills) about the glorious

return of quality gameplay in

games that have, for the past 2

years, relied on 3D accelerators

to make them shine. This month
is a case in point. Good games,

damn good games.

Ohmigod. Half Life. The folks

at Valve have gone overboard

with the single-player game. It’s

easily the most absorbing single

player FPS yet - and that

includes the mighty Unreal. Nice

work.

Speaking of Unreal, we have

our very first 3rd-party game
based on the Unreal engine. It’s

Klingon Honour Guard from

MicroProse and a fine looking

and playing game world it is.

Normally we would talk about

how ‘Trekkies’ would love it etc.

etc., but we also realise that for

many the ‘Star Trek’ name could

be a disincentive - don’t worry!

All Trek-haters should put aside

their prejudices and get into one

hell of a fun FPS.

Meanwhile in

Adventuregameland... LucasArts

have finally shipped Grim
Fandango. A lot is hanging on

this game. Adventure games, as

a whole, have been pretty lame

recently; lame or non-existent.

Grim Fandango could resurrect

the genre and bring in a horde

of new gamers who have been

brought up on a strict diet of

FPS and RTS games. It’s funky

and weird and a brave move
from LucasArts. Bless 'em.

After a year of dull and boring,

now we’re suddenly over-

whelmed by quality games.

Which to buy first? What to

ignore completely? These are

happy problems, enjoy them
because the rich well of gaming
will, as usual, probably dry up in

a couple of months...

Ben Mansill

Editor

PLATINUM The Best. Virtually faultless, reserved for

games which cause loss of sleep from thinking of nothing else.

GOLD A classic. Either an unquestionable example of

superiority within its genre, or a ground breaking game that’ll

be setting trends.
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HALF-LIFE
FPSA.I.
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new King

version of id software’s Quake

2 engine. The Valve engineers

have added a host of new fea-

tures to this tested platform,

like 16-bit colour, coloured

lighting, blurring, surface

translucency, reflective metallic

objects, destructible objects,

translucent smoke effects and

decals (which are effects tex-

It’s so fluid, so engrossing, so well

scripted, so pretty, so well animated
- it’s just so everything!

One word: Awesomel All hail the
of FPS games

T
he next contender for

the crown of Quake

Killer, Half-Life is easi-

ly all it’s been cracked

up to be in the months

leading up to the release. It’s a

game focussed primarily on a

strong, immersive storyline and

an incredibly detailed game envi-

ronment melded with gameplay

so good that it does the seeming-

ly impossible - it makes the

genre feel new and fresh again.

Remember that wonderful gooey

happy transcendant feeling you

got in your tummy the first time

you played Doom? Get ready

kids, because Half-Life is going

to blow you away.

Proper storyline

The story was masterminded

by Marc Laidlaw, who wrote the

screenplay for Kalifornia (made

into a rather excellent film star-

ring Big Brad Pitt and David

Duchovny). He certainly hasn’t

‘dumbed down’ his abilities

because this time around he’s

dealing with a computer game

though, he’s treated the game
like any other literary work; it

contains scripted 3D sequences

that build the story

and character devel-

opment of the anti-

hero, a luckless sci-

entist called Gordon

Freeman who finds

himself in the midst

of a failed military

experiment.

Basically it sounds

like a kind of

“Contact” gone

wrong scenario

where humans dis-

cover the secret of teleportation,

only to be swamped and overrun

by vicious aliens from a remote

star system who, coincidentally,

have similar technology and used

our new discovery to instantly

reach us...with their guns blaz-

ing. “Whoopsie!”

This whole frightening

episode occurs right under your

nose, chronicling your escape

from the research labs which are

now a horrorscape of death, your

evasion of the US Marines sent

in to “clean” the area and your

eventual travel to the

enemy world to bust

some serious ass.

Hello...Gordon
Freeman

One of the first

things evident about

Half-Life is that it is

alive with non-play-

er-characters (NPCs)

who speak with per-

fect lip sync and left

to their own devices

will simply go about

their duties. You can

interact with these

guys, enlist their

help in combat or

use the scientifically

oriented NPCs for

medical attention, or

discover useful

information just by

approaching them

and using the “use”

key. It’s a very ele-

gant, simple system,

the likes of which

we’ve never seen.

The level of interac-

tion and the sheer

detail with which

the NPC encounters are handled

makes for an experience that

other games just can’t touch.

Half Life is built on an

extensively modified, licensed
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tend to explode as they are hit

during firefights which is

always interesting, and again

adds another level to the

immersion factor.

Animated skeletons

Half-Life’s feature graphics

breakthrough is the proprietary

Skeletal Animation System. This

allows 3D characters to be more
complex than ever before, with

humungous polygon counts

(over 6,000 per character), an

average of 80 frames of anima-

tion for a typical walk cycle (a

hell of a lot more than other

games) and 20 textures (heaps,

heaps more than usual) per

monster, animating at 30 frames

tures “printed” onto

any surface such as

bullet holes, blood

splashes and spray-

paint effects!). After

large battles levels

get really messy-

looking, completely

blood-soaked,

scorched and

unrecognisable.

There are many
destructible objects

such as office

equipment, vending

machines, food in

microwaves, glass

windows, wooden
crates and comput-

ers. These things

per second with hardware accel-

eration. The end result is closer

to photorealistic detail than any-

thing we’ve ever seen! Skeletal

Animation also reduces the ren-

der load, allowing more proces-

sor time to display super-smooth

animation, which has been cre-

ated for all of Half-Life’s crea-

tures and characters. Skeletal

Animation also allows quantifi-

able geographical weapon effects

(arms, legs and heads being sep-

arately damaged), and numerous
death animations, based on
where the enemy was shot.

More variety, more realism,

more immersion - It all adds up
to a seriously mind blowing

experience.
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On top of these mind-blowing

effects, Valve committed them-

selves to incorporating all of the

3D enhanced features into the

unaccelerated, software version

of the game. Everyone, not just

people with 3D accelerators, is

able to enjoy the advanced effects

in Half-Life (though you will

need a fairly grunty machine

without a 3D card). And they

weren’t mucking around! Half-

Life’s software mode really looks

incredible.

Real intelligence

Half-Life also includes some

of the most relevant, dangerous

and believable intelligence ever

incorporated into a 3D environ-

ment. Enemies each have their

own objectives, group collabora-

tion and a “schedule driven state

machine” that sorts their goals by

priority. They are adaptive to

changing situations, never run-

ning out of things to do and

standing still, waiting to be killed.

They also have a clear com-

mand structure, with dominant

creatures commanding groups of

lesser beings to do their bidding,

whereby killing the “master”

creature causes the “slave” crea-

tures to fall into disarray and

lose cohesion. Commando type

enemies take advantage of their

environment by taking cover,

bouncing grenades around cor-

ners and performing “pincer”

manoeuvres to surround you,

blocking your escape routes and

setting up crossfires on your

position. These guys in particu-

lar are an excellent challenge - it

feels a lot like a deathmatch,

though you’re on your own
against a team of skilled adver-

saries. They constantly surprise

you with their tactics, and must

be treated with respect! The

usual John Woo offense that

works against most monster AI

will quickly see you sleeping

with the fishes here.

Even the random insects have

intelligence. Walking into a dark

room and flicking on the light,

you often see a swarm of

Cockroaches scattering toward

the shadows. They’re equipped

with rudimentary smarts which

makes them favour dark areas,

eat dead animals, flock together

(above) One of the helicopters found in the game - and they're

not just for show either. You’ll actually have to fight them!

pie of seconds for the new area to

load into memory, and then

you’re on your way again. In fact,

the between-level transitions are

almost nonexistent, yet another

amazing feature dreamed up by

the Valve designers.

It’s behind you!

The audio system in Half-Life

incorporates Real-time Digital

Signal Processing (DSP), which

is something like surround

sound technology. This should

make sounds occur with much
more locational accuracy, mak-

ing it even simpler for players to

tell which direction sounds are

coming from, be it left, right,

below, above, in front, or behind.

This all changes in realtime, as

the player rotates and moves

around, which once again

improves the game’s immersion

and realism. Especially with a 3D
sound card you really can tell

just where creatures are lurking -

on more than one occasion I was

jerking my head around to see

what was there...

Creature feature

Half-Life sports more than 40
different enemies; everything

ranging from lowly cockroaches

and run away from

larger creatures.

These little details

are the things that

really set Half-Life

apart from the flock.

Purposeful envi-

ronments

Half-Life’s envi-

ronments sound

very original and

logically composed.

They are built

around the premise

of a purpose or actu-

al realistic environ-

ment, having a pre-

dictable layout based

around this premise,

as opposed to a

myriad of tunnels, stuck together

because they look cool and

they’re fun to play in.

Half Life also has vehicles in-

game, both usable and used

against you, in particular a level

where a gloriously detailed

Apache helicopter is strafing you

as you run along a treacherous

cliff-zone. And then there’s the

troop-carrier choppers which can

be shot down before the troops

can rappel down, killing the crew

and contents much more easily

than if you had to shoot them all

individually, as well as operable

devices such as cargo trains, lifts

and so on.

Another very nice touch and

realism enhancing move, rather

than have separate levels which

you ‘finish’, every five minutes or

so you’ll just have to wait a cou-
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to the notorious Tentacle, an

enormous frightening behe-

moth. They each have their own
special abilities based on their

composition: for instance the

Ichthyosaur, an aquatic beast

that looks like a four-toothed

Narwhal-ish nightmare, can

jump between bodies of water to

snatch terrestrial prey, while

Headcrabs (bearing a scary

resemblance to the Facehuggers

from Aliens) spring through the

air in parabolic trajectories as

they try to attach themselves to

your skull, and a host of others,

including the aforementioned

Marine troops.

Another, smaller creature,

“Mr Friendly” scavenges corpses,

explaining the “mysterious dis-

appearance” of dead enemies

that is so unrealistically

omnipresent in first person

shooters. Ever since Doom fea-

tured permanent corpses litter-

ing hallways, we’ve been unim-

pressed by Quake’s memory-sav-

ing precedent of sudden and

mysterious cadaver removal,

making each cleared hallway

look spotlessly vacuumed sec-

onds after you’ve filled it with

dead, exploded flesh. At least

now we have a plausible excuse

for this disappearance.

New weapons!

Half-Life boasts 18 weapons,

with some funky new ideas like

the particle accelerator that fires

an atom-wide stream of energy,

which cooks anything you hit

with it! There is also a strong

selection of superb conventional

weapons, includ-

ing an automatic

shotgun, Magnum
and Glock pistols,

a submachinegun

with underslung

grenade launcher,

tripwire mines, an

organic alien

weapon that

“grows” dangerous

flying insects and

the Snark, a reptil-

ian beast that runs along the

floor, “seeks” a target, bites on

and then explodes!

Half-Life’s multiplayer mode
supports up to 32 players at

once, supporting spectators, serv-

er filtering and other useful

functions. We’ve yet to see it in

action, but apparently the multi-

player maps increase in size as

the number of players increases,

and then scales back as players

depart! This is pretty damn excit-

ing, forever overcoming the

Quake dilemma of empty mas-

sive maps and ridiculously

packed small ones.

Mod city, baby

Half-Life is another engine,

like Unreal, that is heavily aimed

toward being the best platform

for Modification and Total

Conversion authors to adapt.

Valve software has already

acquired the Australian geniuses

behind TeamFortress, who are

already at work on the second

version of their international hit

for the Half-Life engine. Valve

also hired Ben Morris, author of

the best 3rd party Quake level

editor, WorldCraft. This makes it

easier for Valve to make their

engine more accessible to devel-

opers and level designers inter-

ested in using the system. They

are planning support for many
professional modelling tools

such as 3D Studio Max and

Bones Pro/Character Studio and

programming languages like

C++ which shortens the learning

curve and makes life easier for

the creative people who make

game “mods” and add-on packs.

They are also carefully docu-

menting their engine and devel-

opment process to make all the

information readily available to

those people making mods. We
can probably expect a wave of

add-ons to come frothing out of

the Internet gaming community.

Half-Life is an incredible

game with the best storyline ever

seen in a first-person shooter.

The awesome detail of the envi-

ronments, outstanding weapons

and frighteningly intelligent AI

make it the most exciting first-

person release of the year, and

easily the best.

Ed Dawson

(left) The face hugger thingies. A lot

like the face buggers from Alien, and
it*s plenty of fun bashing the crap

out of them with a crowbar

PLUS*

http://www. halflife.org/

One of the many fansites for

Half-Life, but one of the best

Category 1st person shooter

Players 1-32 (IPX, TCP/IP,

Modem, Serial)

Publisher Sierra

Price $89.95

Rating MA15+

Available Now

For The superb story-

line, the skeletal

animations, the

guns, the non-

player-characters,

the monsters, the

gore, the atmos-

phere, the intense

variety of every-

thing, the music,

the EVERYTHING!

Against It won’t solve the

problem of world

hunger. Probably.

Need P133, 16MB RAM,

2MB Video Card

Want P233, 64MB RAM,

12MB Voodoo2

I 3D SUPPORT I

3Dfx native support,

Direct 3D support for most
major cards
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THE BEIT
WW2 FLIGHT SIM
EVER MADE.

• HIGH QUALITY TERRAIN GRAPHICS AND SPECIAL EFFECTS SUCH AS TRANSLUCENT CLOUDS • UP TO 256 AIRCRAFT IN THE AIR AT ANY ONE TIME
• BASED ON ADVANCED FLIGHT MODELS AND SOPHISTICATED AI • THE ONLY CURRENT YVYV2 FLIGHT SIM WITH A FULLY DYNAMIC CAMPAIGN

SYSTEM • FLY 20 HISTORICALLY-ACCURATE AIRCRAFT' FROM REAL AIR BASES TO REAL TARGETS • ULTRA-VIEW VIRTUAL COCKPIT' • REALISTIC AIR

WAR CAMPAIGN INCLUDING COMPLETE FLIGHTS OF BOMBERS, EXPLODING FLAK AND VIS

The air war in Europe was responsible for pushing aircraft design

to the limit; creating a leap in technology greater than

anything experienced before or after.

European Air War gives you 20 aircraft to fly from that time;

from the early Spitfire to the Me 262 - the first jet fighter.

This is leading edge technology and nothing comes close.

Fly European Air War,

;

AIR COMBAT COULD NEVER
BE THE SAME AGAIN.

MICROPROSE is a registered trademark of MicroProse Ltd or its affiliated companies. European Air War is a trademark of MicroProse. ©
1998 MicroProse Software. Inc. All Rights Reserved. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holders. WWW.MICR0PR0SE.COM

ACTUAL

IN-GAME
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EUROPEAN MRWML
"Never in the field of human conflict was so
much owed, by so many, to so few."

Winston Churchill, August 20, 1 940

C
hurchill’s quote about

the pilots who fought

in the Battle of Britain

sets the scene for the

first cutting edge

WWII simulation to hit the

shelves this year. European Air

War (EAW) lives up to most of

the hype surrounding its release;

it is what we have been waiting

for, and is why I’ve kept my
Sidewinder Force Feedback Pro

Joystick close at hand in anticipa-

tion of its release.

Fighter Command
EAW provides the standard

features such as quick start, sin-

gle mission, campaign and multi-

player options that we are used

to. Single Missions are used for

training, and allow you to select

when and where you want to fly,

in what aircraft, under user speci-

fied conditions (ie day/night),

and what type of mission you

want to fly. It then randomly gen-

erates a mission, so no two mis-

sions are the same. My only criti-

cism of this feature is that you

cannot specify the target you

want to attack, eg an

Ammunition Train, and, as with

the rest of the game, it is not

enhanced by a Mission Generator

to let you alter waypoints etc.

Instead, each mission is driven

by Bomber and Fighter

Command, so you are locked into

their waypoints, even when the

briefings tell you to fly around

the AAA and known fighter base

locations. A little disappointing.

However, the heart of the

game is the three campaigns: the

Battle of Britain 1940, Europe

1943 and Europe 1944. You take

on a role as a German or English

pilot in the first campaign, or a

German, English or American

pilot in the latter two. 20 single

and twin-engined aircraft are

yours to fly including the

Spitfire, Typhoon, Focke-Wulf

190, P38 Lightning, ME no and

the infamous ME 262 jet fighter.

An extraordinary mixture, and in

realistic mode each has its own
flight model that is clearly dis-

cernible. As you move through

your career, you go from rank to

rank, airfield to airfield and

plane to plane.

Another 10 aircraft such as

the B17 Flying Fortress, B-24D

Liberator, Mosquito and Stuka

combine to place up to 256 air-

craft in the sky at one time. An
awesome sight, no matter which

side you are flying for. Enough

of the tripe; what is the game

like you ask?

Beautiful, beautiful

cockpits

(bottom) Note the

ejected shell

casings

-

Force Feedback friendly

Plug in the Force Feedback

Joystick (FFJ) and wind up the

engines to experience a new
gaming sensation. The cockpit

shakes as the engine coughs,

then catches, and the FFJ trem-

bles in your hand until the

engine purrs soothingly. Full

radio communications support
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With up to 256 aircraft modelled simultaneously, EAW can be

very exciting to fly!your taxi to take off, and comes

across in the language of the

nationality you are flying for.

Take off and raise the gear, and

the FFJ jumps lightly in your

hand on both occasions. It then

remains fluid until you manoeu-

vre, and then you feel the oppos-

ing forces.

In the betas, this feature was

a shocker and really made my
arm ache because it was over-

done. Not so in the full game
where it is easy to use and adds

markedly to the game. It ham-
mers your hand as you fire the

cannons, guns or rockets, it

whips you to one side if you are

hit, and makes it incredibly
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hard to pull out of a dive at

speed. You can even feel the

bump as you land!

It just looks real

Once airborne, the world of

EAW is awe-inspiring. From the

green fields of England and

Europe to the objects on them;

trees, barns, windmills, each of

which can be targeted; to the lay-

ers of cloud that seem real

enough to touch, and the sun

that burns through the cockpit

during dawn and dusk flight. 3D

acceleration is the best way to

experience this, and then you are

struck by the intricate aircraft

detail as you fly into formation.

Escorting a bomber force is

unreal! Fly up close and you can

see the flames from the

exhausts, the oil running off the

wings, the gunners and their

guns poking out. Use the many
camera views to drool at this

sight, and if you dare, stay with

them during an engagement and

watch each gunner systematically

engage the enemy.

To assist your flight you have

40 different mission parameters

such as Flight and Target

Information that can be project-

ed on screen to assist. Optional

HUD, waypoint caret and even a

Even the interface has an authentic feel

Target Identification feature fur-

ther enhance this. Of course, air-

craft of this era didn’t have these

features, but it is best to start

with them, because if there is

one criticism of the graphics

engine I have, it’s your inability

to visually identify fighters until

they are 500m away. Sure, you

know they are the enemy if they

fire at you, but until then, you

might be chasing one of

your own. Padlock View

works very well, and if

you reach a high rank,

you have ever-increasing

access to a full suite of

communications com-

mands to direct your

flight or wing to under-

take numerous actions

such as “Protect Me”!!

You can also call up land

based radar to guide

you to bogies.

Kill pilot, kill plane

This is where the

game starts to really

excel. Scream into a

wing of bombers and

watch them cover

you with fire. Aim at

an enemy’s wing,

fire, watch the

rounds strike, and

off it will go in a flaming crescen-

do. Hit the cockpit and blood

splattered on the inside usually

means only one thing! Flak looks

incredible and can even take out a

whole B17 with a direct hit! Don’t

forget the ground action also, the

Typhoon’s rockets pack a punch

on trains and factories when deep

strike missions are required.

Sound is brilliant, from the

resonating purr of dual engines,

to the left to right roar of a fight-

er strafing you. Cannon hits

sound spectacular just as you

expect them to, and splinters on

the perspex show as you are hit.

I’ve hinted at radio communica-

tions before and EAW includes

continual radio chatter unless

radio silence is ordered. Ground

Control might vector you to a

target, and it’s “Tally Ho” from

all the Poms, or “Actung

Spitfeur” from the Germans,

this is followed by calls for help,

screams, or warnings if you have

forgotten to watch your six.

Totally absorbing action.

MicroProse have released a

game that is mature, has no

bugs that I could see, provides

cutting edge gaming entertain-

ment and ushers in the Force

Feedback Joystick as a new flight

sim necessity.

Maj. Ian Lindgren

-

IRiPlBBMi

http://ww\% wpafb. af.mil/mu

seum/tours/eto.htm
I recommend a visit to the

US Air Force Museum web
site to have a good look at

the US aircraft that flew in

WWII and other conflicts.

Category Flight sim

Players 1 -8 by LAN

Publisher Microprose

Price $89.95

Rating G

Available Now

For Mature FFJ

Technology. A

graphical extrava-

ganza that blows

the mind away

when you see the

sheer size of WWII

aircraft formations

and the weapons

that engaged them

Against No Mission

Generator.

Need P166, 32 MB RAM.

Want P233, 32 MB RAM
and 3Dfx card.

m sypiwT"
3Dfx and D3D
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The Earth is

My Mother

inside your own Sci Fi movie

sequel to best selling RPG, Betrayal at Krondor

TAKE IT FOR

YOUR PEOPLE

When war is a way of life, the warrior is the only way

Yanks 3D combat
sims into a whole
new universe with

spectacularly beautiful

planets, stunningly

realistic vehicles &
blazingly fast gameplay.

Feel like you’re

f XBSX
Assume the roles of five

main characters in a quest
over ten plot-twisting

chapters and meet over

150 engaging characters.

Highly anticipated

A revolutionary multiplayer,

real time, 3D Shooter - the

ultimate in first person

squad warfare boasting

features never seen before

in the world of combat
games.

'Wl

j|| SIERRA 8

Look out for these hot new Sierra titles at all major computer stores



Life and death at

6500 feet

With full 3D support

and a swag of

enhancements, the

next instalment in the

Red Baron series will

blow you away.

You're on patrol high above the trenches in WWI

In the old days.!

Racing was pure

In 1968 they changed the rules of

motor racing to make it safer WELCOME TO 1967

The most realistic motor racing

simulator everproduced. Puts

you in the driver's seat of history's

most famous race cars on some of

the greatest tracks in the world.

4II Game
No Hype

Combines elements of

space combat, strategic

play and action delivering

cinematic-quality graphics,

stunning special effects,

brilliantly rendered ships

and an innovative

interface.

For further enquiries Ph: (02) 9417 9600 FAX: (02) 9417 9676

Visit our website: www.dataflow.com.au WOLF
INTLRAC IIVI

ARTDIR 9276
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Dill HONOUR GUARD
The power of the Unreal engine combined with the Klingon
bloodthirst makes for Qaplal

A
aah, the

Klingons.

Those

interstel-

lar bikies

from space. Filled

with a lust for hunt-

ing, knives, red

meat, strong alco-

hol, fighting and

probably heavy

metal music. Great

stuff! All the

Klingons are miss-

ing is some flan-

nelette shirts and

Utes to get around

in, and they’d be

right at home in

outback Australia.

Eating rotisseried

kangaroos cooked

whole on the spear

that killed them.

Aaah yes.

Kirk was a pussy

Playing any first-person

action game as a neatly combed
Starfleet officer, wielding a com-

pact phaser that bore a strange

resemblance to a Remington

Philishave never quite got the

blood going. But the Klingons,

with their metre-long steel

blade-studded crescent shaped

“Bat-Leth” swords, that’s more

like it! Klingon Honour Guard

perfectly captures the simple

and brutal philosophy of the

Klingon ways, never complicat-

ing anything.

The Klingons, for those who
don’t know, place honour over

all else. Mix feudal Japanese

warriors with the roughest

Western bikers from the seven-

ties, and that’s the Klingons.

The game goes into a great

amount of detail,

and really fleshes

out the subject mat-

ter. Playing this

game you really

begin to understand

the sometimes

incomprehensible

Klingon behaviour

on Star Trek. It all

makes sense within

the game. You

BECOME a

Klingon. Pride is your blood

right. Extreme arrogance natu-

rally drives your every move.

Enemies you flatten in equal

combat will meet you in the

honourable afterlife, Sto-Vo-Kor!

You believe all this and more in

the atmospheric world of

Klingon Honour Guard.

Multiple melee

weaponry

The arsenal of

weaponry is really

something you can

sink your teeth into.

Simple, sharp and

explosive, you can

unleash all of your

animal rage with this

gear. Firstly the

chunky sharp metal

things are actually

extremely useful weapons, in con-

trast to the norm for the default

weapon. Basically, because the

average Klingon makes Dolph

Lundgren look like a

milk-fed runt, wield-

ing a melee weapon

in your tree-trunk

arms you can pretty

much gut anything

with skin thinner

than six inches!

There is the nifty little dagger, the

“Dk-Tagh”, which can be thrown

as well as wielded. An interesting

feature to note is the stealth-kill

when throwing the Dk-Tagh. If

your enemy is not aware of your

presence, you can effect an

instant kill by throwing this

weighted little blade into their

heads. Once alerted, however, you

cannot do nearly as much dam-

age, and should stick to slashing

There's even a rather detailed and
evolving storyline! But nobody really

cares about that, we just want gory

killing bits!

mammmrnm
j
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and stabbing. The Bat-Leth, men-

tioned above, is a bit like a bull-

bar cut in half with an oxy torch.

A semicircular frame with four

sharp bits sticking off it, it really

hurts when dragged along flesh at

high speed. It is much heavier

than the Dk-Tagh, hence it packs

a real punch when thrown. If you

manage to hit an oncoming foe

with a thrown Bat-Leth, all that

remains to do is pull it out of

their ribcage and wipe it. The

other blade weapon, the Ding-

Pach, is almost an exact replica of

the frisbee blade used by the

Predator. It flings out of its mag-

netic launcher, bounces at angle

Though the levels of KHG are mostly

smaller than those in Unreal, you can

go outside the ship in your EVA suit

in KHG. Way cool!

of incidence about

six times then

returns, like Thor’s

hammer, to your

hand.

Guns go bang

The other

weapons are a mix

of energy and explo-

sive stuff. There are

three blaster style

guns, the weakest

being almost identical to the dis-

persion pistol from Unreal, as in

it has infinite ammo which slow-

ly regenerates. Its secondary fire

is a scatter shot that does more

damage although it wastes ener-

gy. There is a rapid-fire version

of that, which takes Dilithium

ammo, also shared by a shotgun-

style “particle dispersal cannon”

at the top of that lad-

der. Secondary fire

of that weapon cre-

ates a miniature

black hole, which

sucks in everything

in line of sight, then

crushes it all at

once.

Then there is the

requisite grenade

and rocket launcher,

with alternate fire

modes of blinding

“flash” grenades, and heat-seek-

ing intelligent rockets. All the

weapons are very nicely done,

being quite well balanced for

deathmatch while being easier to

use and more satisfying than the

Unreal weapons.

The items are fairly standard,

although the anti-grav suit and

the magnetic boots combined

allow you to go EVA, or “space-

walk” in some levels, which is

excellently done. Other tools

include a stealth suit that makes

you appear translucent and

invulnerability “bloodwine”

which you drink and then go

medieval.

Less complexities

The levels are purposely less

complex than the architecture-

major-works from Unreal, as

Honour Guard has much more

PC PowerPlay 87
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The quest is on to find the

mysterious secret level, where you
get to confront and kill those pesky
Starfleet officers

84®
Category ist person shooter

Players l -16 (IPX, TCP/IP)

Publisher Micro prose

Price $89.95

Rating MA15+
Available Now

For Wonderful charac-

terisation, cool vis-

ceral thrills of

extreme carnage in

a Star Trek setting.

Against No shootouts with

pissy human
Starfleet officers,

simple mission

structure, small

range of enemies.

Need P166, Windows 9X,

32MB RAM, 4XCD,

SVGA card with

2MB RAM

Want PII-266, 64MB
RAM, 4MB Direct3D

compatible graph-

ics accelerator

an sw-pgrt
Like Unreal, 3Dfx and major

accelerators supported.

PLUS*

KMNCj<?N qvKSP

Honor it mote intjtctiani titan life

http://www.microprose,com
/gamesdesign/khg_site/

temporarily staining the walls

and hitting enemies in the head

results in faster kills.

Disembowel Kirk!

The range of enemies, unfor-

tunately is quite limited. Most of

them are variations on a Klingon

theme, Klingon terrorists, sol-

diers, florists, parking officers,

and so on. They do however

fight with at least the same

ferocity as the Unreal foes,

though perhaps less acrobatical-

ly. They do pick weapons for sit-

uations and change tack when
heavily injured, digging in and

taking cover. There is one other

race of generic muscular alien

things, which act and die in a

very similar fashion to the afore-

mentioned. There are a few

giant beasts and attack pigs,

which are both quite impressive,

the giants especially throwing

boulders pulled from the earth.

Still, it’s a shame you can’t

throttle Will Riker or disembow-

el Captain Kirk, as the gameplay

never leaves the domain of the

Klingon Empire, but the combat

is very good fun indeed. It’s a

simple, fun combat game about

space rednecks.

Ed Dawson

realistic system requirements.

The one exception is the ship

level where you can go external,

which looks simply incredible.

Geometrically they are quite sim-

ple, but very nice textures help to

offset this. Objectives remain as

basic as key retrieval and switch-

pressing, but by now we’re well

used to that. The combat com-

prises most of the game, but

considering it’s so much fun to

fight with the cool weapons,

that’s OK. Just don’t expect any

mensa-style problem solving or

logical solution finding and

you’ll enjoy it just fine.

Klingon humour
Mid-level, there are AVI brief-

ings from your commander, with

simple maps and objectives laid

out, and footage of hostile

takeovers, etc. The story is an

intra-Klingon saga about political

intrigue and double-crossing,

which you must put right in a

torrent of pink blood.

Klingon Honor

Guard has some cool

“atmos” bits, like the

evil guttural laugh you

emit when breaking

out a blade weapon

and comments like

“Hmm, smells like

smoked Bricket!”

when you’ve vaporised

an enemy. Blood

splashes out of foes,

88 PC PowerPlay
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A FANTASTIC

UNIVERSE FEATURING

AMAZING GRAPHICS

AND 3 DIFFERENT

LEVELS OF ZOOM.

THE VIKING SENSE

OF HONOUR WILL

SHOW YOU THE WAY.

TEMPLES WILL

PROVIDE YOU WITH

MAGICAL POWERS

COMMENSURATE WITH

YOUR SACRIFICES.

The strategy game that places you right in the middle of the

fearsome universe of the Vikings, their majestic legends and their

mysterious beliefs. Available soon on PC CD-ROM.

EACH RACE

POSSESSES ITS OWN
CHARACTERISTICS,

LOOK SC STRENGTHS.

Exclusively distributed by

www.metrogames.com.au
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GRIM FANDANGO _
LucasArts have come to save us all from dull

adventure games.

clients to earn his way out of

the company. You feel that

other employees are getting the

best clients and so decide to

take matters into your own
hands by stealing one from the

top salesman in the company.

And that is when
you discover that

something is very

wrong in the town

of El Marrow!

Someone is steal-

ing the just rewards

Wonderfully bizarre,

Grim Fandango is of

the same calibre of all

the Lucas Arts

adventures

of souls who would otherwise

be getting a ticket on the num-
ber 9, removing their records

from the computer system and

selling the tickets to those

whose souls are less than per-

fect. Your stolen client,

The hell train

Boy was I wrong.

You see this is how it

works. When you die

one of the souls from

the eighth level of the

afterlife come to pick

you up. These are the

souls of people who
haven’t been, well,

saintly in life and they

have to work off their

debt by acting as sales-

men. What they sell are

travel plans for the

dead souls who have to

find their way to heav-

en. If you’ve been, shall

we say, less than good

your record will only

make you eligible for a

budget plan, ie a walking stick.

If on the other hand you’ve been

a saint in life then you’re booked

straight in for the number 9
train. The journey to heaven

normally takes four years, the

number 9 will get you there in 4
minutes. Better clients earn

more points for these salesmen

and shorten their contract with

the company (the Department

Of Death or DOD)

Dirty dead deeds

And this is where our story

begins. You play the part of

Manny Calavera, a salesmen in

desperate need of some juicy

I

’d always thought that when
I died there would be a giant

white Cadillac convertible

there to pick me up. There

would be some chicks who
died young and pretty in the back

seat waiting to tell me about all

the great things I could do now
that I was dead. And all my
favourite dead musos would be

on a stage nearby performing all

their best songs. Maybe all my
dead former pets could be there

too, as well as my dead friends

and family of course. And then

they’d take me to the great mega
games room in the sky where I’d

realise that real life was really just

a LAN game called ‘Bollocks’

being played by all the dead peo-

ple in heaven.

Mercedes Collomar, is such a

soul, and now she’s lost on a

four year walk to the final por-

tal and you have to catch up
with her to try to figure out

what is going on.

For the many fans of ‘Full

Throttle’, ‘Day Of The Tentacle’

and LucasArts’ other great

adventure titles Grim Fandango

90 PC PowerPlay
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is a long awaited and treasured

item. Lucas have justifiably

built a pretty big fan base from

their earlier releases and while

Grim Fandango is quite differ-

ent to those titles, I’m sure it

won't disappoint.

Rather than contin-

ue with the youthful

tone of their earlier

adventure titles

Lucas have chosen

to grow up a bit,

along with the peo-

ple who would have

also played those

games. While still

being amusing at

times Grim
Fandango doesn’t have all the

humour of Sam and Max or

Day Of The Tentacle and the

theme of the game itself is

quite bizarre and I suppose

more 'adult'

Mexican folk art

What the developers (Tom
Schafer of Full Throttle and

DOTT fame) have concentrated

on is atmosphere, narrative and

immersion. The characters in the

game are well devel-

oped and engaging

and the storyline is

more detailed and

compelling than any

Lucas Arts have

attempted before.

Lucas have also bor-

rowed heavily from

what was originally

an Aztec mythology,

now more associated

with Mexico, to add

Can a skeleton look erotic?

You betcha! Show me that bone,

baby!

flavour to the mix. ‘The Day Of
The Dead’ is part of ancient

Aztec culture and its imagery and
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If only there was a slightly better

way to deal with conversation in

adventure games rather than select-

ing questions from a list. Bother!

El Dia de los Muertos
- The Day Of The Dead

El Dia de los Muertos, the

day departed souls return to

earth, is one of the biggest

events in Mexico. It is a time

for families to honour their

ancestors rather than fear

death. “The Day of the Dead”

spawned from the Aztec Indian

month of M iccailhu itontli.

Prior to the Spanish conquest,

festivities overseen by the god-

dess Mictecacihuatl, the Lady

of the Dead, took place in the

summer. This month long cele-

bration commemorated chil-

dren, the deceased, and the

Aztec war god Huitzilopochtli.

During the celebration

death’s morbidity is buried

beneath mountains of colourful

marigolds, glowing candles,

and lavish picnic spreads.

Families spend the night min-

gling in necropolis, sharing in a

dusk-to-dawn delight which

often includes a pyrotechnic

display in the evening. Tequila

toasts, corpse-like costumes,

and mariachi music are also

common. As the 2nd day draws

near celebrants don ghoulish

costumes and parade through

town, scaring the spirits back to

their eternal dwelling spots.

Cities who still celebrate

Dia de los Muertos on a grand

scale are often regions where

both the Spanish and Indian

cultures continue to flourish

side by side. Oaxaca, Mexico is

one locale where the tradition

strongly survives.

philosophy have been used to cre-

ate the ‘feel’ of the game. The

depiction of the characters as

skeletons is taken straight from

Mexican folk art and some of the

ideas in the game as to the struc-

ture of the afterlife are borrowed

from ‘Day Of The Dead’ mytholo-

gy as well. Lucas Arts have even

gone to the trouble of hiring

Latin American voice talent to

give an authentic Latin lilt to

the game’s audio.

Graphically Grim is quite

stunning, with or without an

accelerator card, and the

mixture of Aztec and Art

Deco architecture and

styling makes for some very

nice eye candy. There are

around 90 locations in the

game, 55 characters and over

7000 lines of dia-

logue so it isn’t hard

to see why it took

Lucas so long to pro-

duce this new won-

der. How long it will

take to finish

depends on your

cunning and

resourcefulness.

Grim Fandango

does suffer from

some of the usual

problems with this

genre: Conversations are just a

selection of statements that you

click through one at a time and a

few of the puzzles just aren’t log-

ical. But overall, considering the

size and scale of this project,

Lucas have again done a superb

job, are easily the best in this

field, and fans of their adventure

titles will not be disappointed.

George Soropos

Category Graphic Adventure

Players 1

Publisher LucasArts

Price $89.95

Rating G8+

Available Now

For Engaging storyline,

superb graphics

and mostly logical

puzzles will keep

you playing and

having fun for

ages. A sophisti-

cated treat for

‘grown up’ gamers.

Against Only the usual

genre gripes, not

much freedom in

conversations and

some of the puz-

zles are just plain

silly, only solvable

by blind luck. But

there are thankfully

only a few of those.

Need P90, 16 Mb RAM,

4X CD, Win 95

Want P166, 3Dfx, 32 Mb
RAM, 24X CD
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SET YOUR FINGERS FLYING AND YOUR SENSES

REELING BY EMBARKING ON THE MOST
NAIL-BITING ADRENALINE-PUMPING PINBALL

EXTRAVAGANZA EVER TO HIT THE

HIGHWAYS. OOZING CHARACTER AND

ORIGINALITY FROM EVERY PORE, ,

BIG RACE USA WILL LEAVE YOUR |
|

WHEELS SPINNING AND YOUR 0
Hi \ HEART POUNDING. J?i

• The first pinball game EVER to include a real-time “head-to-head” mode

for exciting two player action (via LAN and Internet) jmpf* -r^l
iwjB' ^ 1 • Fun “road trip across America” theme, featuring 16 major cities as play zones,

V|jjjF is brought to life with fantastically detailed 3D graphics

!SF* Multi-ball feature allows up to 10 BALLS in play at one time

,nnovative Dot Matrix screen provides “game within the game” action

fS • Customizable table slope, flipper strength, outlane size, i ~W

'\ ^Ujj^J^^lingshot power and tilt sensitivity

\'tt • Loaded with features and surprises around every turn V/, Sfl

ACTUAL SCREEN SHOT! fc

Exclusively distributed by

empire
1

GENERAL
(8 YEARS & OVER)

LOW LEVEL
ANIMATED VIOLENCE
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RIVHMU)
Ciyo try to sell us up the river again

Wi
at can you say

about those

unflappable

Frenchmen? They

try very hard and

they’ve even succeeded a few

times, but more often than not

they just miss the mark - usually

due to some really minor, obvious

error or omission that sends

everything out of kilter. For exam-

ple, in 1998, four generations of

real time strategy games have

already established perfectly good,

sensible and necessary protocols

to make gameplay as intuitive as

possible. Who would completely

ignore those protocols, flout every

lesson learned by every RTS

developer in the last five years

and produce a game which,

because of these omissions, is vir-

tually unplayable? Cryo of course!

Vive La Difference!

Read, then play

Some ofyou might be familiar

with the name Riverworld, that’s

because it’s been borrowed from

Philip Jose Farmer's novel of the

same name. That isn’t to say that

Riverworld the game has a story

attached to it, instead the develop-

ers have basically used Farmer’s

imagination to create the game

world for them. Call it a short cut.

Cryo claim to have created a

new genre in 3D real time strat-

egy, and as we all know that’s a

load of crap. All of you will be

familiar by now with titles like

Battlezone, Myth, Uprising and

Urban Assault. Riverworld has

elements of all these games but

to be fair does actually push the

94 PC PowerPiay
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envelope a bit further by includ-

ing a lot more unit and building

types than any of these games,

as many as a typical 2D RTS

title in fact.

The heart of the game lies in

capturing new territories by tak-

ing possession of the Grail Stone

in that territory. Each map is

divided up into different regions,

some of which your two oppo-

nents have usually already

grabbed. There are always two

opponents to defeat on every

map as you work your way up

river to try and find the ultimate

secret of Riverworld.

Recruitment

When you begin a game you

are situated in a single territory

with your leader, Richard Francis

In true Cryo style,

they've ignored many
of the tenets of RTS
games in favour of their

own weird ideas. It

didn't work.

Burton (the 19th cen-

tury explorer not the

20th century alco-

holic and ex-husband

of Elizabeth Taylor),

a house and a few

resources. Scattered

about the place are

unattached people

whom you can

recruit by building

them a house. Your

Engineer can also

build storage facili-

ties to allow your

populace to start har-

vesting and other

buildings to make

tools and weapons. Your diplomat

can talk to your opponents and

make treaties or prevent wars,

Merchants and Soldiers build

markets and military installations,

and finally Explorers are used to

find special characters in the

game who can upgrade your

knowledge and tech level.

There are four technological

ages which you evolve through
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as you play. Each one has a dif-

ferent resource to be harvested

(which appears in your territories

when you move into the new
age), new buildings and units to

construct and new enemy lead-

ers to challenge you. Compared

to other 3D RTS games

Riverworld does actually have a

large number of building and

unit types, some of which are

pretty cool to look at and hoon

around in (the little sea plane for

example).

Philip Jose Farmer
has written more

than 100 Science

Fiction books,

none more origi-

nal than the fan-

tastic Riverworld

Series. ‘To Your Scattered

Bodies Go’ is the first of the

five books in this

series.

Imagine a planet

on which the hun-

dreds of billions of

people who have

died from the dawn

of man right up to 1983

have been reincarnated. They

all possess the body of a 20

year old, but they also have full

memory of their life on Earth.

Placed on the shores of a ten

million mile long river by

strange alien benefactors

Richard Burton, explorer,

embarks on a journey to find

out just what the hell is going

on. A classic Sci-Fi series (of

five books) and a must for any

fan of the genre.

r~

*
i 1

i
f I

Playtest? What’s that?

Well all that sounds pretty

cool, huh? The problem comes in

the form of an interface which

simply makes it too hard to play

the game for any length of time.

Firstly there are no keyboard

hotkeys, none, zero, zilch.

Everything has to be done with

the mouse, and as you can imag-

ine with a 3D game of this com-

plexity, that’s a recipe for disas-

ter! As soon as you start to build

up your little corner of the world

to any decent level things start

going wobbly. You just can’t keep

track of everything as quickly as

you need to, and if you get

attacked forget it! To make mat-

ters worse you can only adjust

the camera position in the main
game screen by clicking on the

actual map terrain or on the min-

imap. This makes fine adjust-

ment of your viewpoint an unfor-

givably fiddly and inaccurate

practise, and really annoys when
you’re in combat.

To make fighting even more
painful your citizens can only be

armed by clicking on a weapon
in the armoury screen and then

clicking on a citizen. As I have

just mentioned you have to scroll

the game screen around with the

minimap, consequently arming

your citizens in time to defend

your Grail Stone from attack is

usually more difficult than trying

to slide your wedding tackle

painlessly through a garbage dis-

posal unit.

It’s all a bit sad really,

because the Phillip Jose Farmer

books provide a great storyline,

and in many ways the execution

of the game is good. It’s just that

the control method and interface

leaves so much to be desired,

and this really ruins all the

enjoyment.

George Soropos

What's at the end of the game?
What's the final mystery that’s

solved ?lf you’ve read the books,

you're in for a surprise

65©
Category Real Time Strategy

Players 1

Publisher Cryo

Price $TBA
Rating TBA

Available TBA

For Fresh looking title

with a pedigree

attachment to a

fine novel by

Philip Jose Farmer.

Good ideas for a

new approach to

real time strategy,

though poorly

executed.

Against Clumsy and ineffi-

cient interface with

no keyboard

hotkeys makes you

constantly fight the

software instead of

your opponent. No

multiplayer option

of any kind and no

difficulty settings

to adjust the

game play.

Need P133, 16MB RAM,

Win95, 2xCD

Want P166, 3Dfx, 32MB
RAM

PC PowerPlay 95



Actua Soccer 3 recreates all the “in yer face”

atmosphere of a real football match in the

World-class stadium and represents the best

Soccer title for your PC.The game combines

simulation-style accuracy and realism with a

\ fundamental ease of use and clarity of visuals

1 only associated with high end arcade machines

ft Along with new and improved control

A methods, Actua Soccer 3 is the fastest and

Jft most authentic arcade-style game to date.

Combining the three ingredients

necessary for a round of golf at home -

style, accuracy and realism, Actua Golf 3

features fully motion captured players within

a realistic golfing environment taken from the

world’s most dynamic and demanding courses. ,

Features also include quality commentary and i

in-game sound effects.The new in-game I

control system, Actua Swing, ensures that m
Actua Golf 3 provides the player with M

the most authentic game to date. M



Three more sports
simulation games
for your PC as only

can deliver

Serve your way to victory

Actua Tennis. Play through the series

of tournaments around the globe in your

quest to become World Number One. Play it

the way you see it live with a complete array of

serves and strokes at your disposal, opponent

statistics and full court commentation from

top tennis player, Pat Cash. Spectacular True

3D environments enable you to view

Centre Court action from any angle.
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SPICE BUNNIES MOST OIL
Dang it, your sister Jocelyn has been snatched by no-good mutant
alien bunnies. Well, nothing for it but to slay the whole race. We
warned 'em!

rodeo gal speeds

into the wilderness,

out to kick some
Rabbit Butt!

T
|ie wiry Jemma and her

curvaceous sister

Jocelyn are on their way

home from running the

late shift at their coun-

try cookin’ Diner. Jocelyn is an

up-and-coming singer at both

kinds of music, while Jemma is

a no-nonsense Rodeo rider.

They’re both young, trim and

gorgeous in a farm gal kind of

way, dreaming of the day when
their greater ambitions take

them out of this two-bit hick

town. When suddenly their

ancient Dodge Ute kicks like a

wounded hog, and they danger-

ously skid to a stop. Upon inves-

It’s the hairdo, lady. The aliens think yoiTre Baby Spice

tigating, the girls find that the

Dodge has made a giant nasty

mess out of the biggest Bunny

they’ve ever seen! It’s oozing a

thick green juice out of the body-

long tyre track that runs from its

cotton tail up across it’s big

goofy head. Strangely, its wear-

ing a Star-Trek-ish weapon belt

and assorted techy gizmos. As its

one live eye flutters to a close,

the girls are surrounded in an

eerie green light!

Jocelyn and the roadkilled

rabbit are suddenly sucked off

the roadside and into a hovering

UFO by a monstrous tractor

beam. Jemma spots the craft

with a keen eye as it vaults

rapidly away, through the dark

skies above the desert and

descends near the formation the

locals call Bunny Butte.

Standing in the dark, Jemma
spies a glittering remnant. It’s

the dead Bunny’s bat-belt!

Clipping it on, the vengeful

Them Space

Bunnies Must Die!!

Taking place in

an outdoors 3D envi-

ronment, Space

Bunnies Must Die is

an interesting mix

of action and puzzle solving in a

retro sci-fi flavour. You take the

part of Jemma in her genocidal

quest to rescue Mayleen. The

action takes place in a Tomb-
Raiderish 3rd person perspective

behind the lean, Bunny-busting

fifties girl, Jemma.

Inserting the magic carrot

You must explore the treach-

erous depths of Bunny Butte,

waste the rabbits and figure out

the functions of some arcane

bunny technology. Discovering

what the obtuse equipment does

is quite an adventure. Some
devices are simply traps that

impale you when tampered with,

and others are more complex.

Some are a related network of

switches and activations, some

are inactive, though their appear-

ance gives you no indication of

their function in most cases.

There are lifts and teleporters

with their own special activa-

98 PC PowerPlay
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some nifty sideways rolls, which

kind of compensate for a compre-

hensive strafe function. But it’s

not really trying to be an action

game. It looks damn interesting

in most situations, regardless of

what you're up to, and the envi-

ronment interaction is way up

there on the science grad scale.

There are a range of bunny
flavours you encounter, includ-

ing suicidal bunny-sappers that

run straight towards you with a

neutron bomb. The easy combat

and tricky puzzles in

some ways remind

us (well, those of us

who remember) of

MDK, which had a

similar feel. We
played an advance

copy, but the theory

and design was

quite a solid

premise for a long,

enjoyable game.

Perhaps not for

action freaks, but

those with an enquiring mind
and love of cerebral challenge

and discovery.

Ed Dawson

A Space Bunny in its natural

environment

cise, clunky and difficult to

manipulate, although there are a

few new tricks Jemma has that

are worth discovering. She does

tions, and a large

robotic bunny I dis-

covered. It was dead

inactive until I tried

the use button on it

while holding a car-

rot . A specific ani-

mation followed of

Jemma placing the

carrot into a feed

chute located under-

neath its torso. It

instantly came to

life, and killed our girly heroine

in moments. Hmmm. Won't do

that again! The whole process of

Jemma gradually becoming

familiar with the strange devices

is very well done, and is quite a

task of careful observation and

prediction.

The combat side of things is

very Tomb Raider-ish, in fact

scarily so. Aiming is completely

automatic, so all you really need

to do is hold the fire button

down, and dance about in a kind

of jig that makes you hard-to-hit.

There seems to be quite a large

array of gear with which to make
Bunny chop-suey, although in

the earlier levels your attainment

of it is slow.

Dodgy combat

Most of the navigation and

acrobatics controls are straight

out ofTomb Raider, which unfor-

tunately means they are impre-

74®
Category 3rd-person shooter

Players 1

Publisher Running with

Scissors

Price $TBA

Rating M15

Available Now

For Superb characteri-

sation and art-

work, nicely logical

problem-solving

sections and

object functionali-

ty. Wonderfully

cartoonish cut-

scenes.

Against Simple gameplay,

auto-aiming, un-

Croft-ish modelling

on our heroine,

who we have to

constantly look at.

Some considera-

tion please!

Need P133, 16Mb RAM,

Win 95

Want P200, 2nd-gen 3D

card

3D SUPPORT
Across the board D3D

PC PowerPlay 99



Worldwide MEGArlayer Gaming

i MAG
Introduces an air combat

simulation that takes pilots

back to the days of

honour and

courage. ^ A

Jump into the open cockpit ofplanes made

ofplywood, aluminium, and fabric...

Pull downyour goggles. .

.

. . .and fly like legendary aces.

This title is yet to be classified.

Dawn Of Aces is a trademark and Interactive Magic is a trademark

of Interactive Magic, Inc. ©1998 Interactive Magic, Inc. All rights

reserved. All other trademarks are the property of their respective

owners. Directsoft Pty Ltd holds the exclusive license to

Ultrafighters an Australia, New Zealand and South East Asia.

INTERACTIVE

MAGI'

P.0. Box 658 Wahroonga NSW 2076 Ph: 02 9482 3455 Fax: 02 9482 3650 E-mail: info@directsoft.com.au
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TERRAFLyx-Pack your bags and get your ass to Mars. The baddest
robots this side of Uranus are gearing up for a battle

royale, and you’re at the master controls. Build and
blow up over 60 different types of robots, with

futuristic firepower and state-of-the-art 3D graphics.

Blast your way through 30 levels of automated hell

and savour the action from almost every possible

angle. You’ll feel each jarring blow, thanks to

spectacular explosions, amazing lighting effects,

terrain morphing and heart-pounding 3D sound.

This title is yet to be classified info@directsoft.com.au

Robo Rumble is a trademark of Interactive Magic. Directsoft Pty Ltd holds the exclusive license to Robo Rumble in the territories of Australia & New Zealand.
All trademarks are the property of their respective owners
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CAESAR III
Come! Seel Conquerl Sierra gets it right the third time, and howl

played endlessly. Regardless of

which option you choose, you

will have to design your city

from scratch. Initially, your con-

cerns are with the basics of com-

munity life.

Designated areas are

set aside for housing

the imminent

stream of brave

immigrants keen to

settle in your town.

They’re keen, of

course, because

you’ve had the fore-

sight to set up some

essentials, like a

farm or two (wheat

T
here I was sitting, nay,

reclining in my palatial

Governor’s villa, eating

exquisite grapes from

the bosom of semi-

naked girls while well-oiled

eunuchs gently waved feathered

fans all around. My chief advisor

looked somewhat distracted as

he detailed the unfortunate polit-

ical and economic circumstances

of the city. High unemployment,

chronic food shortages, disease-

ridden districts, run-down hospi-

tals, deserted theatres and the

presence in the streets ofmen
with flaming torches and desper-

ate eyes. Of course, I wasn’t at all

concerned. I knew I

had the solution,

the cure for all the

ills of society. And it

was so simple, too -

Caesar would be

very impressed with

me. Three letters

were all I would

have to utter to my
financial advisor

and boundless

utopia would surely

be but a blink of an

eye away. Oh, yes.

Sadly, however,

this was Ancient

Rome and they’d

never heard of a

GST. Cough, splut-

ter! Rioters subse-

quently burnt down

my luxurious villa

before Caesar sent in his own
troops to run me out of town.

Time to emigrate to France,

methinks!

Procurator, dammit!

Having chosen a career in

government, I had slowly worked

my way up through the ranks so

that subordinates had begun

referring to me as Procurator.

Besides this career option,

Caesar III also invites you to test

your town-planning skills at sev-

eral stand-alone cities. In the for-

mer you will be given a specific

goal and time-frame to achieve

it, while the latter cities can be

Like all great games, C3 is extremely

easy to get in to but very, very hard

to master

as a staple, some fruit for variety

perhaps), a granary, marketplace,

prefecture (for law and order),

gardens (for decoration), and

plenty of roads.

Once people begin making

their home, it gets more compli-

cated and a little bit Settlers-ish.

Roads are crucial, for not only

must people be able to get to

work, but your most important

workers spend all day long trudg-

ing up and down them.

Delivering goods around town,

whether food, raw materials or

finished products, can only be

done by workers like cart pullers

and market traders. Therefore

it’s vital to provide roads that can

be negotiated quickly and effi-

ciently. Cart pullers need to get

from farms and mines to gra-

naries, workshops and warehous-

es, while market traders have to

pick up supplies from your

stores and distribute them

amongst your people. If you’ve

built a market in a secluded area,

for instance, then it won’t receive

enough goods and neither will

the surrounding houses.

Exhaustive planning ahead is

necessary if you don’t wish to be

constantly renovating huge slabs

of your city. And that’s one thing

guaranteed to get those rioters

into the streets. They may well

I get lost in the labyrinthine mess
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(above) My people rioting!? What the

hell!? I thought they wanted a GST!

you’ve created, but they'll be

there all the same.

and forts can be erected for

defence, while a barracks and an

academy will be needed to train

troops. Battles take place on the

city map, unlike in previous

Caesar titles, and it all works

pretty well. Also worthy of note

is that in the career game, you’ll

frequently be faced with the

choice of whether to pursue the

more dangerous military posi-

tions or accept the jobs that leave

you to concentrate upon running

the city. It’s nice to have a gen-

uine choice between pacifist and

warmongering roles. It’s also

nice to finally play a real-time

strategy game that is exactly that

- real-time strategy - rather than

the usual C&C clones that are

(mostly tedious) pseudo-action

games more than anything else.

Audacious trading

Rather cunningly, Caesar III

tempts you in its early stages

into thinking that you’re playing

a fairly simple game. I was regu-

larly making a terrific start,

inspiring my nascent population

with a clean and efficient town

layout, opening

up numerous
PLUS*

www.caes0r3.com

Disgruntled natives

Yes, keeping everyone happy

is a tough job. Before long your

insatiable plebs will be demand-

ing temples, theatres, schools,

libraries, plazas, vineyards, furni-

ture, pottery, bath houses, hospi-

tals, even barbers and colosse-

ums, the cheeky sods. The gigan-

tic hippodrome, where they hold

chariot races, simply has to be

seen to be believed.

Get one of these and

you’ll be governor

for life. Or until you

raise taxes or lower

wages, that is.

Military threats

from either disgrun-

tled natives or ene-

mies of Caesar

require you to amass

some sort of army.

City walls, towers

(left) The Hippodrome; give the

people some bloodthirsty and vicious

sports to watch and they’ll stay

happy

audacious trading routes, and

taxing them in the nicest possi-

ble manner. Once I had to think

about expansion, though, every-

thing inevitably went horribly

wrong. Infrastructure would col-

lapse, urban sprawl followed

soon after, and the plebs began

to really hate it when I increased

taxes yet again. Yet each time I

reached that point when I

realised I’d stuffed up, the very

first thought that occurred to me
was to try again. This time, I

kept saying to myself, I’ll get it

right! And that’s why I think

Caesar III is such a good game.

David Wildgoose

1®
Category Strategy

Players 1

Publisher Sierra

Price $TBA

Rating G

Available Now

For Deep and highly

addictive strategy

with a very strong

single player cam-

paign. The variety

and immense sub-

tlety of the eco-

nomic and political

models will keep

you occupied for

months. Looks and

sounds gorgeous,

too.

Against The lack of direct

control over people

can cause frustra-

tion. No multi-play-

er options, but then

I fail to see how it

could work anyway.

Need P90, 16Mb RAM,

4xCD

Want P166, 32Mb RAM

PC PowerPlay 103
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TOTAL UR WUI
Combining three tactical levels of air war, this really is a Total title

REMAINING: 7023 It CAP x4

1 2. JSTARS Patrol

|
3- Refuel Patrol

§
4: Supply

S 5. AWACS CommandTheatre

Briefing

Strategy

Target List

Event Log

Allegiances

manual purports that Air Power

alone can dislocate an enemy’s

COG (which it can), but then

goes on to say that it can also

win the war. Not quite guys! I’ve

never seen an aircraft secure

ground, clear buildings or nego-

tiate a treaty, and I never will!

Kill the COG
This is a game for serious

simmers, and requires an under-

standing of terminology that will

be new to many gamers; Centre

of Gravity (COG). COG is that

characteristic, capability or locali-

ty from which a

nation, or military

force, derives its

freedom of action,

strength, or will to

fight. Ifyou study

the strategic level of

war between two

nations you will

find many entities

that, if neutralised,

will reduce the abili-

ty of the nation to

fight; and the most

telling of these is

the nation’s COG. Some exam-

ples might be the act of termi-

nating a leader, another is the

serious disruption to the nation’s

infrastructure; as this effects the

population’s will to want the war

(just ask Iraq).

At the Operational Level of

War, the COG might be a

nation’s command, control, com-

munications and computer (C4)

links between the tactical level

and the strategic level. Take

these away and the tactical com-

manders don’t know what is

required of them from Defence

HQ and Government, and the

Government can’t communicate

with the armed forces! At the

sharp end (the Tactical Level of

War) a Fighter Wing’s COG
might be its ability to manoeuvre

with the freedom of action to

strike. Decimate the Wing and

Though at first the level of deatil

might overwhelm, this is well worthy

of long-term attention

you dislocate the

enemy’s COG; his

battlefield value

then degenerates

markedly.

Background

reading

TAW integrates

these three levels of

war, allows you to

participate in each

and affect the COGs
on all three levels of

war. The TAW man-

ual gives some good

advice, but PLUS
will point you in the

direction for some

balanced reading

because the TAW

On to the game
then, and I will

assume that most

readers are familiar

with F22ADF. The

game has an excel-

lent graphics engine

and proficient game-

play requires a thor-

ough knowledge of

weapons systems,

electromagnetic radi-

ation levels, commu-
nications with AWACS and wing-

men. It is definitely a very com-

plex game, but the tenets are well

explained in the 330 page manual.

Stuck in the Red Sea

TAW builds on F22ADF with a

new Multiplay Option that allows

I

thought Total

Air War (TAW)

might just be a

repackaging of

F22ADF as I

read the game briefs

during its develop-

ment. However,

TAW is a mature

product that com-

bines the tactical (in

seat F22), opera-

tional (AWACS) and

the strategic (political) levels of

war in a way not yet seen in a

flight simulation.
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ic, and you will not win until you

have unhinged the enemy’s

COG, or performed so pathetical-

ly that he has unhinged you!

BACK TO FIRST PRINCIPLES

PLUS*

The Science of War is one of

many balanced books that

develop in the reader a

broad understanding of the

higher levels of war. It is a

compendium of essays that

proves the benefit of Joint

Operations between all ser-

vices in a Defence Force.

EDITED BY

BRIAN HOLDEN REID

cooperative missions with up to 1

6

other players by LAN. This uses

the same Mission Generator that

the main game uses and is a real

strength in TAW. In the Mission

Generator you can fly against 50

other aircraft and any ground or

sea target of your choosing. Use

this to discover their strengths and

weaknesses and how best to defeat

them. They all fire back at

you, so as you increase the

difficulty setting of the

game, the more accurate

they become.

TAW is at its best in the

Campaign option that takes

you into 10 different cam-

paigns, all based around dif-

ferent nations

becoming involved

in different wars

next century in the

Red Sea area.

Alliances are made
or broken, but by

crikey it’s boring to

yet again be limited

to the Red Sea! Each

campaign is dynam-

Total control

A new interface called the

War Room is used to monitor

the campaign at the Strategic

Level. The game identifies the

enemy’s COG in the Campaign

Brief, eg the C4 infrastructure,

and the War Room is where you

monitor the campaign statistics.

You can either watch the out-

come (and lose), or slip into an

AWACS (the Operational Level)

and take command of the air

power assets to achieve your mis-

sion. These you task by point

and click to strike, conduct sup-

pression of anti-aircraft defences

(SEAD), undertake a fighter

sweep and so on. DID have kept

the same interface as F22 ADF,

and all this is achieved with

radio comms back to you

acknowledging the order, advis-

ing progress, calling for help or

Use the AWACS to co-ordinate SEAD,

C4HQ for monitoring COG, and the

F22ADF for...killing things. It's

acronym city, baby!

refuelling. Great work.

You can then take it a step

further and leap into any F22

that is conducting a critical task

to ensure it is successful either at

the start, or part way through the

mission. At any time, you can

then leap back out of the F22 and

take stock of the situation back in

the AWACS or in the War Room.

TAW is a sophisticated flight

sim that requires a good under-

standing of the tenets of tactical

and operational Air Power, as

well as the strategic conduct of

war. Highly recommended for

the enthusiast!

Maj. Ian Lindgren

Category Flight sim

Players 1-16 LAN

For Realism at every

level that immers-

es you in one

campaign after

another.

Against We’ve seen

enough of the Red

Sea Area of

Operations!

Need P166, 32 MB RAM

Want P166 and a 3Dfx

card

30 SUPPORT
3Dfx and D3D
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DOMINION; Storm over Gift 3
Ion Storm leaps into the fray with. . .with. .

.

this?

cles and terrain features as if

they were deliberately pro-

grammed to annoy the crap out

of you. One of the only interest-

ing features of Dominion has in

fact been pinched from Total

Annihilation. The Commander
in Dominion isn’t critical to your

success in the same way he is in

TA, you don’t get a (possible)

“Game Over” situation if he dies,

but he is capable of improving

units’ AI by being grouped with

them. Worryingly though, he

also doubles as an Aerobics

instructor, leading the men in

star jumps between missions to

heal their wounds. Sheesh, at

least Cavedog knew we gamers

wouldn’t put up with any Village

People Commanders in Lycra

shorts squeeling “come on every-

one, crunch those buns! an ah

lift an ah lift ”.

Proudly mediocre

And ifyou’re thinking “Oh

well, it might be dodgy but at least

it'll run on my crusty old PC” then

bite your brain because Dominion,

with its powerhouse 2D graphics

engine, needs at least a P166 and

32MB RAM to run! Talk about

sloppy programming - Dune 2000

runs fine at the same resolutionW ell what can I say?

The guys at Ion

Storm must feel

pretty embar-

rassed about this

after all the hoopla surrounding

the launch of their new company

and direction. They probably

should have released this as a

free teaser to attract some cus-

tomer loyalty rather than starting

out on the wrong foot with a

lame-as-hell C&C clone.

Intricate storyline!

The paper thin background

story to this title goes something

like “Mysterious beacon sends

message from planet indicating

artifact ofvast power. Four races

go to planet to find artifact, four

races get shirty and poke each

other with sharp objects, war

starts, you must win”. That’s pretty

much it. But now that you’re sit-

ting on the edge ofyour seat/toi-

let/servant you’ll want to know just

what Dominion has to offer you,

the Real Time Strategy nut and

For a debut title, you
would expect some-
thing a little classier,

wouldn’t you?

veteran ofC&C, Red

Alert, TA, Warcraft,

Starcraft etc. Well, to

be brutally blunt, not

bloody much. In fact

it’s probably more

appropriate to tell you

what Dominion does-

n’t offer you.

On the back of the

packaging, Ion Storm (or Eidos)

claim to be giving

you “The most

sophisticated AI in a

real time strategy

game” I don’t know

if it’s possible to say

this politely but this

statement is nothing

short of a bald faced

lie. In fact I would go

as far as to say that

the AI in Storm Over

Gift 3 is more primi-

tive than the one

used in the original

C&C!

Aerobic

Commanders
Try moving more

than four or five

vehicles together

across long distances

and you’ll see what I

mean. They tend to

get lost very quickly,

taking separate

paths around obsta-

and colour depth on a P90!

With Daikatana still over the

horizon, Ion Storm have chosen a

strange way to announce them-

selves to the world, “Hey every-

body, we're loud, proud and

mediocre!” That might sound

harsh but really, to enter the fray

by pushing a derivative and inferi-

or product into the most competi-

tive game genre in existence just

isn’t too bright in my book.

George Soropos

http://www. eidos. co.uk/do

minion/index,html

55©
Category C&C Clone

Players l-Multi

Publisher Eidos

Price $TBA

Rating MA
Available Now

For Quick and easy to

learn with a couple

of interesting unit

types.

Against The AI is quite

appalling at times

and the unit

graphics are so

small that combat

can get pretty con-

fusing. Relatively

high spec machine

needed for such a

simple game and it

offers nothing

new.

Need P166, 32MB RAM,

4xCD

Want P200, 64MB RAM,

12XCD
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Journey to a worldfilled with nasty

characters, great treasures, andyou.

Your alter ego,

Nick—about to be shark bait.Prepare to be boarded.

features:

• More than 40 puzzles, fights and adventures. Non-stop action

to test marksmanship, reflexes and "mystery solving skills
" - one

wrong move andyour dead!

• Unrestricted panning and seamless match-edits to travel sequences

-from the picturesque English villages to the lawless West Indies.

• More than 20 animated, 3D characters all in spectacular 32-bit

colour - the likes ofwhich have not been seen on any platform.

• A haunting soundtrack with CD quality sound in 3D stereo, to

envelopyour every twist and turn.

ft-UfWhm Austra

GT Interactive Software
Australia Pty Ltd

© 1997 CyberFlix Inc. All rights reserved. Rcdjack: Revenge of the Brethren, CyberFIix, and DreamFactory are trademarks of

CyberFlix Incorporated. Distributed by GT Interactive Software Australia Pty. Ltd. Other brand names and product names are

trademarks of their respective companies. Tech Support E-mail: support@cyberflix.com FAQs: www.cyberflu.com
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DuTHKMZ
The evolution of futuristic arcade racing games continues

R
ecently, there has

arisen a new genre of

racing games, of a

futuristic feel and

arcade handling. It all

started with Wipeout, closely fol-

lowed by POD and more recently

Ultimate Race Pro and

Motorhead. These games explore

the gap between simulation rac-

ing and arcade games based

around a realistic premise. The
basic idea is to travel at bloody

insane speeds through a splashy

future world, blow up some
stuff, and listen to some hard-

core beats. A techno soundtrack

is requisite, as is portrayal of a

bleak, polluted landscape,

drenched with super-corporate

advertising.

Eye candy ahoy!

DeathKarz is the latest offer-

ing in this vein. Taking plenty of

inspiration from previous games

of a similar nature, we’re pretty

damn impressed with the

results! Firstly, the graphics are

nothing short of gorgeous. These

designers have no aversion to

overuse of reflection, coloured

lighting, swirly energy effects

and superb high-res textures.

This is a good thing! The game
is one long dose of eye-candy

from start to Finish. Each envi-

ronment has a strong theme,

which is thoughtfully illustrated

in the excellent landscapes. This

is another that looks as good or

better than the titles we used to

pay $2 to play down at the local

seedy establishment. Ahhh 3Dfx,

saviour of us all!

And it doesn’t end there. The

gameplay is a finely tuned beast

as well. The familiar physics of

racing has been
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http://www.melbourne-

house.com/deathkarz/
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as in Mario Kart 64. There is a

pretty typical range of guided and

unguided rockets, mines, shields

and repair kits to use. The nitro

however, is really something. The

smaller cars simply take offwhen

you burn a bit of the juicy stuff,

and you have to wait until you hit

dirt again to turn. The heavier

cars are much more controllable

under the speed boost, but pro-

portionally the effects are not so

pronounced.

The soundtrack merges per-

fectly with the whole slick pro-

duction. Naturally it’s a thump-

ing techno mix. It’s a formulaic,

but fun, fast and pretty damn
good-looking game. Need for

Speed fans will just love this.

Ed Dawson

carefully built into

the basis of all

movement, which

makes Deathkarz

extremely intuitive

to get into.

And once play-

ing, there is plenty

of learning curve to

climb as well. While

I was playing

Deathkarz, I got an

amazing sensation

of being totally in

control at all times.

Car variety

There are four

models of car to

choose from, each

leaning carefully

toward a distinct

style of racing.

Ranging from the heavy and

lumbering juggernauts, which

powerslide around and mash
things they run into through to

the lightweight formula model

with insane, almost uncontrol-

lable acceleration. It’s as simple

as picking the style you prefer,

and getting on the track! This is

a well-considered design, which

makes the game very accessible

to a wide range of gamers and

racing preferences.

The usual cockpit, bonnet,

external, and chopper camera

views are available, as well as a

cool “flick” momentary perspec-

tive that checks your six position.

The game modes are almost pre-

dictable without opening the box;

Arcade, Championship and Time

Trial (with ghost opponent) selec-

tions are straight out of the formu-

la book for driving games, though

this isn’t necessarily a bad thing.

Nitromania

DeathKarz has some combat

elements, although they are really

quite subtle, and don’t make a

massive impact on the game flow

- the game plays equally well with

all weapons and powerups dis-

abled. Each car comes with a piss

weak laser thing that can destroy

an opponent after only sixty five

direct hits, for example. The real-

ly meaty stuff is picked up from

spinning diamonds that hold a

random weapon/powerup, exactly

85©
Category Arcade Racing

Players 1-8 TCP/IP, IPX,

serial, modem
Publisher Melbourne House

Price $89.95

Rating G

Available Now

For Gorgeous graphics

and solid game-

play make this a

very satisfying

race game.

Against Fairly derivative

game concept,

although it is prob-

ably the best varia-

tion on the theme

we’ve seen.

Need P166, 16MB RAM,

Windows 9X,

DirectX 6.0, Direct

3D accelerator

card with 4MB
RAM, 6xCD

Want P200, 32MB RAM,

Force-Feedback

joystick

3D SUPPORT
Direct 3 D, 3 Dfx
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RDM
Any game that gives you an excuse to say Ooh aarghl has to be good

Kicking pirate butt

Redjack was the

greatest pirate of all

you see, but he was

betrayed during a

raid on a Spanish

gold depository and

mortally wounded in

the escape. Now the

traitor has started

killing off Redjack’s

crew to take the trea-

sure for himself and

it’s your job to find

out who he is, and

kick his butt!

Redjack uses something simi-

lar to Cryo’s Omn^D engine to

deal with the terrain graphics,

and therefore looks quite lovely

as well as being fast. The engine

allows you to scroll and zoom
around the CD based art as if it

were rendered and also allows

you to interact with certain ele-

environment. PLUS*
telAQ
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http://www. cyberflix.com/re
djack/home.html

which kind of adds a bit of origi-

nality, and does it with some style.

Heck I don’t know, I just kept

wanting to play the damn thing! If

you like adventure and pirates you

could do a lot worse than this. An
experienced adventurer may find it

a bit too short though, even on

three CD’s it doesn’t take much
time to get to the end.

George Soropos

O
oh aargh! I love an

excuse to write ooh

argh, and what better

excuse can I have than

a pirate game! Ooh
aargh! Ah well, enough ooh

aargh-ing. The story of Redjack

is of a young layabout (your char-

acter) who lives on a remote

island, dreaming of a more excit-

ing and adventurous life. And
what do you know, ooh aargh!

that new life suddenly appears

with a bang when hooded assas-

sins start creeping about your

idyllic home, chasing after your

noggin! You see it’s all about

Redjack’s treasure and the few

remaining crewmen that were

with him at the end, the heirs to

this vast fortune. Ooh aargh!

For example, you

can pick up and

manipulate objects

that you find as well

as zoom in on areas

to gather more info

about them. Nothing

out of the ordinary

here, but the inter-

face is perfectly

functional.

Point, click, and

thrust

The most inter-

esting aspect of

Redjack’s engine,

though, is the com-

bat. When you are

faced with a biffo sit-

uation, a quick load-

ing sequence is initi-

ated as the game prepares itself

and then it’s on for young and

old. The combat method is remi-

niscent of old RPG titles with a

mouse click to swing

your sword at one of

three strike zones to

parry or thrust,

depending on your

timing. It sounds

pretty dinky but it’s

actually fun and

involves enough skill

and dexterity to

make it interesting.

As you’d expect

with an adventure

game, there are puz-

zles to be solved as well and, for

those of you that smashed your

Myst and Riven CD’s against the

wall in frustration, thankfully

they aren’t of the hair pulling

variety but are quite well thought

out. When you get really stuck,

some of the other characters in

the game will also help you out

with a good hint or suggestion

which is a nice touch.

Something different

While hardly breaking new
ground in the genre, Redjack does

touch on a rarely visited subject,

JO©
Category Adventure

Players l

Publisher Cyberflux

Price $TBA

Rating MA
Available Now

For Good story, char-

acters and graph-

ics immerse you in

the game world

happily for hours.

Against A bit too short for

the experienced

gamer, combat

system’s a bit

stodgy also.

Need P133, 32 MB RAM,

4xCD

Want P200, 12XCD
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THE FIFTH ELEMENT _
Despite the Playstation heritage, finally there's a game that does
justice to the movie

T
he Fifth Element was a

great story and one that

the game’s designers

obviously didn’t want to

waste so they built the

game right around it. For those

not familiar with this excellent

Film’s storyline here’s a quick

synopsis: Big ball of evil appears

near Earth threatening to swal-

low it whole, Bruce Willis bleeds

a lot, four elements plus fifth

secret element are needed to

stop evil, fifth element turns out

to be former east European fash-

ion model Mila Jovovich, villain

with bad hair tries to steal ele-

ments, Bruce Willis winces then

bleeds a lot, elements recovered,

Earth is saved, woohoo!

Each game level progresses

through the events in the Film,

though not slavishly. Obviously

extra elements had to be added

to make a game out of this thing.

The game environment, for

example, has a number of puz-

zles in the form of Finding

switches to unlock doors and set

off explosions as well as dexterity

tests like air vents that have to be

carefully jumped.

Console controls

A word of warning about the

control method though. The Fifth

Element can only be controlled by

a joypad or keyboard...no mouse.

You see, it is also a console game,

a Playstation game to be precise,

and this ancestry is probably the

single worst thing about the

game. The control method will be

familiar to Tomb Raider fans but

The Fifth Element is a much
more combat/action oriented title

and the lack of

PLUS*

Dynamic Version
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80®
Category Action

Players l

Publisher Ubisoft

Price $TBA
Rating MA

Available Now

For Follows the film’s

plot very closely so

fans will get a kick

out of it. Excellent

footage from the

film adds to the

atmosphere.

Against Better as a console

game as it suffers

in comparison to

first person action

titles on the PC.

Too few weapons

and enemies and a

non existent tar-

geting system.

Need P133, 16 MB RAM,

Windows 9X

Want P233, 32 MB RAM,

Direct3D accelera-

tor or 3Dfx

3D SUPTOR?
Any Direct3D card

affect Tomb Raider so badly

because there wasn’t that much
shooting to be done but The

Fifth Element deFmitely suffers

from the lack of a PC type

mouse/keyboard interface.

Needless to say it also lacks mul-

tiplayer support, though I doubt

that it would have been worth-

while for the developers to incor-

porate it as their competition in

that area is a bit stiff. Overall I’d

say that this is one for the fans

of the movie and maybe for

gamers looking for something a

bit different.

George Soropos

mouse control makes

aiming your weapons

a frustrating task at

times. And of course

this in turn makes

the game itself a bit

frustrating as well.

A few weapons

Speaking of

weapons, veterans

of PC First person

action games such

as Quake and

Unreal will be a lit-

tle disappointed by

the lack and variety

of those available in

The Fifth Element.

You begin the game
with a pathetic little

automatic pistol,

eventually find a

machine gun, then

Zorg’s mega
weapon containing

a rocket launcher,

machine gun,

freeze ray and

flame thrower and

finally an energy

weapon of some
sort (not seen in the

Film) that can target

multiple enemies at

once. The lack of a

crosshair and fine control over

your aim makes it hard to use

the guns and also makes the

early stages of the game quite

difficult.

Filmic elements

As you can imagine, the

game incorporates some wicked

clips from the Film. In fact each

of the missions is designed

around a particularly important

event in the Film and when
you’ve done the deed successful-

ly (and sometimes during the

course of the mission as well)

you’re rewarded with a snippet

of footage, and there are quite a

few of them too.

In comparative terms The

Fifth Element doesn’t stack up

very well against true First per-

son shooters like Unreal, and

ultimately you could say that

this is really a console game.

The change of platform didn’t
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Take over the alien possessed

creatures and turn them against

each other. Only by using your

brains as well as your bombs will

you stop the virus from destroying

your worlds.

V2000 plunges you into a series

of surreal worlds where virus

spitting giant spiders and

exploding nuclear reactors are

part of everyday life... Rescue

people and set them to work.

Use brute force or strategic planning to combat over 50 different types of alien creatures

Rescue and train your people to make 24 new weapons and extra defences

Find the numerous trophies and secret exits that improve your rank and give access to hidden worlds

Master the flight controls against weather conditions like snow, wind and tidal waves

Marshal your robot forces against the invasion

Multiplayer: 8 player Deathmatch in 6 unique arenas

www.metrogames.com.au GRQLIER INTERACTIVE © 1998 Gremlin Interactive Ltd.
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NIGHTLONG: Union City Consniracv
More than just a Blade Runner knockoff, Nightlong is a solid game
in itself

N
ightlong takes place

one hundred years

into the future, in a

world not so very dif-

ferent from our own.

Hovering cars have finally

become reality, but in many
ways society still resembles what

we know today. Social decay and

rampant Internet commercial-

ism are equally rife, and elected

democracy still showcases the

fundamental cracks in human
nature.

Vodka drinking bachelors

You take the part of Joshua

Reev, ex-military private detective

and streetwise tough guy. Josh is

a regular nineties bachelor.

Smart, bald and kinda ugly, he’s

quite a realistic figure who is

interestingly human. He’s

walked the thin line, but he's not

a hero by any means and won’t

take stupid chances. He’s a self-

absorbed Vodka drinking bache-

lor - classic private eye material.

He’s also quite the charmer,

although constantly referring to

women as “broads” and hailing

the benefits of single life.

You’re on the case of terrorist

attacks on a corporation that pro-

vides most of the election funding

for Hugh Martens, city Mayor

and Josh’s trench buddy from

back in the service. Josh owes

him from an old favour, and it’s

your job to find out who is indi-

rectly sabotaging Hugh’s chances

in the upcoming election.

environmental ani-

mation gives it just

enough ambience as

well. The futuristic

depiction of sky-

scraper-packed verti-

cal skylines and

cramped modular liv-

ing quarters is utterly

realistic in a future-

telling kind of way.

Josh cruises

through these

grungy environ-

ments with a laid

back, sauntering

walk. He’s in no

hurry to do any-

thing, which means

you will sometimes

curse him for his “slacker” dis-

position! There is no way to

make him run which is kind of

annoying, especially when travel-

ling back and forth through big

environments.

Slick interface

Navigating with point & click

actions, you can direct Josh’s

movement, or get him to

describe something he sees in

greater detail. This gives you

clues about relevant topics, and

important “world” information

as well, since Josh is your only

correspondent from the future

world you are submerged in.

Using items and equipments is

absolutely simple, through an

excellent system that simply dis-

plays your inventory across the

base of the screen on demand,

whereby you can use items with

other items, or world objects

and people.

The puzzles are fairly stan-

dard fare, although some of the

logical associations are quite a

stretch! Often you may have to

randomly experiment with

items to get a result. The in-

game characters have quite a

depth and substance to them.

Well created and appropriate,

each requires a different

approach through conversation

and item usage before they will

provide the answers you need

from them.

Waving mice

Otherwise, it’s a fairly stan-

dard adventure game.

Unfortunately the dreaded

“screen wave” where you hunt

for “hotspots” on screen to inves-

tigate is actually quite necessary

to overcome quite a few obstacles

in the game path. Veteran adven-

ture gamers will find this quite

the norm, however.

Overall, it’s a very well assem-

bled, easy to play adventure with

a complex, strong story and

excellent implementation of a

future setting. No massive break-

throughs, but it’s a solid game
nonetheless.

Ed Dawson

m
Category Adventure

Players l

Publisher Microprose

Price $TBA

Rating TBA

Available Now

For Cool plotline,

superb cyber-char-

acters and believ-

able future world.

Funky slick inter-

face also.

Against Some nitpicking,

illogical puzzle

obstacles to

gameflow.

Need Pentium 100, 16MB
RAM, Windows gx,

DirectX 5 compati-

ble graphics &
sound cards, 4XCD,

30 MB disk space

want Pentium 133, 32

MB RAM

Future living

Nightlong’s graphics are on

par with Blade Runner, beautifully

composed in 3D rendered graph-

ics. Quite a lot

of nice PLUS*
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bigger!is belie

shogo

Choose one of four transformable Mobile Combat Armour units (MCAs)

Two modes of play - on foot and in MCA
Anime-inspired characters and storyline

True 3D environments with realistic lighting ,
indoor levels, vast outdoor terrains and awesome special effects

Over 30 challenging enemies that will use the environment to their advantage, activate alarms, or spring traps

Separate MCA and on-foot arsenals for a total of 18 pumped-up weapons

Multiplayer action includes built-in Internet, LAN, and modem support

Full Direct 3D support for superior graphics performance Windows 95/98Yet

to be

classified

INSTORE NOW



REVIEWS

wnmx
Ed returns, and gets wet'n'wild with the latest N64 puzzler

I

n Wetrix, your whole objec-

tive is to prevent water from

spilling off your square play-

ing area, which hangs in 3D

space. Tetris-esque blocks

fall from the sky, which you use

to hastily construct dams and

enclosed areas. You have your

standard square, t-junction and

straight bits, which you can

rotate horizontally around their

axis. As you add pieces they melt

together, forming an amorphous

mass that increases in height

where they overlap. Randomly,

you will be given water bubbles

that release an amount of the

slippery H2O stuff into your lit-

tle world. When you put these

down, it splashes very realistical-

ly: pooling, trickling and running

directly to the lowest point.

Visual flaws

This is the basic premise,

managing your pieces to hold

the water effectively.

Unfortunately Wetrix falls down
at this basic level. As the whole

point is to save the water, it’s a

shame that it’s very difficult to

visualise properly. So much so

that arrow indicators are

required to show you where it is

running away. Even when it

should be dead obvious, it’s very

hard to tell visually that you

made any mistake as there is no

animation of the water spilling

into space. You just have to rely

on the indicators and “know”

where it’s going to happen. This

kind of sucks and sours the

game, but it is exactly the same

on N64 so rest assured the con-

sole punks are going through the

same frustrations!

Along with the blocks and

water pieces, you must also con-

http://www.zedtwo.com/wet

rix/index.htm

“downer” pieces that

melt a part ofyour

precious landmass,

bombs that create an

instant plughole and

flames which will

destroy dry land or

evaporate a water

body, extending your

lifespan consider-

ably. There are a few

other key factors to

consider; the more
separate pools of

water you have the

more points you

score, and when you

accumulate a certain

massive amount of

water on deck you

get the highly lucra-

tive rainbow multi-

plier. Then, of

course there’s the earthquake

limit; a weight value that limits

the amount of “dirt” you can

stack on the block. Exceeding the

earthquake limit causes mass
destruction of your carefully con-

structed hydro management sys-

tem, and great woe.

Console conversion...

The only other thing we
might mention is that there’s no
difference whatsoever with

Wetrix’s N64 parent - with no

3D hardware support either! We
watched the game happily choke

a P233MMX with 64 megs RAM,
when the “recommended” sys-

tem is a P166 with 32 Megs.

Sorry, not good enough.

It’s a little insulting to expect

Anotehr Tetris derivative, another

console port. Bah!

us to lap this up, flaws and all,

when there are only minor cos-

metic enhancements to differenti-

ate it over the N64 version. Ifyou

have one of those infernal things,

it’s probably worth getting the

game in its original console state.

It translates very badly to PC.

Ed Dawson

40®
Category Wacky Kiddies

Puzzler

Players 1-2

Publisher Infogrames

Price $TBA
Rating G

Available Now

For Original and cool

game concept,

nicely animated 3D

water.

Against Poor conversion

from the N64, with

little or no game-

play improve-

ments. Poor code

speed and a crap

interface really lets

this one down.

Need P90, 16 Megs RAM,

Win95, Direct-X 5,

2X CD-ROM.

Want P166, 32 Megs
RAM

3D SUPPORT
For a fully 3D game,

strangely we have zero 3D
support! We’re pissed at

this. Really.
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Incredibly detailed character graphics and lifelike

~tfrrpia^rrr^r r
" s

Inch, realistic landscapes based on the rjurepean

valleys and plains make a natural, life-like world that features

^V!iriefy*ohterrai/^se!3^and^weatherco/jdinonsr^-

j 20 single player missions.

j '1 fJ Multiplayer maps with a variety

Player-s*cammoose-frof/npiarfijhj/j oAilJag a*b uiidin gr*~*

iounds immerse

ir sceneries.

igs, including horse

joJd mines!

BteirdiffiBrea

Real-Time Strategy In Medieval Times
of cnaracter;

info@directsoft.com.au

THIS TITLE YET TO BE CLASSIFIED

Knights & Merchants is a trademark and ractive Magic is a registered trademark of Interactive Magic, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. ©1998 Interactive Magic, Inc. All rights reserved.

recreates the arcane

Middle Ages with

extraordinary

detail and lush graphics.

At your command, the

ability to build and

manage entire kingdoms

and an army of me

dedicated to your cause

- it’s real-time strategy

in medievel times.



REVIEWS

Dim WOODS 98 .
We won't even wonder what EA paid Tiger for the rights to his
name, instead, here's the game.

i.5saw*

Swings like a gate

EA in their wisdom have

done a little modifying with the

swing meter, and I think that it

was about time. If not just to

change the game of golf on a PC
platform. You still have a basic 3-

button swing technique, but if

you like getting

PLUS*
CBS^
SportsLne

http://ww3.sp0rtsline.com/

The CBS Sportsline page.

One very tasty site for

sporty types.

It’s even got the trademark Tiger

mannerisms and celebrations. Pity

about the ball dynamics though...

116 PC PowerPlay

loose; first the ball goes the

opposite way to which I’d direct-

ed it, and it flies a good 10 feet

past where the hole is. Like I

said though, you will be lucky to

find one that doesn’t have this

problem.

Unfortunately, unless the

Direct 3D-support and the modi-

facations to the swing meter get

you all excited, there isn’t much
more that we haven’t seen before.

Hear Tiger roar

Tiger Woods 99 offers a wide

range of play modes and golfers

to choose from but the ball

dynamics leave a little to be

desired, and I think this is where

golf games really need the work.

As far as Tiger Woods trivia goes,

you’ll get a fair amount of it

before and while you play as there

are Tiger Bio facts that dictate

Tiger’s playing career from the

age of 3, when he first putt

against Bob Hope as well as other

useless bits of info on the one the

only Tiger Woods. Go Tiger!

Roger Buckman

right into your golf, you can

chose to use the mouse to mimic
your club movements. This

means if you want to slice the

ball, you actually have to spin the

mouse ball at the

end of your forward

motion of the

mouse, then you get

the desired effect

(hopefully). This

method has been

used in other golf

games such as Front

Page Sports, but this

one actually works

quite well and you’ll

find yourself switch-

ing between the two

methods just to see which will

give you more accuracy. One
other bonus upon opening Tiger

Woods 99 is that you receive a

lovely Tiger Woods Play Guide

CD on top of the game CD.

Putting pain

While playing Tiger Woods
‘99 for the first time I actually

felt like EA had bothered to add

every minuscule detail to the

game and this always makes you

happy - especially with ambient

noise effects and a massive club

selection to choose from. Then
you drive that little white sucker

off the tee and if you’re good you

might make the green in one.

Then you pull that skinny club

that your meant to gently per-

suade the ball to go into with

out, you line the putt up, let her

rip and watch the ball go 3 feet

left of the hole. This is where all

golf games let me down. They

try to give you these lovely

course overlays that help show

the contour of the green, then

you putt and all hell breaks

What

Tiger

Woods
has

done

for golf over the last

few years is outstand-

ing. He’s brought

youth to a game usu-

ally dominated by

gentlemen of the

older persuasion. He’s

given us young men a

hope that one day we all might

follow each other around an

evergreen course belting the crap

out of a little white ball. Hooray

for Tiger!

EA have probably gone to all

length’s possible with the graphic

content of this game, it is the

best looking golf game I have

ever seen. On top of this, the

Direct 3D gives you the fastest

shot load times I have ever seen,

no more waiting for your next

shot. In competition mode you

have the benefit of playing in real

time and not pre-recorded con-

tests like most previous golfing

titles, you’ll also have the choice

of some of the world’s second

best golfers. They include players

such as Tom Kite, Mark O’meara,

Lee Jansen and Tom Sadler.

79©
Category Sports

Players 1-4

Publisher EA Sports

Price $49.95

Rating TBA

Available Now

For No loading wait

after every shot,

three courses and

a Tiger Woods
playguide inside

the box. The Tiger

mannerisms can

be fun to watch.

Against Take away the

3Dfx support and

it’s just another

golf game. Not the

greatest ball

dynamics for a

golf game.

Need P133, 32MB ram,

4X CD, 100MB HD
space, Win 95 or

98.

Want 200MHz, 64MB
ram, 3DFX card

4MB (a must)

M SUPPORT
Direct3D



A CITY OUT OF CONTROL AND ON THE EDGE
OF APOCALYPSE.. .KILL OR BE KILLED IS

Play either as Guy Wolfe or Gene Matrix in an explosive real-time

living city, featuring highly detailed graphics and non-stop

interaction over 50 missions. Plus create your own missions using

the IWwWlS mission creator.

www.thecreed.com
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REVIEWS

Great graphics doth not maketh a great driving game. They sure
do make it pretty though...

O
K, so someone walks

up to you in the street

and asks what you

think will happen

when we can build

supercomputers that are far, far

more intelligent than humans
will ever be. It’s an intriguing

question that bears careful con-

sideration and much philosophi-

cal thought. But no matter how
much you think about it, or how
weird you are, I strongly doubt

that one of your answers would

be “well, the 9 supercomputers

would gain emotions analogous

to ours, and then get bored and

decide to create a virtual reality

racetrack with cars modelled on

animals from the wild and race

them around just for the hell of

it”. Yes, yes indeed - this is the

premise behind SCARS, or

Super Computer Animal Racing

Simulation.

Catch-up logic

Silly premises aside, and to be

fair the premise behind arcade

style racing games is not of huge

importance, SCARS is a multi-

platform release, on the PSX,

N64 and the PC. And yes, this

does mean that we’re talking

about a very arcade styled game.

True to life car physics be

damned, the important part as

far as developers Vivid Image

were concerned was fun, and for

the most part they’ve succeeded.

There is one aspect that really

annoys me about SCARS though,

and that’s the ‘catch-up’ logic

that’s applied to the AI machines.

Vivid and Ubisoft have decid-

ed to phrase it thusly; “intelligent

CPU cars that monitor player

performance and adjust ... for a

more challenging and enjoyable

Combat cars

Apart from this

rather annoying

flaw, there’s quite a

bit that’s decent

about SCARS. The

graphics, for one,

are very pretty

indeed, especially in

the native 3Dfx

mode, with smoke
trails, coloured

lighting, multi-hued

explosions, and fog and rain

effects. There’s a decent offer-

ing of different caranimals to

drive (9 in total), each with its

own strengths and weaknesses,

9 tracks that must be sequen-

tially conquered, and there is

also a good variety of weaponry

available too. Whenever a car is

‘hit’ it won’t blow up, but will

only be incapacitated for a few

seconds, and this can be done

with your regulation rockets,

boomerang missiles that take

out multiple opponents, seeker

missiles, shields, time bombs,

magnets and a few others to

boot. You can race without

weapons if you want, but in my

It's pretty, it's simple, and...well...

it's pretty simple

ever spin is put upon it, the end

result is that you’re crippled

when you’re racing against CPU
opponents. What ‘catch-up’ logic

means is that no matter how
well you race, if you’re in front

and you hit every corner perfect-

ly the CPU cars will still be right

behind you. Now, it’s debatable

as to whether this makes for a

more ‘interesting’ race because

of the proximity of opponents

and the pressure that brings, or

whether it makes an otherwise

enjoyable game quite annoying.

I’ve lost count of the number
of times that I lost a race

because I was shunted off

course by a CPU driver on

the last bend after leading

for the entire race - needless

to say a very frustrating expe-

rience, especially seeing as

you pretty much need to win

every race to progress

through to the next track.

opinion it all becomes a bit bor-

ing without them.

So what it all boils down to

is that you’ve got a game that’s

eminently suited to console

machines (albeit with much
nicer graphics, of course), with

one very annoying gameplay

feature (the catch-up logic),

some nice weapons and pick-

ups, and a decent driving model
for this style of game. It’s cer-

tainly not genre breaking, and

there’s not quite the same
addictive qualities of Mario Kart

or the like, but it is enjoyable, at

least for a little while.

Gareth Jones

64©
Category Arcade racing

Players 1-2

Publisher Ubisoft

Price $TBA

Rating G

Available Now

For Very pretty graph-

ics, decent array of

cars and weapons,

and some fairly

nicely laid out

tracks.

Against Catch up logic

applies whether

you want it to or

not, and you have

to win each of the

four ‘cups’ as well

as the special chal-

lenge modes

before cars and

other tracks

become available

to you.

Need P133, 16MB RAM,

4xCD, 4MB Direct

3D Video Card

Want P166, 32MB RAM,

8xCD

3D SUPPORT I

Direct3D compatible card

required

118 PC PowerPlay
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LOW LEVEL

ANIMATED VIOLENCE
Melbourne House

Earth and beyond

Take your pick from 12 combat racing

machines tooted up and ready for mayhem!

Go high with jumps and stunts at

60 plus 3D-accelerated frames per

second, and land hard with force feed -

back-enhanced collisions and combat!

Race fully loaded for combat with

over 10 futuristic weapons and shields .

the racing

of Uni

www.melboumehouse.com/dethkarz

Proudly distributed by

mr ROADSHOWW INTERACTIVE
www.gomes.villoge.com.au

’dethkarz c tasa beam international, dethkarz is a trademark of beam internal)*

registered trademark of beam international, all rights reserved. Uiindoujs ifJ
Microsoft Corporation, published by Itlelbaurne ricJns
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NHL 99
Great graphics: "It's in the game!" Slick design: "It's in the
game!", great gameplay: “We're still looking!".

T
hey’re the best in the

business at what they

do, but EA Sports

haven’t quite reached

the heights of excel-

lence that they’re capable of with

NHL ‘99. It’s a bit sad, really,

because the game is easily the

best looking sports sim I’ve ever

laid eyes on, the motion capture

is the most fluid and detailed,

the detail in the stadium is

astounding, and the logos, the

uniforms, the players and the

teams are all accurately modelled

upon their real life counterparts.

But the actual game, the most

important bit, the bit that mat-

ters most, this is the part that

has been somewhat neglected in

comparison to the graphics.

A year slower

NHL 99 is a fast paced game
(though it’s slower than NHL
98) in the sense that the players

move around the rink with

alacrity, but the control method

leaves a little to be desired. As is

necessary with a game of this

nature, you can only control one

player at a time though you do

need to swap between which

player you control rapidly - and

here’s the disappointing bit. The

‘swap control to nearest player’

key is far too sluggish for a

game that moves this fast, and

often you will find yourself left

behind as the opposition move
upfield. However, it’s not all

bad, as passing and shooting is

performed quickly and smoothly

as are the ‘body check’ and

‘hooking’ actions.

For the control method, EA
have taken a fairly simplistic

approach, with only four buttons

used for in-game manoeuvres,

rather than go for a complicated

series of combinations and con-

trols as with some of their other

sports titles. It works well, with

the same four keys handling

defence, attack, goaltending and

fighting. Yes - fighting. It would-

n’t be Ice Hockey without the

odd scuffle or two, would it, and

we’re not just talking about an

animated cut scene either. You
actually control the throwing of

jabs, haymakers, taunts, clinch-

es, and jersey pulling. Sounds

cool, doesn’t it? Well, I really did-

n’t get much out of it after the

first time. It was cool to watch

and participate in, but really,

fighting serves no purpose other

than to ensure that some players

end up in the penalty box.

Sillynet

If you’re a hockey fan then

you should be well satisfied with

the array of play modes available

to you - once you get the hang of

the trademark EA counter-intu-

itive interface, that is. You can

play single games, tournaments,

practice, finals series, multiplay-

er games, draft sessions, and

plenty more options in between.

And there's even TCP/IP

play.. .sort of. You’ll have to enter

a cheat code to enable internet

play, which seems ludicrous, but

it’s EA’s way of allowing TCP/IP

support for those that really really

want it without having to deal

with support calls. Yes, in this

day and age this is the policy of

EA regarding internet play. Fills

you with joy, doesn’t it?

Once you do become familiar

with the idiosyncracies of the

game and controls NHL 99 is

an enjoyable game. The feeling

of body checking an opponent

off the puck then moving quick-

ly up the ice and finishing off

with a layoff and a fast first

time slap shot is well conveyed,

and there’s a decent array of

strategic coaching decisions to

be taken as well.

(top) A goalie gets a consoling hug
(above) The Ref gives in to his

homo-erotic impulses

Puck this!

Overall though, even though

it is a terribly cliched thing to

say, I’d really only recommend
this to hockey fans. Graphically

you’re in for a real treat, EA have

really outdone themselves this

time. But the gameplay flaws

and the always annoying inter-

face will test your patience

unless you’re filled with love for

the real game. Still, a decent sim

and quite a bit of fun to play,

even if it could and should have

been better.

Gareth Jones

www. nhl-online.com
Not the official site, but a

sizeable fansite with info on

all the NHL games out there,

including NHL 99

73©
Category Hockey Sim

Players 1-8 (IPX, TCP/IP

[sort of], Modem)
Publisher EA Sports

Price $79-95

Rating G8+

Available Now

For It looks slick, with

fantastic motion

capture and very

detailed players,

and ancillary

things like break-

ing glass, fights,

and so on. There’s

plenty of modes of

play to choose

from, even includ-

ing internet play

(sort of).

Against Sluggish control

method makes

defense a chore.

Higher difficulty

levels ‘dumb

down’ your players

rather than

increase the Al of

the opposition.

The interface, as

always, is schmick

and pretty but

annoying to use.

Need P166, Win 95/98,

16MB RAM, 2MB
Video card, 4 x CD

Want P233, 64MB RAM,

Voodoo2, 200MB
HD space free

m suproft? 1

Direct3D

120 PC PowerPlay
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Includes all the 17 tracks of the Championship, an original Retro Mode...
And much, much MORE

"
1 IWK Uhi Soil l-.nlertainmcnt. All riyliis reserved, automobile club de nionaco. All riehts reserved. PlayStation and the are trademarks ofSony Computer Hnlertainnient Ine. Nintendo. Nintendo Wand the¥ ate trademarks ot Nintendo Co. I.td. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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ECHELON
The perfect Christmas present for someone you hate

Insulting

With three fac-

tions available, the

player could be for-

given for assuming that almost

limitless long-term gameplay

would abound. Sadly, the only

differences between each fac-

tion’s buildings and units are

their names and appearances. A
grand total of 9 units and 8

buildings are available to each

faction, and the total number of

missions within the game num-
bers a mere 5 per faction.

Coupled with antiquated

graphics that

PLUS*

B)
„ r . J

•'Ta© /

www. blizzard,com/star/
star.htm

This is how it’s done

and unit menus. In a RTS game
this kind of delay often proves

incredibly costly. In addition,

the gameplay is hampered by

the absence of features (like

waypoint navigation) that are

considered standard in many
competing games. These are

just three examples of major

design flaws that are alarmingly

prevalent in this title.

Both friendly and enemy AI

is absolutely ludicrous. Take the

smarts of a C&C harvester dri-

ver, divide it by ten, and you

have Echelon’s AI algorithm. So

ineffective is the AI, that friend-

If you sat down and tried to make the most derivative, boring, drab

and antiquated RTS possible, it’d probably still be better than this

ly units ordered to a

specific point will

completely ignore

any enemy units

that attack them en

route. Enemy AI is

similarly ineffectual,

with the dreaded

tank rush being the

sole means by

which the player’s

opponent seeks to

overwhelm them.

are barely on par with Red

Alert’s, the inherent problems of

this game are blatantly apparent.

Being nothing more than an

insult to the genre, Echelon is

unworthy of even the most

cursory contemplation of its

purchase.

Brett RobinsonA
nother day,

another C&C
clone’ seems to

have become the

catchcry of the

gaming industry. Like the vast

majority of these clones, Echelon

is entirely lacking in merit.

Three factions (Arutha, Trask

and Eriin) inhabit the planet of

Ring World. These factions once

peacefully coexisted, and united

to thwart an invasion attempt by

a common enemy.

Unfortunately, at the cessation

of hostilities old animosity

between the factions resurfaced.

They now fight amongst them-

selves for control of the planet.

Lacking in intrigue and originali-

ty, the game’s plot does very little

to motivate the player.

Major design flaws

Echelon’s interface is archaic

and profoundly convoluted. The

game runs only in 640x480 res-

olution, meaning the player’s

monitor resolution must be

altered accordingly. This, in

turn, causes the game to run in

a window. As a result, the map
view must be scrolled using

either the cursor keys or the

right mouse button to click-and-

drag. The game’s programmers

have also opted to implement a

construction side-bar that

employs a two second anima-

tion to switch between building

15®
Category RTS

Players 1

Publisher Arena Games
Price $TBA

Rating G

Available TBA

For This game furthers

the case for the

OFLC to adopt a

new BW (Bin-

Worthy) classifica-

tion.

Against Because the box

and its contents

can’t be recycled,

Echelon will con-

tribute to

Australia’s environ-

mental problems

by depleting

already scarce

landfill space.

Need P100, 16MB RAM,

Win9x/NT

Want P166, 32MB RAM
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CRUMS2
Much more than desktop Tamagotchi

Intelligence of a 2 year old

Set in the fictional world of

Albia, Creatures 2 allows the

player to hatch and nurture furry

little beasts called Norns.

Bearing more than a passing

resemblance to the

Mogwai from the

Gremlins movies,

Norns are highly

intelligent by animal

standards. As with

human babies,

Norns possess

numerous instinc-

tive behaviourial

characteristics, but

must be taught

more advanced

methods of environmental inter-

action and survival. The analogy

between Norns and human
babies is actually quite accurate.

Fundamental to successfully

raising Norns is an understand-

ing of the fact that their intelli-

gence levels are on par with

those of a two year old child.

From the moment of birth,

the inquisitive bundles of fur

explore their surroundings with

all the enthusiasm of Boris

Yeltsin in a Smirnoff factory. It

is during these early stages of

fied, to an extent, by a versatile

and intuitive interface.

Scratching and spanking

Primarily, a mouse pointer in

the form of a hand is used to

navigate within the interface.

The hand is used to attract the

attention of the player’s Norns to

the immense array of objects lib-

erally scattered throughout Albia.

Combining the hand with the

keyboard, the player is able to

designate an object, then give the

object a name which the Norns

development that efficient teach-

ing is essential. Central to this

premise is establishing a Norn’s

perception of its own identity.

Equally important is ensuring

that it learns who its parent is,

what’s edible and where to get it,

and hazards to be avoided.

Fortunately, this task is simpli-

What at first glance seems to be a

fairly limited game is actually very

stimulating, with plenty of long term

value

I

n recent times, the develop-

ment of advanced Artificial

Intelligence (AI) algorithms

has led to impressive

improvements in character

interaction and increased realism

within game worlds. Taking the

concept a step further are

Mindscape who, in conjunction

with CyberLife, have produced

an advanced simulation of life

itself. The implications of such

technology extend far beyond the

boundaries of interactive enter-

tainment, and have commercial

applications within a broad spec-

trum of industries. Bearing testa-

ment to the far reaching scope of

this budding technology is the

fact that Cyberlife has secured

research contracts with numer-

ous telecommunications compa-

nies and defence institutions.

Mindscape has isolated and

utilised various components of

CyberLife’s Artificial Life (A-life)

program to produce a fascinating

and thoroughly engaging game.
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www. creatures2.com
Register and trade Norns,

download world objects and

converse with other

Creatures 2 enthusiasts.

ation of new ones) is where

Creatures 2’s attraction lies.

With DNA comprised of over

550 different genes, the possible

combinations are limitless.

Dismissing Creatures 2 as

merely a desktop Tamagotchi

would be a grave error of judge-

ment. It is one of the most inter-

esting and enjoyable games ever,

and will particularly appeal to

those with an interest in genetics.

Brett Robinson

will associate with it. As the

Norns attempt to grasp new con-

cepts, repetition of words is

required. Well-behaved Norns,

and those who learn quickly, can

be rewarded with a friendly

scratch on the nose. Conversely,

those who ignore orders or

behave in an antisocial fashion

can be reprimanded with a light

spank on the

behind.

The keyboard

can also be used to

issue simple com-

mands such as

“press button” or

“get toy”. Learning

computers (similar

to the fondly-

remembered

“Speak and Spell”

of the mid eighties)

are used to expand

each Norn’s vocab-

ulary. As the Norns leam new
words and phrases, they are better

able to express themselves; thus

making the job of caring for them
marginally simpler. As both their

vocabularies and intellects

increase, Norns are able to

respond to more complex orders

and are even able to solve puzzles.

Birds and the bees

In order to maintain a high

level of interest in the game,

Mindscape have compressed the

lifetime of a Norn to approxi-

mately two hours. This ensures

that players who have very little

time to tend to their Norns will

still find the experience extremely

rewarding. Albia itself is a highly

complex, self-contained ecosys-

tem with flora and fauna that

behave much like their real world

counterparts. Indigenous crea-

tures (including Norns) rely on

plant and animal matter for food,

while plants rely on insects and

animals for cross pollination.

Seasons and weather phenomena
also have both beneficial and

adverse effects on Albia’s inhabi-

tants. Although Norns could be

considered the dominant species

on Albia, the world is also inhab-

ited by equally advanced crea-

tures called Ettins and Grendels.

Cute, furry, fluffy, lovable. Just don*t

feed them after midnight...

Ettins are industrious crea-

tures with a genuine talent

for construction and lateral

thinking, while Grendels are

just plain evil. As the player

progresses, both the Ettins

and Grendels become inte-

gral parts of the game’s

underlying plot. It is, howev-

er, when Norns reach sexual

maturity that Creatures 2

becomes really interesting.

Mephisto madness
Norn sexual maturity directly

correlates with the onset of

Summer. It is during this time

that Ettins and Grendels are

most active due to a substantial

increase in their sex drives.

Using an advanced gene splicing

system, it is possible for the play-

er to cross not only Norns with

other members of their own
species, but with Ettins and

Grendels. Because 50% of the

genetic code is passed on from

each parent, dominant and reces-

sive traits are also passed on with

unpredictable results. Mutations

can and do occur, and advance-

ment of existing species (not to

mention ere-

86©
Category Life sim

Players l-Multi

Publisher Mindscape

Price $69.95

Rating G8+

Available TBA

For An intellectually

stimulating game
that will keep play-

ers coming back

for months. The

limitless long term

value is further

enhanced by the

ability to trade

Norns online.

Against Patience is

required and some
aspects of the

interface could use

improvement

Need P166, 16MB RAM,

300MB HD Space

Want P233, 32MB RAM
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last Meets West in an apocalyptic clash of the Sup<

Havoc go head to head in the most incredible helicopter

But it’s not just supermodel looks that makes Apache h
-i-allenging gameplay, an intense and absorbing atmosphere

:e of a lifetime.

THE ULTIMATE POWER STRU
HE ULTIMATE FIGHTING MAC

Longbow and the Russian

crowd;

super-fast speeds

campaigns, up to 32

players via serial, modem, LAN or internet.

Ultra-realistic avionics displays and

instrumentation.

90 fixed cockpit views and a detailed

virtual 3D cockpit for each chopper.

Realistic and Novice options.

Fantastic stereo sound effects and speech.

Direct3D® support, compatible with

most 3D accelerator cards.

combat helicopters:

-64D Apache Longbow & Russian

Havoc B.

engine specifically designed for low level

helicopter combat.

Highly detailed and articulated 3D models

and authentic flight dynamics.

Three vast combat zones featuring countless

missions and dynamic campaigns that offer

something different every time you play.

All weather missions: day, night, dusk, dawn & rain.

TWO GREAT FLIGHT SIMS ONE GREAT GAME
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NU LIKE 99
“It's in the game", say EA. So, can players go on strike then? I see

no strike buttonl

N
BA Live was a damn
impressive title. The

thing that overshad-

owed just about every

other aspect of its

development (and even it’s imple-

mentation), was the use of tex-

ture-mapped faces of real NBA
stars on the computer-players’

bodies. It was quite spectacular.

There was one unpredicted

response though to the imple-

mentation of texture maps. The

players faces were, well, quite stat-

ic. Your favourite player, after

sinking a 3-pointer, would be

wearing a multi-million-dollar-

and-don’t-you-forget-the-advertis-

ing-campaign-on-the-side smile.

Cool, it seemed right. Your

favourite player, after fouling the

opposition and being ridiculed by

the referee, would be wearing that

same smile. Er, hold on. Your

favourite player, after being

fouled out of the game ,would still

be wearing that irritating smile.

Okay now, it just was not funny.

The effect was actually quite

unnerving to many. The textures

brought a new level of character

to the game, but at the same time,

a new level of artificiality.

Uncertain smile

Well NBA Live ’99, yet again,

is going to turn some heads due

to its use of texture maps of real

players’ faces. This time around,

EA have programmed over 30

different facial expressions into

the title. So rather than the oblig-

atory “smile after buggering up

an almost glorious slam dunk”,

Live '99 makes a decent attempt

at expressing a more colourful

and appropriate range of emo-

tions within the game. From the

smirk to the glare, the blank sigh
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stars, surprisingly, have per-

fected) or the “don’t mess

with me or I’ll hurt your

Mercedes” smile, it’s all

there. There are still some

glitches in its implementa-

tion though, and you’ve got

wooden block expressions

that change in that wooden

block expression kind of way.

It is a move forward howev-

er, from the static faces seen in

last year’s effort, and more

importantly, gameplay hardly

seems to suffer (in any obvious

way at least) because of it.

Minor enhancements

Gameplay isn’t really

enhanced by the feature, either.

That’s not to say there’s no justice

in putting a 99 in the title. NBA
Live ’99 contains all the usual

minor enhancements gleaned

only after a whole year of think

tank and brain-storming sessions.

This time around you’ve got more

on court chatter, from the crowd

to the coaches, and referees to the

players themselves. You now have

ability to custom create your own

team, from the ground up. A 10

season General Manager play

option is included, with the com-

puter now giving you advice on

which players you should keep or

trade away come pre-season.

There’s also the usual addition of

a few new frames of player ani-

mation and moves, as well as a

handful ofnew over-the-top slam

dunks. And it’s all presented in

that style that EA do so well.

All this attention to live stats

and real players and official NBA
backing serves as a reminder

that EA make a helluva NBA
simulation. All the of the NBA is

in this one. With options modes

a plenty (giving you anything

from an arcade style game to a

simulation one), and a stronger

AI this time around, NBA Live

’99 is by far the most compre-

hensive and enjoyable basketball

game out there at the moment.

March Stepnik

86©
Category Sports

Players 1-4

Publisher EA Sports

Price $89.95

Rating G

Available TBA

For NBA Live ’99 is all

options. You can

play anything from

an arcade game

with butchered

basketball to a full-

blown simulation.

Plays a great game

of basketball.

Against Controls can still

be confusing and

intimidating.

Need Pentium, 16MB
RAM, Windows 9X

Want P200, 32MB RAM,

3D accelerator.

3P SUPPORT"
Direct3D
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He<art-stopping encounters.
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DETECTIVE INIBIE
At the next Federal election, the 'Come on Barbie, let's go party' Party

will require that boys and girls everywhere wear pink mini skirts.

Developer: Mattel Multimedia

What a lovely idea, a chari-

ty carnival to raise funds

for the needy, it’s going

to be just super! But wait! Oh
No! Ken’s gone missing, and so

has the charity money! Thank

god we just graduated from Jr

Detective school, otherwise I pos-

itively wouldn’t know what to do!

And so, we enter Barbie’s

world, where a clue is never too

far at hand. Armed with a mag-

nifying glass, Barbie is your

detective partner, helping you

bust open the case. When you

do find a clue, pass it on to

Becky, the ‘Cyberwiz’ to process

it, and give you a hint to who the

Villain is.

Could it be Madam Wanda,

the carnival magician? Ken was

volunteer for a disappearing

trick in which he didn’t reap-

pear (could the Madam be up to

her old trix)? Or is it Burt

Franklin, carnival owner and

resident clown? Maybe it was

Jake Franklin, Son of Burt and

Day to Day manager (did daddy

cut off his allowance)? Perhaps

it was Artie, the carnival handy-

man (he’s been and seen every-

thing and everyone - just what

HAS he seen)?

This game is so cheesy it

almost takes away from the pure

pinkness of it all. Picture an

episode of Scooby Doo where

Freddy goes missing, Daphne is

left to solve the case with Velma

processing the clues BUT
WITHOUT DRUGS OR FUNKY
70’S DISCO TRACKS. This is

essentially what the game is,

complete with the villain in the

back seat of the cop car saying “I

would have got away with it too,

if it wasn’t for those meddling

kids!” and Shaggesque one lin-

ers like “I hope you play again

soon, don’t disappear”. The

chase sequences really are a cut

below the rest, but that’s to be

expected from Barbie software

made for girls.

It’s salvation, in my eyes. 1)

it’s Barbie (the bitch has every-

thing), and 2) with over 40,000

names on file, I can choose my
name and hear Barbie say it

throughout the game. I found

this a bigger turn on than all the

Laras in the world.

Agata Budinska

Everyone knows that the Martians built the

pyramids. And shot JFK. And Elvis is their KingThe Journe1

thing is a fictional
j iHh

adventure based on Ugly i

a very solid premise.

As the title suggests, /

it’s the first manned 1M «

mission to Mars.

The purpose is to
j

examine and explore

the region, in the iSSM
vain hope that any

sign of life, or the Inside

previous existence
FalUngsom<

of life, can be found, another title

The first portion of

the game is a wonderful (and

somewhat partial) presentation

of the role an astronaut plays on

a space mission. Tilings have

gone wrong, and you must

ensure the survival of the ship

first (as a source of life support),

then the crew, and then ulti-

mately the entire mission.

Dreamcatcher
Interactive

because it was the first ever

promising sign of any sign of

civilised life on a planet other

than our own. Twenty years

later, and countless shonky

“Alien Conspiracy” TV specials

later, we’re still fascinated by the

whole thing. Today though,

things are a little different.

We’ve had an official statement

suggesting that the face is most

likely just a totally uncanny coin-

cidence.

Which brings us to Cydonia -

Mars: The First Manned
Mission. Planned and created

before the controversial

announcement was made,

Cydonia deals with the idea that

life does exist on Mars. It’s more

of an educational entertainment

title or game, than anything else.

Set in the year 2012, the entire

Way back in the mid sev-

enties, the Viking probe

caused a fair bit of a

stir. The probe, launched by

NASA, photographed a region of

Mars known as Cydonia

Mensae. While scientists around

the world were whipped into a

frenzy over gloriously boring

shots of dust and rocks, a star-

tling discovery was made. A
“structure” in this region resem-

bled, even without having to

squint or use much of an imagi-

nation, a face. Due South of this

face, was also found what

appeared to be a Pentapyramid.

No longer just a scientist's wet

dream, the discovery captivated

a global audience. This was

Eventually you come across an

alien culture...

An interesting sci-fi fantasy

title with strong, non-fictional

roots. And it’s quite intelligent

too. This title is perfect for par-

ents wanting to get their kids

thinking in a more lateral way.

March Stepnik
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LEGEND Argon AGP
A blazingly fast AGP solution. Answers all your needs - gaming

3D CAD, 3D modelling and general 2D work.

To be released late Q3, 1998.

LEGEND 3DFX
The answer for those users demanding the ultimate in

arcade and console gaming graphics!

Designed to operate with your existing video accelerator

the LEGEND 3DFX pass-through card provides affordable,

full screen 3D rendering with all the latest, leading edge 3D
features.

LEGEND 3DV+
This is the card for aggressive 3D gaming.

The LEGEND 3DV provides 3D features and incorporates

premium 2D performance. Engineered for both 2D and
3D performance.

LEGEND 64M/+

The LEGEND 64Mi+ provides superior performance at entry

level prices levels.

Targeted at price stressed integrators without compromising

performance, manufacturing quality or driver support.

LEGEND Memory Upgrades
LEGEND Memory Upgrades have received approval from a multitude

(08) 8374 2355

< (08) 8374 1520

(03) 9281 3750

< (03) 9281 3751

(02) 9662 2811

c (02)9662 4282

(08) 9442 3364

< (08)9442 3333

(09) 336 1839

Fax (09) 336 1829

Poland, South Africa, Slovakia, USA
Email askusC^legend.com.au

Web www.Iegend.com.au

Manufactured in Australia by

Legend (Pacific) Pty Ltd

31-35 Conmurra Avenue

Edwardstown, South Australia 5039

Sydney

Perth

Auckland NZ

of computer manufacturers.

Legend provides a comprehensive range of memory solutions,

from legacy computer systems through to the latest leading edge

information technology products.

Legend Memory solutions cover desktop, server, notebook,

workstations, printers and popular proprietary computer systems.
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Developer: Hasbro Interactive

Dreamworks Inc

I

t seems everyone was pre-

pared for the inevitable flood

of merchandise Small

Soldiers would spawn, but I

don’t think many were prepared

for this. Globotech have just

sent word that Small Soldiers

figurines have become a hit, and

the demand is high. You have

been chosen out of a possible

200 to become Globotech’s new

principal toy designer. Your mis-

sion? To create the ultimate in

the new line of Small Soldiers

Action Figures! Your reward? To

become Chief toy designer at

Globotech! Woohoo!

But it’s not that simple. In

order to prove you’re the right

guy for the job, you have to bat-

explodes in a shower of plastic

limbs. The moves are both prac-

tical and hysterical, with choice

from a range of punches, kicks,

spastic flailing of arms and the

ever popular headbutt. With 3D
accelerated graphics, it looks like

a beefed up version of Double

Dragon, where bars of soap and

cheese graters replace the stan-

dard chains and daggers (hey,

they are SMALL Soldiers).

Watching your character slowly

being broken apart is always

good for a laugh, especially

when you get down to just two

legs and a torso (think Monty

Python’s Black Knight).

All in all, Small Soldiers

Globotech Design Lab is a gratu-

itous merchandise and market-

ing tool, but dang, it’s made well,

and it will keep you inanely smil-

ing for a while to come.

Agata Budinska

Build a better toy

Does anyone else find it disturbing

when a movie that decries rampant

capitalism and commercialism has so

much merchandising attached to it?

tie it out in 25

rounds with your

enemy. Alright, this

is where the fun

starts. Creating a

figure using the

parts of existing

characters is a crack

up. Choose limbs,

torso and a head,

give it some moves,

a few taunting

remarks, and the

ever important chip that makes

them come to life. A way funky

feature is the paint section.

Choose from khaki green to red

leopard print to dress your guy

in, and you’ve got a soldier fit

for the Village People. Take him

to the battle arena, where you

fight in various rooms of the

house against the enemy

(Commando Elite or Gorgonite)

and duke it out till someone

SHULL SOLDIER
GLOBOTECH DESIGN LM

Start a toy war
Hasbro Interactive

Dreamworks Inc

Y
ou know, you could be

fooled into initially think-

ing, cool, a Small Soldiers

strategy game. You’ve loaded it

up, watched the oh so cool intro,

a brief clip of Chip Hazard and

Archer slapping each other

around with a limb. You think,

cool, that’s Tommy Lee Jones’s

voice, just like in the movie. You

listen to the banter and initially

chose to play the Gorgonites,

cause they seem a passive bunch.

You start the actual game, and

low and behold, it’s nice, simple

graphics, with nice simple multi-

purpose cursor, and those trade-

mark annoying acknowledge

lines (“That’s Easy”, “Wise

Decision” and “It’s Your Call”)

are all part of the package.

It’s all there: Running around

Just like the movie, this is simple,

silly, straightforward, and too hard

for anyone over fourteen

[ indeed, the first few

c
'

^ " levels were easy

V enough. You sit back

T H ^
* and enjoy the cut

scenes, similar to

’ the one in the intro,
‘ J “

- that acts as a narra-

tor to piece the story

together. Hey! This

is looking pretty good! You then

start the next level, and it’s more

of the same, except maybe for a

few more enemy toys to track

down and kill. But hang on, how

come you’ve got 12 spare men?

Isn’t that a bit excessive for a

game? But never fear, it hits you

rather soon, because you just

keep on dying, cause you can’t

take too many hits, and you have

to start at the beginning of the

level, it’s all so clear! You then

start to get annoyed that you can

only carry one item at a time,

whether it’s boots to make you

run faster or a cherry bomb to

blow stuff up. When you’ve

weaved to the same point on the

same level for the 8th time, you

lose hope (with the last two men
in the toy box reserve, what else

can you do?).

Just as you’re about to give

up, an 8 year old comes in and

shows you the way through.

You then come to the realisa-

tion that you are just too old for

this game.

Agata Budinska

the neighbourhood houses, dis-

covering you’re smaller than a

toilet, but big enough to climb

stairs and open doors, blowing

up your enemy’s weapon sup-

plies, generally doing the stuff

you expect from a movie to game
conversion. You think to your-

self, “yeah, I could see myself up

all night addicted to the sheer

simplicity of it,” almost like a

Solitaire kind of situation. And
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That’s because it’ll be spent in the company of a captain, a farmer, an archer, a merchant,
a priest, a swordsman, a miner, a spearsman, a woodcutter... in fact, in the company of the

150 unique and stunning characters that populate the addictive world of SETTLERS III.

In this real-time strategy simulation of tactics, prosperity, combat and growth you'll become
completely immersed with your new found mates. Meet the challenge of the GOD’s on screen,

in LAN and world-wide, on-line, Internet play for up to 20 players simultaneously.

AVAILABLE FROM LATE NOVEMBER 98
A night out with the lads is now to be a night in with THE SETTLERS.

OFFICE OF FILM AND LITERATURE CLASSIFICATION
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Exclusively distributed by
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GAMEPLAY

He who plans, wins! By Maj. Ian Lindgren

A
s we move away from

the bipolar nature that

dominated world poli-

tics for the last 50

years, we enter a new
millennium where the threat of

nuclear holocaust from Russia

and the US is almost negligible.

This new society comprises of

many nation states, religious

groups and multinational com-

panies who have sufficient

wherewithal to conduct political-

ly motivated violence (PMV)

against the nations that were

once, and still are, super powers.

Let’s take a look at the skills

you require to deal with PMV in

Rainbow 6 (R6). Firstly I’ll cover

the weapons of the trade. Then

personnel, because you must use

each of your troopers’ strengths

and weaknesses to your advan-

tage in order to win; you must

know them as you know yourself.

I’ll then discuss mission tactics

before giving you my suggestions

for completing each of the 16

missions. Finally I’ll give you

some cheat codes for those who
like them.

PRIMARY WEAPONS
H&K MP5A2

This is usually

the program’s default weapon

suggestion for most missions,

and is one of the most accurate

submachine guns in the world.

It uses 9mm rounds in single,

three-round, and fully automatic

fire, but is not silenced. So only

use it when you want to enter

without stealth.

H&K MP5SD5

fires with less noise than that of

its breach operation! Use this

when you don’t want to make
noise. I recommend its use in

almost all situations because you

can always maintain stealth to

your advantage. Whereas once

you have indicated your pres-

ence, you can never retract it,

and have therefore taken away

any benefit of surprise.

The

M16A2 assault rifle uses 5.56 cal-

ibre rounds that pierce Level II

body armour. In R6 it has a low

power sight and single, three

round, and fully automatic trig-

ger setting. It is powerful and

has the range for sniping, but is

too large for indoor work.

CAR-15

The

CAR-15 is a smaller version of

the M16A2. It is not silenced and

is therefore a good weapon for

heavy assault missions where

stealth is not a concern.

Benelli Mi

This weapon ^

is the same as the

MP5A2, except it is silenced. It

A 12 gauge shot-

gun, the Benelli is often used by

demolitions experts for door

breaching or highly lethal close

quarters combat.

SECONDARY
WEAPONS
JH&K MK23 and

MK23-SD

The H&K MK 23 is

a .45 calibre weapon 1

used as R6’s standard issue sec-

ondary weapon. It is accurate and

F*

H&K USP, USP-SD

This is the .40

calibre version of

the MK23. In my
opinion, if you’ve

got to use a handgun, then use a

big one! Stick with the MK 23 SD.

OTHER INVENTORY
ITEMS

These tools complement your

primary weapons. Know what

they do, how they do it, then

make sure the right person is

carrying the right inventory to

perform the team’s job. Here are

some of the Inventory Items.

Flashbangs

Flashbangsj

are used to

disorientate.

But be careful, they are a double-

edged weapon, because they also

have an effect on team members

as they go off; even if you are

expecting it, it will temporarily

reduce your team’s aiming abili-

ty. Hold the left mouse button

down longer to throw them fur-

ther.

Frag grenades

When you

are sure there *

are no hostages

inside a room use a frag grenade

instead. Why expose yourself to

unnecessary risk? Hold the left

mouse button down longer to

throw them further.

Heartbeat sensor

A cool piece of

kit this one. It

tracks the heart- ^
beats of all nearby humans, indi-

cating the locations of all

terrorists and

hostages. However, you must
discriminate who is who! You
should equip each team leader

and one or two other troopers

with one of these. If your leader

is the only one carrying one, you

can’t use the device if he goes

down. Use it to ready yourself to

enter a building, and as soon as

you see the terrorists move to a

position that will aid your inser-

tion.. .go, go, go!

Door charges

The explosive

rig is used to blow^

open doors. They

should not be used on

missions that require stealth, but

they are effective at stunning and

wounding nearby persons. Once

again, use the Heartbeat Sensor

to coordinate insertion; just for

kicks do it when a terrorist is

behind the door... it saves on

rounds!

Miscellaneous Accoutrements

I found that for most mis-

sions the default uniform is

ideal for the mission, with the

exception of Mission 7 when
Biosuits are needed. Feel free

to experiment, but be aware

that heavy body armour is

noisy and fatigues each team

member quickly, thus render-

ing him or her less effective.

It’s a trade-off thing.
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HISTORY ^

READY

Chavezn Ding
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

RCT00H7-X05bb
NATIONALITY

American
SPECIALTY

Assault
DATE OF BIRTH

IE Jan bfi

RGGRESSION 95

LEHQERSHIP 100

SELF-CONTROL 92

STAMINA 97

TEAMWORK 94

DEMOLITIONS 71

ELECTRONICS 67

FIRERRMS 100

GRENADES 74

STEALTH 100

READY

SsJ *%
*

Hanleyn Timothy
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

RCT0005-A1ETT
NATIONALITY

Australian
SPECIALTY

Assault
DATE OF BIRTH

1M Apr L,5

lilMk
AGGRESSION 93

LEADERSHIP 86

SELF-CONTROL 84

STAMINA 100

TERMWORK 86

DEMOLITIONS 75

ELECTRONICS 65

FIRERRMS 91

GRENADES 84

STEALTH 85

NAME

Yacobyn Ayana
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

RCT0022-AH2M2
NATIONALITY

Israeli
SPECIALTY

Recon
DATE OF BIRTH

03 Mar 73

READY STAMINA 95

PERSONNEL
In Rainbow Six, no one is

expendable, except the terrorists.

Just like being a soldier, it’s not

your job to die for your country;

it’s to make the enemy die for

his! If you keep that in mind
when you sit down to plan each

mission you are off to a good

TEAMWORK 75

DEMOLITIONS 30

ELECTRONICS 86

FIRERRMS 97

GRENADES 60

STEALTH 97

start. Read the profiles of each

member and write down their

capabilities. Then at the plan-

ning phase of each mission

review their fatigue levels to see

who is capable to go and who
either needs a rest or shouldn’t

take the lead this time.

Operation: Sun Devil
QS.Q3.QQ 0630 8PA2IL

launch*

vatiomsts

ecor.c

fcainf

OBJECTIVES:

Horizon has committed millions of

dollars to buUd several

ctate-of-the art research stations

to hunt for new pharmaceuticals in

the tremendous biological

diversity of the rainforest. Now
with the trouble this man Calderon

has been causing, worr has

completely stopped. It's terribly

frustrating to see an important
project lihe this held hostage by

Bescue workers

Your mission, should you choose to

accept it: blow up that stupid candle

thing in front of the Opera House!

Mission Planning

Listen carefully to the mission

briefings, then all the additional

information given by Jon Clark

and any other adviser. Learn

about the hostages, the terrorists

and their organisation, and any

other form of human intelli-

gence (HUMINT). This builds a

mental image of what is going

on as you plan the mission.

The mission computer con-

tains detailed blueprints of each

mission site. Do not launch an

operation before learning as

much information about the set-

ting, the size and the strength of

your opposition and the location

of each mission objective.

When selecting your Fire

Teams, resist the temptation to

exercise too much control over

your best soldiers. Ding Chavez,

Daniel Bogart and Jorg Walther

need little supervision so long as

you make a workable plan.

Go Codes

The best way to ensure suc-

cess is to have a good plan. Go
Codes are the answer. These are

coded command words that tell

Fire Teams when to

execute specific

moves at waypoints.

I am all for a coor-

dinated action to

create simultaneity,

so I move all teams

into position, then

use the Go Code

Alpha for simulta-

neous entry to cre-

ate maximum sur-

prise. This allows

you to control the

progress of the mission and

issue different Go Codes as each

mission milestone is reached, eg

as you clear the ist and 2nd

floors before taking a number of

routes to the 3rd floor. Then give

another Go Code to exit. Write

these down on a sheet of paper,

and don’t forget that the same

go code can be used for all the

teams.

TACTICS
He who plans wins! Prior

preparation and training pre-

vents poor performance! Two
catchcries, but any professional

soldier will tell you that they are

combat multipliers. By now you

should understand the impor-

tance of the weapons, personnel

and planning. Now you must

acknowledge that planning is

pre-eminent.

Start at the basics and go

through all of the training mis-

sions. I recommend the order

that they are given in the game,

and if you are not good in one

area, go back and try again.

Remember, if you lose all your

demolition members, then need

a demo job in one of the last

missions, you can’t complete the

game. So hone your skills.
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Himawt

MISSION TIPS
These are my suggestions

for completing each of the 1

6

missions.

PsicHt
OPERATION STEEL WIND
Objective: Rescue the

Ambassador on the 2nd floor and

embassy worker on the ist floor.

Position the Red Team on

the left side door, Blue Team at

the right side door, and Green

Team at the fire escape. Initiate

Red and Blue on Alpha Go
Code thus clearing the ist floor

by stealth. Once completed,

issue Go Code Bravo to move
the Green Team in to the 2nd

floor, clear it and the 3rd floor

and secure the Ambassador.

Use Go Code Charlie to extract

all teams, the Ambassador and

the worker.

OPERATION COLD THUNDER
Objective: Rescue Dr. Winston

and relief worker.

Move Red, Green and Blue

Teams into position near the end

of the forest path and have

Green and Blue wait for Go
Code Bravo. You take Red Team
slowly towards the villa and use

your sniper scope to take out the

five sentries on the near side,

and snipe the two terrorists

standing guard on the front

porch, then hold. Initiate Go
Code Bravo, and have Blue and

Red clear all terrorists on the

ground floor before going

upstairs with Green to eliminate

the two first floor terrorists and

escorting Dr. Winston back to

the extraction zone.

Mission 3
OPERATION ANGEL WIRE
Objectives: Rescue the oil rig

crewmembers and disarm the

bombs.

Have Red Team enter the rig

from the far insertion zone,

while Blue and Green Teams

enter from the near zone. Red

should proceed all the way up to

Level 9, moving into the level’s

large central hallway. Have it

wait there for Go Code Bravo.

Move Blue Team up the stairs to

Level 7, then climb the ladder to

level 8 and into the nearby room.

Have it wait for Go Code Bravo.

At the same time take Green to

snipe the terrorist patrolling on

the walkways of Level 9 then

move up to the same room as

Blue Team. Green Team should

then eliminate the terrorist

patrolling the halls outside the

Hostage Room and rescue the

hostages. All bombs should be

disarmed as you have eliminated

the terrorists near them.

should move to the

left of the building,

entering through the

first open back door

it reaches. Move this

team forward

through the kitchen

and have it wait

halfway down the

hallway for Go Code

Charlie. Issue Go
Code Charlie. Red

should enter and

clear the room in

front of it, while

Blue moves rapidly

forward toward the

basement steps tak-

ing out the terrorists

and escorting the

hostages back to the

extraction zone. If Blue is not

quick, the terrorist will execute

the hostages. Don’t forget to frag

Calderon’s room.

hostages in a sequential manner.

Once this is well underway, send

in Green Team from the front

door and extract the hostages.

Objectives: Rescue Roland Kunst

and disarm all three bombs.

First up, expect to do this one

a few times before you get it

right; this place is a rabbit war-

ren! Do a thorough recon then

send Blue Team down to the

main control room to eliminate

all terrorists and disarm bomb 1.

Send Red Team straight down
from level 14 to level 2 taking out

all terrorists and disarming

bomb 2. Have Red and Blue wait

for Go Code Delta. On Delta,

send Green down to seize

Roland Kunst and Red and Blue

down to Level 1 to disarm the

final bomb.

Mission 6
OPERATION BLUE SKY

OPERATION SUN DEVIL

Objectives: Rescue the construc-

tion workers and eliminate

Calderon.

With Red and Blue Teams
waiting for a Go Code Alpha

behind the estate’s large outer

wall, have Green Team move to

the main entrance and use the

sniper scope to take out the

guard patrolling the upstairs

patio. On Go Code Alpha Red

should move to the right side of

the building to the central plaza

area and wait for Go Code

Charlie. Concurrently Blue Team

Mission 5
OPERATION GHOST DANCE
Objective: Rescue all hostages

from Worldpark.

The key to this mission is

having Blue and Red enter

through the front and rear doors

simultaneously eliminating all
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Missions 7 and 8
Objectives: Eliminate

all terrorists and pre-

vent the leaders from

escaping.

These are good

missions... take no

prisoners!! Even if

they surrender!

Mission

OPERATION RED WOLF
Objective: Rescue all the

hostages.

A simple mission this one.

Send Red and Blue in through

the side entrance near the back of

the building and have them move

to the main printing-press room.

Move Blue Team over to the far

side of the room, facing the stairs

leading up to the grated floor

level. Have Red Team snipe the

two terrorists on the upper floor

on its side of the room, then have

Blue team do the same on the

other side. Once that’s done, both

should move upstairs to the Press

Room. Once the path is clear,

send in either team to rescue the

Hostages from the Hostage

Room.

Mission 10

OPERATION RAZOR ICE

Objective: Rescue Dr.

Winston again!

In this mission use

Red and Blue to secure all

decks prior to sending

Green downstairs to the

engine room to take out

the final terrorist and

escort Dr. Winston back

to the extraction zone.

Mission 11

OPERATION YELLOW KNIFE

Objectives: Deactivate security,

bug downstairs and upstairs

phone, and get back to the

extraction zone.

Use a single team member
on this mission and have him

rely heavily on the heartbeat sen-

sor. Disarm the security console.

Then move outside and back

inside at the next room to plant

the bug on the downstairs

phone. When that is done, move

upstairs via the stairwell closest

to the front of the house to the

phone and plant the bug. Extract

yourself watching the heartbeat

sensor all the way; you must not

be seen or engaged.

Mission 12IMIIMHI
Objectives: Deactivate security,

download files, and return to the

extraction zone.

Again, use a single team

member on this operation.

Move down off the roof and

descend to Level 3. Move into

the security system room and

deactivate the security cameras,

then move back into the hallway

when you’re sure that no terror-

ists are nearby. Move to the

outer stairwell that leads up to

level 5. Locate Brightling’s
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office. Enter the room, down-

load the files, and get back to

the extraction zone on the roof

when you have a clear path back

to the stairs.

Mission 16

OPERATION MYSTIC TIGER

Objective: Capture John

Brightling.

Keep your teams together

because they provide excellent

CHEAT CODES
To use these codes, press the

apostrophe key to pull up chat

mode, and type them in.

teamgod Team god mode, all

the Rainbow Six team members
are invulnerable.

avatargod Player god mode,

only the player you control is

invulnerable.

\5fingerdiscount Provides a

fresh supply of ammo.
debugkeys Debug keys

enabled or disabled.

silentbutdeadly I’ll let you

guess what this one does. Just

make sure you move around

some after you type in the code

otherwise you’ll miss the joke.

ings, clear them of terrorists, and

move toward the hostages to

secure them.

Objectives: Disable security com-

puter and disarm both virus

bombs.

You must take direct control

of each team and work through

this mission step by step

because the patrolling terrorists

are too much for your Team
members’ AI. Sequentially

move Red and Blue to the two

virus bombs and have them
wait there for Go Code Alpha.

Move Green to the Security

Computer and have it wait

there for Go Code Bravo. Issue

Alpha to disarm both bombs,

Bravo to disable the computer,

then extract all teams.

Mission 15

OPfXATION WILD ARROW

fire support for each other.

Start with all three teams in

the same insertion zone, the one
at the bottom of the planning

map, and have them move quick-

ly to a position outside the door

to the first security checkpoint.

Have a team take out the terror-

ists on the right side of the

checkpoint, then use Go Codes

to call in the other teams and

blitz the rest of the room.

MissioniliBIIfSjNNBI
OPERATION LONE FOX
Objective: Capture Hendrickson

Due to concurrent missions

being conducted in Brazil, you

must organise two separate oper-

ations using the standard

Rainbow Roster. Any team mem-
bers sent to Australia will be

unavailable for Operation Black

Star. Plan and balance your

teams carefully.

Use your Blue and Red teams

to ambush Hendrickson’s con-

voy, with Red sniping from the

ledge above the ambush site.

Have Green secure

Hendrickson, then make your

way to the extraction point using

fire and movement, stopping at

each major twist in the road, or

you will run into a series of

ambushes.

Mission 14

OPERATION BUCK STAR
Objective: Rescue all hostages.

This one requires all three

teams entering the building at

the same time on Go Code

Alpha. At the Go Code, all three

teams should enter the build-
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TIPS& TACTICS
What to do when you don't know what to do

Dune 2000

Spread your buildings out. Put them
about three or four concrete slabs

away from each other. This will make the

Death Hand missile less effective, because if

it does hit a building, it will only destroy one.

Don’t try to discover the enemy right

away. When the enemy knows that

ist, it will launch into “battle mode”.

To guard against engineers, try to

keep one light infantryman at the

base of every structure just in case your

defences are breached.

Build a Starport or a heavy factory so

that you can get a mobile construction

vehicle if your main construction yard is

destroyed. The prices offered in the Starport

change about every five minutes, so keep

checking it until a very good price is available

before purchasing.

Deny the enemy access to the spice

fields. You can do this by protecting

the fields with tanks and turrets and then

wait until the enemy runs out of spice. Once
the enemy runs out of spice, the attacks will

lessen and then cease. Then it is time to go

on the offensive.

Build a mobile construction vehicle

and then deploy it on the same rock

formation as the enemy. Immediately build

concrete slabs toward the enemy so that you
can build rocket turrets right next to their

base. This will keep the enemy occupied

while you build up your conventional com-
bat vehicles.

Get Medieval

A skeleton key is basically a timed

power-up. If a specific door requires

it, do not collect the key until the path is

clear. Otherwise, run like crazy and use the

skeleton key to open as many chests as possi-

ble before time runs out.
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Rmy Men

Don’t worry about friendly fire, you

can’t kill your own men with your

rifle. The same does not hold true for most of

your other weapons though, and you can

damage your own vehicles with rifle fire.

wind your way out of any situation. This

works well against rifle power, but not so

well against flame throwers.

Check your map (F12) for important

tips on accomplishing missions.

Don’t squander air strikes and para-

trooper drops in the early missions of

a scenario. If you waste an air strike on a

group of three infantrymen, you’ll feel pretty

foolish when you face a Tan tank in the very

next mission.

Troopers in Defend mode take 25 per-

cent less damage than troopers in

Attack mode. Therefore it’s better to send a

scouting unit out with a succession of short

Defend orders, rather than one long Attack

order.

For the quickest kills in multiplayer

games, use Death From Above. Find

the enemy Sarge with an Air Recon and then

drop an Air Strike or

Paratroopers on him.

It’s important

to keep a con-

stant eye on

powerups. Scroll the

view around because

powerups will help

you solve a mission.

When you’re

surrounded

with no place to hide,

zigzag away. Just

press the numberpad
key 8 and alternate

hitting the number-

pad keys 4 and 9 to

A well grouped party is the best

defence against thieves. Try not to

stand in the corner of the screen when
opening a chest. If the thief hits you and

disappears out of your view, he’s almost

guaranteed to get away before you can run

him down.
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ORACLE
The Oracle: Your one-stop help shop

Stuck with nowhere to turn? Maybe the

Oracle in conjunction with Santa

Enterprises will find a way to deliver some
Christmas joy for some of you unfortunate

adventurers. Simply send in your

Christmas cards with your gaming question

(perhaps even a picture of your sister!) and

you could get lucky. The best question gets

to win a free trip to meet Santa in the

North Pole. ...all expenses paid, one way.

Write to Oracle at:

Oracle

PC PowerPlay
78 Renwick st.

Redfern

NSW 2016
ORACLE@PCPOWERPLAY. NEXT. COM. AU

SWAT 2

B I love SWAT2 and would like to know
if there are any cheats or tips for the

game? Also do you have any ideas on

how to use the MP5? I can’t seem to get a grip

on the settings. Thanks O’spiritual one.

David Courtney

Glenfield NSW

You’ll find some cheats in the

codes section this month, use them

wisely. In regards to the MP5 ques-

tion, well it’s got three settings; safety

on, semi-automatic and automatic. Use

semi-automatic to fire one bullet at a time

and automatic to fire a continuous stream

of bullets. You can choose a setting by

clicking on it, then clicking outside the

setting box to begin. During the drill,

when the instructor tells you to put the

gun on safety, select the bottom setting,

then click outside the box. If you are still

stuck just ask your local postman, I’m sure

they’ll be happy to help.

Cyberia

How the #!%&@ do I progress past

the guard behind the glass wall. I’m

at the lower level of the complex and

everytime I try to walk past him I cop some
heavy duty knockout gas.

Nino Paccini

Internet

Yep, that guard could sure use

some breathmints! OK here’s what

you need to do; watch him closely

as every now and then he swivels his chair

around to do some work. Sneak past him

when he turns away from the window then

take the door leading out to the corridor.
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Gabriel Knight 2

B it’s been hell. I’ve fallen into a pit but

somehow managed to escape. Now
I’m in this lair with this wolf pounc-

ing down on me and Von Glower is standing

around like a dummy. How do I escape this

nightmare and why is Von Glower such a

bastard?

Clint Norwood

Hamilton, NZ

Wait for the wolf to appear and

then use the talisman on it. The

wolf will lunge at you. If you are

lucky, Von Glower will throw you a gun.

Shoot the wolf to break the curse of the

werewolf. If you’re not lucky, someone’s

going to have a decent meal tonight. The

reason Von Glower can’t hear you is

because he plugged his ears to block out

the sound of the howling and probably his

wife’s nagging (the howling would cause

Von Glower to turn into a werewolf).

Leisure Suit Larry t

B How does one score with Victorian

Principles in the library, she’s not

interested in having sex at all. Any
suggestions on how I can woo her?

Pigman

Bunbury, WA

Have you considered a head trans-

plant? No, the best way is to

swap the book she is reading for

something more interesting. First ask her

something she doesn’t know about and

she’ll turn her back and look it up on the

computer. Take her book, rip its cover off

and attach it to the book Drew gave you.

Return the book and leave the room. Next

time you enter the room she’ll be a changed

woman and more open to your suggestions.

Leisure Suit Larry 7
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Neverhood

B How do I access the

Strange Machine with

the crystals in

Neverhood? There doesn’t

seem any to be clues on what

to do, can you help?

Sarah Conners

Mt Lawley, WA

Discworld

B Hi, I’m a huge fan of

Terry Pratchett, his

Discworld books are

great but the game, well I

wish it was a little easier. How
do I find the five ingredients

of a dragon-locator.

Thelma Sunly

Parramatta, NSW

Police Quest 4

Tomb Raider 2

Metal Container: Next visit the psychiatrist.

If you do this two times, you con get the

butterfly net of the wall. Now go to the

backside of the university ond use the lad-

der on the window. First put the butterfly

net in your private inventory. Then fetch the

pancake with the net. If you go back to the

kitchen you can take the frying pan now.

Take the five items to the arch chancel-

lor and then use the detector to find

the hidden dragon lair. It’s somewhere

in the lower-left corner of the city. I

think you deserve the trip to visit Santa

after all that . .

.

B With Police Quest 4 how do I avoid

getting killed at City Hall by Dennis

Walker? Can you help me arrest him.

Jason Fitzpatrick

Sunshine Coast, QLD

B Please help me. I just got Tomb
Raider 2 and am completely stuck. I

am on Bartoli’s Hideout. I seem to

have killed everyone and don’t know what to

do next. I am in the room with a fireplace

which had a dog and two men in at the top of

some stairs.

Antonio Ferris

Bondi, NSW

After you have killed the two

men and the dog step into the

fireplace and push the brick

three times. This will reveal a secret

passageway which will let you progress

further. .

.

The key to this puz-

zle is the name

"bobby” on the out-

side of the machine. Turn

the lights off and go inside

the machine. Pressing the

red buttons changes the

colour of the crystals and

pressing the button on the

far left activates the

machine. What you need to

do is change the colours of

the crystals to match the

letters in the name "bobby.” (B = Blue, 0 =

Orange, Y = Yellow.) Match 'em up and

press the button.

The first thing to do is talk to

Dennis Walker. When he starts to

attack you quickly take the gun

from your inventory and click it on him.

Click the talk icon on Dennis to make him

freeze and then again to make him drop

his weapon. When Dennis Walker is kneeling

with his hands on his head, immediately

take the handcuffs from your inventory

and click them on him. Unlike real life kick-

ing him is not an option.

Ok here’s what you

need and where to

find it.

Staff: Just exchange the

broom with the magical

staff from Windle Poons. Be sure to wait

for the moment he reaches over to fetch

some food, so that the staff is left

unguarded.

Imp: Head to the Livery Stable and take

some corn out of the sack. Next go to the

Alley and visit the alchemist. Use the corn

on the flask and you are on the way to

getting it out of the camera.

Dragon Breath: First enter the Palace. To

bypass the guards just talk with them.

Once inside get the mirror from the fools

room. Be sure to put the mirror in

Rincewinds inventory. Then enter the Alley

again, step on the jumping plate, and

climb up to the tower. There hang the mir-

ror on the tip of the flagpole and use it to

annoy the dragon. He will breathe on the

mirror for you.

Magic Coil: Back at the square talk to the

street urchin/starfish. He teaches you

how to pickpocket. Now go to the barber

and look at the hair roller the woman’s

got in her hair. Talk with her about it.

Then talk with the barber and when he

thinks about his milkmaid use your pick-

pocket-skill on his pocket.
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CODE
Don't get mad, get even. By cheating.

Race of Mages
Try these cheats during the game

ifChicken - Enables cheat mode.

ftmodify self +god - God mode, or use

#modify army +god
ffcreate gold - gives you gold.

ffkillall - kills all enemy units.

ffpickup all - picks up all sacks (not

including sacks in units).

ifshow map - Shows the entire map.
ffhide map - Hides the map.
ffevent x - Shows conversations from units

in the current level, x is any number.
ffvictory - End current round in victory

Army Men
During the game just press ESC and type

in these codes:

Triumph - win mission

Occultation - invisible as long as you’re not

attacking anyone

Paralysis - enemy soldiers get frozen and

don’t attack

Invulnerable - Sarge is invulnerable

Succumb - lose mission

Telekinetic - Sarge gets teleported to anoth-

er place on the map
Plethora - all weapons get maximum ammo
Pyromancer - special weapon (right mouse
click starts explosions!)

Kahuna - get more explosives and be invul-

nerable

Aerobalistics - air supply

Redline Racer
Type in one of the following words as

your name to get the cheat to work:

abode = Drive any bike on any track.

dissent = Gives you various stuff.

M.A.X. 2
All campaigns cheat:

Edit the Max2.ini file and use the follow-

ing settings:

current_campaign_l_mission=l

current_campaign_mission=49
last_campaign_played=49

This should give you access to all cam-

paigns.

Pandemonium 2
Enter these cheats during the game

IMMORTAL = 31 lives

NEVERDIE = Invincibility

HORMONES = Full health

CETACCES = Level select

OCMCKKEJ = Level select

MAKMYDAY = Weapons
GONAHURL = Rolling camera

SKATBORD = Speed mode
GENETICS = Mutant mode

ACIDDUDE = Psychedelic

textures

JUSTKIDN = Regenerating

monsters

Level Codes:

EMIAGCAI = i-Ice Prison

OMACCBAI = 2-Zorrscha's

Lab

FAIAGCBI = 3-Hot Pants

FEKAGCCA = 4-Stan’s The
Man
LGBFIICE = 5-Oyster

Desoyster

LMBBIIEE = 6-Puzzle

Wood
IEBBIIGF = 7-Temple Of
Nori

KNBBIIAI = 8-Egg! Egg!

LGBJIICI = 9-Huevos

Libertad!

Colin McRae Rally
Add these cheats in the Name-Edit-Screen:

10BJIIEI = 10-Pipe House
ICBJIIGJ = 11-Hate Tank
FFCAGCCC = 12-Fantabulous

FHCAGCCK = 13-Mr. Schneobelen

FJKEGCDC = 14-Collide O Scope

FLKEGCDK = 15-The Zoul Train

ADIKBIIB = 16-Lick The Toad

TROLLEY = Four-wheel steering

FORKLIFT = Back-wheel steering

HELIUMNICK = Copilot talks like Mickey

Mouse
MOREOOMPH = Turbo mode
BLANCMANGE = Rubber car

BACKSEAT = Nicky Grist as copilot

ADMIBIID = 17-The Bitter End
MAECCBEJ = 18-Rub The Buddha

PEASOUPER = All tracks in fog

OPENROADS = Choose all tracks

SHOEBOXES = Choose all cars

Balls of Steel
Press the Print Screen key, then type in

the cheat codes.

bucket Kickbacks recharged.

couch potato Video modes ready.

evil twin 2-ball ready.

freakshow Extra ball lit.

nerf gun Super cannon ready.

popcorn Super pops lit.

roach motel Crawler attack lit.

t-minus 1 Target practice ready.

t-minus 2 Bug hunt ready.

Guard duty ready.

Xenophobia ready.

Meteor storm ready.

Rescue ready.

Showdown ready.

Final assault ready.

triplets 3-ball ready.

warp core Powerball enabled.

t-minus 3

t-minus 4

t-minus 5

t-minus 6

t-minus 7

t-minus 8

X-COM : Interceptor
Press CTRL-E and listen for the low dou-

ble beep before typing these codes:

BATTLECHEAT = enable in-flight cheats

CANTTOUCHTHIS = invincibility

FILLERUP = unlimited flight range

KNOWITALL = all research is yours

QUICKBASE = finishes all bases currently

under construction

PAYDAY = money

Die By The Sword
During gameplay, hold down Fi and type

these codes:

mukor = God mode
dedly = weapon enhancer

bamff = warp to end level

tough = changes difficulty level

qsave = quick Save

pause = pauses the game
frame = takes a screenshot

golrg = makes you huge

btiny = makes you tiny

mecam = first person view

gocam = stationary camera shot

spcam = enemy view

gamma = gamma correction

sepku = suicide

Just for fun:

bills = Bill’s demo
ifall = knocks you off your feet

hicup = throws you around

silky = stupid monsters

lunar = lunar gravity

funky = toggles funky keys

catch = out of world trapping toggle

aiaim = AI toggle

agrav = limb gravity

Pro Pinball
FunCheat: To play Pro Pinball at a finger-

threateningly fast double speed simply achieve

the day’s highscore and enter PRO as your name.

Next time you play, well see for yourself....
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LATEST GAME SPECIALS

On Special... (Available while stocks last) - ODT $69 • Nuclear Strike $29 • Alone in the Dark Trilogy $29

• Dune 2000 $70 • Fallout $28 • Nuclear Strike $28 • TOCA Touring Car $39 • Die By The Sword $48 •

Red Alert $48 • Redneck Rampage II $48 • Descent Freespace $48 • Redneck Deer FHunting $28 • Sim Safari $48

Redline Racer $49 • Diablo & Hellfire $69 • Pax Imperia: Eminent Domain $20 • Magic Carpet 1 $10 •

3D Ultra Pinball (Lost Continent & Creep Night) $48 • Capitalism Plus $29 • Missforce Cyberstorm $15 •

Cyber Gladiators $15 • Casino Deluxe II $28 • Birthright $39 • RAMA $19 • StarWars Monopoly $39 •

Day of the Tentacle & Sam & Max Hit the Road $28 • Third Millenium $29 • Atlantis $19 • Discworld 1 $19 •

Larry Collection Vol 2 $59 • PoliceQuest Collection Vol 2 $59 • SpaceQuest Collection Vol 2 $59 •

Kings Quest Collection Vol 2 $59 • Aces Collection Vol 2 $59 • Lemmings Paintball $28

Cant find what you want here? Then call us for all your PC entertainment needs.

Please Note: all prices exclude delivery. Prices subject to change without notice

Order Hotline: Phone (02) 9929 3933 • Fax (02) 9929 3533
Title Quantity Price

Add $8.00 for Delivery $8.00

_T0TAL

Software^ 1Y<
6/385-389 Pacific Hwy Crows Nest 2065

Tel (02)9929 3933 Fax (02) 9929 3533

_ sales^soft^re^^con^au^

Name:

Address

Postcode:

Tel: (Bus) (Home)

Cheque/ money order • Please debit my card $

Bankcard MasterCard Q VISA American Express

Card No.
| | | | | | | | | I I I I I [| I I I

Signature Expiry Date

FIFA 99 Trespasser Need For Speed III Moto Racer 2 Titanic

Commandos Colin McRae Creatures 2 Get Medieval NHL 99
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Technophobia mining your gaming life? Dr. Ashton has your cure.

W hen you write, remember to

include as much pertinent

information as possible.

Send your CONFIG.SYS and

AUTOEXEC.BAT and any associated

*.INI files for Windows that might

tell me more about your problem.

Give me as detailed an explanation

as you can and be sure to include as

much detail as possible about your

PC. Feel free to email your questions

or, if you want to snail mail, please

remember to write clearly or better

still, print your letters. Please note

that due to the volume of messages

we receive, we cannot guarantee a

response to your queries.

Setup

PC PowerPlay

78 Renwick st.

Redfern

NSW 2016

setup@pcpowerplay.next.com.au

Bandwidth
busters

Q
I hope you can answer this question

for me. Why is it that standards such

as Ultra DMA/33 an<3 Ultra Wide
SCSI support speeds up to 40 megabytes a

second, when even the best hard drives today

don’t go past something like 14 megabytes a

second? I’ve just found out that Ultra3 SCSI
is coming which can support 160 megabytes

a second! What’s the point in this bandwidth

if drives can’t go this fast?

Ralf Richards

Melbourne, VIC

A
You’ve got to remember that these

high end standards aren’t designed

L_J for your average gamer sitting at

home sipping Coke and tallying up the frag

count. The bandwidth of these standards

represents the maximum amount of data

the system can pump through a second.

Server systems often have many hard dri-

ves, especially if they use RAID, and if

each drive were to run at, say, 10 megs a

second, what happens on an Ultra Wide

system (max 40 megs a second) when you
have five drives running? You got it, sud-

denly the maximum bandwidth becomes too
small for the throughput of the drives.

Realistically, however, even something
like the Ultra Wide standard is plenty for

most server systems - to reach its 40 meg a

second limit you’d need many drives being

accessed simultaneously and at their theo-
retical maximum transfer rate. Most of the

time, however, with random reads and
writes hard drives never reach such high

throughput and are unlikely to be all

accessed at once during any given second.

Still, the newer standards give room to

move. Imagine if you had an Ultra2 Wide

SCSI system (80 megs a second maximum
bandwidth) with 8 drives running around 10

megs a second each, you could easily run

all 8 of them, at full speed, simultaneous-

ly and not degrade your throughput.

But, as I said, this isn’t a gamers mar-

ket. Ultra Wide and Ultra2 Wide controllers

and drives are great if you can afford

them, because SCSI is faster than EIDE and
some of the newer Ultra2 Wide drives can

LETTER OF THE MONTH: VIRUS PROTECTION
The recent problems with the

Marburg virus highlights the impor-

tance of virus scanner and cleaner

programs. My problem is choosing a ‘reli-

able’ program. PC PowerPlay has itself

found out that not all scanners will cover all

viruses. I was using an older version of Vet

but upgraded with the program on the

cover CD and now it is version 9.7.0. The
help feature on this version didn’t even

have the Marburg virus in its database so I

thought I would install Antiviral Toolkit

Pro (AVP) as well. This is where my prob-

lems started. After restarting Windows 95 I

would get a blue screen with the message
‘A fatal exception OE has occurred at

oo28:4F444E49. The current application

will be terminated’. This resulted in me
having to reboot in ‘Safe Mode’ to remove
AVP and then I could restart with no prob-

lem. My question is to ask if it is possible to

operate multiple virus scanners on the one

computer to try and cover most viruses?

Your help on this problem and viruses in

general would be much appreciated.

Tim Harriss

Internet

A
Ok, this is likely to be a

debatable issue with many peo-

pie, but virus protection is one of

the most misunderstood aspects of PC’s

today. So here’s the ’Ashton Method’ of

virus protection.

First, they’re overrated. Don’t suc-

cumb to 'fear of the unknown’ and get

paranoid about viruses. Yes, there are

thousands of viruses out there, but

rarely will you ever get one on your system

and rarer still will you ever lose data. The

first rule about protecting your machine is

common sense. If you’re getting a pro-

gram from a stranger or an unknown
source, by all means scan it, but don’t go

scanning every sin-

gle file you receive.

Which leads me

to my second point

- memory resident

scanners. Yuck,

hate them. They

suck up CPU time

and slow your disk

access - every file is scanned,

everytime. Completely over

the top and unnecessary.

Do you need more than one

virus scanner? Of course not.

All you need is one up-to-

date, reliable scanner you can

use to scan questionable

files. You don’t need memory resident

scanners, you don’t need scanners that

run everytime you boot up, and you cer-

tainly don’t need whizz-bang graphical

GUI’s slapped on top of them. A scanner

should scan and clean, and nothing else.

So which one to use? McAfee. Their

modern scanners come with a fancy

Windows frontend to bring in all the

Windows users who fear the command line,

but these scanners come in multi-

megabyte archives and suck up just as

much space on your disk once installed.

McAfee also has memory resident scanners

and boot-time scanners (they do their

best to cover all bases), but that’s not

what I’m interested in. All you need is

what they first became famous for - their

DOS command line scanner. It’s small,

fast, and scans for all the viruses its GUI

based counterpart does. Only it’s easier

to use, and you run it only when you need
to. It’s also fully cross platform,

with versions for OS/2, netware and
most versions of Unix. McAfee are

also always up-to-date. If your

version of McAfee Scan doesn’t

look for a virus you know you want
protection against, just go down-
load the latest virus definition file.

That’s my take. Viruses and PCs

are simply common sense, the pop-
ular (and it is VERY popular) virus

protection market is as hyped up

as the crash protection market

(crash protection software?

Shouldn’t the OS not crash in the

first place?) Unnecessary market-

ing playing off the fear factor has

turned what is really a simple affair into

a profitable industry.

You can download the latest DOS based

McAfee Virus Scan from ftp://ftp.mcafee.

com/pub/antivirus/dos/vscan, which is

around 1M, or download its Windows based

counter part from the antivirus/win9S

directory, which weighs in at 5M! New virus

definition files can be downloaded from

the antivirus/datfiles directory. Isn’t all

this available from the www.mcafee.com
webpage? Sure is, but you’ll have to fill in

a registration form to get download

access, something that isn’t required if

you just FTP in. Take note that Virus Scan

is shareware, and you need to buy the

product after 30 days use.
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McAffee Virus Scan
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transfer 14 megs a second, so even a sin-

gle Ultra2 drive is worth the investment.

But no, you won’t find yourself sucking up

all that bandwidth!

Frames per what?
Explain something to me. I read on

page 32 of issue 29 that the most

frames per second the human eye

can see is around 30, and that all those 3D

cards that can pump out much more aren’t

really that important because of the 30

frames per second limit. But why is it then

that when I play games

like Quake

II at 40
frames per

second that it

looks much
smoother than

a slower sys-

tem running

around 30

frames?

Paul Tanner

Bondi, NSW

UltraDma/33 hard drive (yes I only have ONE).

In the Windows 95 system/device manager

section under hard drive controllers, I have

three listed: Primary IDE Controller, sec-

ondary IDE Controller and Standard Dual PCI

IDE Controller; The Dual PCI IDE Controller

seems to give the option to set the active con-

trollers. Would your please be able to clarify

why I have three and if it makes any difference

only enabling one primary or secondary IDE

controller. Any help would be much appreciat-

ed as there is nowhere else I can ask.

Auscot

Internet

A
Good ques-

tion. Here’s
^

the deal:

when you see bench-

marks of 3D cards reporting that they con

lay down 'X’ frames a second, you’re see-

ing an overage of the frames per second

of a given timed demo. The problem with an

average is that it doesn’t tell us whot the

maximum - and minimum - frame rates were.

Sure, you may discover that a 3D card can

display an average 35 fps over a given

demo, so then why is it that when you play

the game it doesn’t seem so smooth?

Because that 35 fps average probably

includes quite a few numbers that were

less than 30 - scenes where the environ-

ment, graphics or action was intense and

thus requiring more CPU or 3D hardware

processing power.

What really matters is the absolute min-

imum frames per second a 3D card can pump

out during the most intensive 3D gaming

sessions. If a card can display 30 fps or

more when it’s most loaded down, then

you can be assured smooth gameplay no

matter what comes on screen. It’s the lit-

tle slow downs here and there during gam-

ing that shatters the illusion by reducing

the frame rate so much that the human

eye and brain picks up on it. If you want

the most realistic gameplay, choose a 3D

card and CPU combo that will keep you

above 30 fps.

CONTROLLER,
CONTROLLER

I

Greetins’ and many gratuitous compli-

ments be to you Ashton, for such a

brilliant tech section. It’s more of a

query than a real problem. I have a 4-ig

The
' Standard

Dual PCI

IDE Controller’ device you

see represents your IDE con-

troller. The two devices below it rep-

resent the two channels your IDE con-

troller has — primary and secondary. You

can individually enable or disable these

channels, or disable the whole controller.

It makes no difference wether the

channels are enabled or disabled, unless

you have devices on these channels that

you want to use under Windows. There’s no

harm in leaving channels enabled under

which you have no devices.

Networked mouse
I have a normal PC and this little lap-

top that I hook together with a serial

cable every now and then to play

multi with friends, and hate the inbuilt touch

pad on the laptop that I use because my
friends suck at the games such as TA and

Starcraft and trying to play them with the

touchpad is absolute horror. What’s at the

back of the laptop is a circular keyboard port,

a COM port, a LPT port, a monitor port, a

gamespad/joystick port and some weird one

that has a board like thing in the center and

on the top and bottom and to either side so if

you can please tell me how to hook a mouse

up to something like the LPT port.

Jason Smith

Internet

A
fill modern laptops support the use

of an external mouse, but not

through the LPT port! You will find

that laptops often use a PS/2 interface, a

feature common on Pentium II mother-

boards today. The PS/2 port is round, and

you’ll probably find two of them (one for a

PS/2 mouse, another for a PS/2 keyboard).

Pll you have to do is plug in a PS/2 mouse

and you’re set. Windows will even be able

to identify it and use it automatically.

Tech Tips
Submit your
favourite tip. Go
on, you know you
want to.

Connect faster
You want to get on the Web and you want

to get on fast. There’s game demos to

download, and best pals to frag, and you

don’t want to spend ages waiting to con-

nect. Yeah, I know your type... so here’s a

tip or two:

Click My Computer > Dial Up Networking

> Connections > Settings. De-select

‘Prompt for information before dialling’ and

‘Don’t prompt to use Dial-Up Networking’.

Make sure you’ve previously used your ISP

and correctly typed in your username and

password (and clicked that ‘Save password’

box).

Next, click on the Properties of your ISP

profile and then click Server Types. Make

sure that ‘Log on to network’ is disabled,

you don’t need this and it slows you down

considerably. Also, make sure only TCP/IP

is enabled for ‘Allowed network protocols’.

Lastly, click Configure for your modem
under the General tab, followed by

Connection and then Advanced. You should

find yourself in the modem configuration

dialog. Under ‘Extra settings’ add:

511=70

and then click Ok.

Now, next time you click on your ISP pro-

file it won’t prompt you for information,

will dial out fast, and will quickly negotiate

PPP once connected. If you don’t see a

speed improvement here, then you’ve prob-

ably been a bad boy this year and Santa

isn’t going to bring you any prezzies.
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Bleeding edge games and 3D technology

PERMEDIA 3 AND
RACE 128 CL
2nd generation 3D accelerators are maturing. Here we take a peek at
the Permedia 3 and the ATI Rage 128L. It's also been a big month
for 3D software as we examine some up and coming 3D engines.

Permedia 3
The Permedia 3 is due early

next year and unlike the

Permedia 2 which was primarily

a card designed for workstations,

the Permedia 3 will be heavily

geared for games. Now, accord-

ing to 3Dlabs, the Permedia 3

will be up to six times faster then

the Permedia 2, which is particu-

larly impressive considering that

the P2 was no slouch.

The Permedia 3 looks exciting

- if only because it seems quite

similar to the RIVA TNT. The P3

will feature 4 to 16Mb of memo-
ry, AGP2X, a 128-bit bus, full

geometry setup engine (great for

slower systems, especially the

PCI version), 25oMpixel/sec fill

rate and extensive single-pass

multitexturing support. Out of

the box, the P3 will have full sup-

port for DirectX 6 and an

OpenGL ICD allowing for across

the board compatibility, except of

course for Glide.

One of the most intriguing

functions of the Permedia 3 is a

novel approach it will take to vir-

tual texture management. The
Permedia 3 can access textures

from system memory in PCI as

well as AGP systems. This

means that those without an

AGP card, or port, can still expe-

rience massively textured games
like an AGP user.

Image quality should also be

extremely good as the Permedia

3 features full-scene anti-aliasing

(similar to the Power VR second

gen) and optimisation for true

colour display. Plus it supports a

high-resolution 32-bit Z-buffer as

well as non-16-bit and 24-bit Z-

buffers and an 8-bit destination

alpha buffer.

In terms of 3D, the Permedia

does indeed sound exciting, how-

ever its 2D is likely to pretty

much blow everything else away.

It will incorporate a 270MHz

RAMDAC which will han-

dle true colour refresh

rates as high as 137Hz at

1,280x1,024 and 90Hz at

1,920x1,080. That’s a serious

resolution which implies that

Permedia aren’t going to disap-

point their business customer

base either. The Permedia 3

will also offer hardware-assist

DVD video acceleration.

There’s no doubt that a card

this powerful poses a serious

threat to a fully optimised RIVA
TNT, let alone a Voodoo 2.

However, with that much power,

we predict that it won’t come
cheaply. The price is potentially

the biggest adversary Permedia

will have to consumer sales.

ATI
The latest chipset in the

works by ATI is the 2D/3D Rage

128GL. Now, the Rage - although

receiving excellent OEM inclu-

sion (god knows why, the power

of marketing I suppose), was

rather a dud. The 128GL howev-

er could make up for this with

some interesting new features.

The 128GL offers a standard

feature set such as single pass

multitexturing and bump map-
ping, on-chip texture and pixel

caches, an 8-bit stencil and a

deep 32-bit Z-buffer. However
the 128GL also brings a few new
functions to the world of 3D
accelerators.

Firstly, it uses a superscalar

dual 32-bpp rendering pipeline

and the stock AGP2X implemen-

tation is boosted by bi-directional

Direct Memory Execution (DME)
support. There’s no statistical

data available for this yet, but it

sure sounds impressive - expect

to hear it repeated ad-nauseum

by your local ATI marketing rep.

As impressive as it all sounds

though, like the previous ATI

product, the 128GL has not been

designed to actually beat

anything. ATI’s primary

design goal has always been to

offer numerous features at an

affordable price.

On the up side is that the

128GL has one key feature lack-

ing from most 2D/3D solutions;

an integrated hardware (NOT
hardware assisted) DVD/MPEG-
2 decoder. The advantage of this

of course is that DVD playback

on lower-end systems is quite

feasible and will offer a very

healthy frame rate.

ATI incarnations should

occur with a 16Mb version called

the Xpert 128 AGP and the 32Mb
Rage Fury. With production

starting in October, we can most

likely expect to see these in

Australia around Christmas.

3D Tech News
Requiem

An interesting concept is

starting to emerge into computer

games. That of the spiritual war

being fought all around us by

Demons and Angels. There’s

Shiny’s Messiah which features

you as a cherub that can possess

different hosts and now there’s

Requiem where you control a

group of Angels (the Chosen)

who fight an opposing group of

Demons (the Fallen).

Assuming the role of Malachi

(an Angel), you’re of the more
powerful warrior caste (interest-

ingly, the concept of angelic

castes is a constant theme from
the Bible). As a secret agent from
beyond you’ll travel the far reach-

es of Creation to defy the wrath

of the Fallen.

Aside from the new theme,

what makes Requiem intriguing

is its 3D engine. More particular-

ly its Emotive Animation engine

can create incredibly realistic
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(above) Klingon Academy - like

Starfleet Academy, but good

games which pop from a run to a

walk with no in-between frames.

If released soon, Requiem

will be one of the first games

customised specifically for the

Voodoo 2.

Klingon Academy

From a starship combat point

of view, Starfleet Academy was

extremely disappointing. The

Enterprise performed like a one

man fighter and pathetic explo-

monsters and humans with flaw-

less animation.

The engine has the ability to

store hundreds of animations

due to their compact size

which varies

between 5k to 15k

each. RAM Lock

technology also

allows it to lock

down RAM in

Windows 95 gain-

ing an extra edge in

frame rate. There’s

also particular opti-

misations for the

Voodoo 2 and Riva

TNT (making the

TNT the only sec-

ond gen card after the Voodoo

2 receiving specific support).

The engine also features fully

accurate shadows, real-time

lighting (quite an exciting con-

cept) and skeletal animation

allowing in game characters to

use their hands to gesture, or

beg for mercy.

Character models also

smoothly transition from one ani-

mation to another. This alleviates

inherent 3D problems from other

SPECULAR SPOTLIGHT
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But I’m going to do it any- ;•

way. I’ll admit it, I’m a

wrestling fan! I have been
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for years and still get a kick

out of watching steroid-

abusing grown men pummel (or at least pretend to) each other

repeatedly with fists, boots, and all assortment of illegal objects. (I

once saw someone drag a stop sign into the square circle then belt

someone around the head with it).

Imagine my amusement and even joy to hear that the PC will

finally be graced with its own fully 3D wrestling game. WCW Nitro

(an official license) allows you to play as any of the top WCW and

NWO wrestlers, complete with their finishing moves.

A potentially impressive title, WCW Nitro doesn’t just milk the

wrestling license and fan base. Instead some decent work seems to

have gone into it. You will be able to control and play as any of the

more than 60 grapplers, each with their signature move and person-

alized rant. Irrespective of my bias towards wrestling, this factor

alone makes it worthy of The Spotlight. How many other games offer

such a wide variety of characters to play as?

Other options include network Multi-player action over LAN,

modem, and the Internet. Mmmm, Internet battle royale! If done

right (i.e. not too much lag) it could be a ton of fun. Also, amusingly

implemented is force feedback support so you can feel your oppo-

nent’s kathump.

Whether you love or hate wrestling, WCW Nitro does look like it

could be a lot of fun. Especially since we’re so starved of fighting

games on the PC.

sions didn’t really give anyone

that kind of inspiring power a

starship commander should feel.

The above criticism was rife

from both Trekkies and space

sim enthusiasts alike, criti-

cism that Interplay is hop-

ing to correct in their

newest piece, Klingon

Academy. The promise this

time round is that the

focus will be on capital

ship combat rather than

small fighter craft combat.

What makes Klingon

Academy particularly excit-

ing from a space combat sim

point of view is its interactive

space terrain. You will be fighting

in nebula clouds and near black

holes that actually effect the
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dynamics of the battle. For exam-

ple, if combat occurs near a black

hole you must be extremely care-

ful not to get too close or you’ll

be sucked in. Black holes will

even affect energy weapons as

they will bend light and alter the

path ofyour photon torpedoes.

It will also be possible to

evade rival ships by hiding

behind planets. Also, skimming

a gas giant such as Jupiter may
give you a tactical advantage over

smaller, lighter ships as they

must slow down or be ripped

apart by swift winds.

As a Klingon commander,

you will of course be able to

cloak your ship. However a most

interesting feature is the ability

to use your Tractor beams to tow

objects such as asteroids that can

be used to hurl at enemy ships.

There’s also planetary bom-

bardment and pseudo RTS
options that allow for troop

engagements. You can invade a

star base, or after a ship’s shields

are disabled you can transport an

away team of marines to the rival

ship and overtake it while still

leaving the hull intact.

Graphically (as you can see

from the screenshots) Klingon

Max Payne

Max Payne is another in the

3rd person shooter to feature a

spiffy new engine. The E2 3D
engine however looks to be vastly

superior then other 3rd person

engines out there.

Based around a skeletal ani-

mation system, character skins

are “wrapped” around each

wireframe or skeleton using

Remedy’s proprietary editor

ActorFX and assigned hand-

made character animations.

The engine then defines how a

character’s skin should reflect

the movement of its bones and

generates three levels of detail

DID, the people responsible

for the very popular EF2000, are

currently working on a 3D

Combat Strategy game called,

ahem, Wargasm.

Wargasm like other

RTS/Action conglomerates (such

as Urban Assault) will allow you to

control several different vehicles

Academy is vastly

superior to Starfleet

Academy. 3D Artist

Manny Salazar is

quoted as saying

“We have designed

and textured our

ships to match their

cinematic counter-

parts.” Let me tell

you, some of the

ships look better

than they do in the

Star Trek movies

with full lighting and

shadow effects.

For those that have always

lusted over ship damage effects

from Star Trek 2: The Wrath of

Khan, Klingon Academy will

feather your cap, so to speak.

The destruction system allows

you to take apart other ships

chunk by chunk. After you dis-

able an enemy ship’s shields,

your weapons rip into the

exposed hull revealing the interi-

or, which is detailed down to the

individual decks. You can actual-

ly see the separate platforms.

Due Spring 99.

for its set of texture

maps.

The engine is also pow-

erful enough to incorpo-

rate disparate 3D onto

characters. For example,

Max’s overcoat isn’t part of

his body, but rather is an

individually generated 3D object

that moves separately from Max.

Max’s overcoat actually flaps

behind him as he runs, dives,

spins, and kicks.

The engine also features

extremely advanced particle and

lighting effects. In one scene

Max lights a cigarette where

radiosity lighting (light sources

generated by objects - a tech-

nique previously reserved for

expensive ray tracing software),

realistically plays off the planes,

curves, and contours of Max’s

face. Then as Max puffs, the

glow of the cigarette rises and

ebbs, and the engine’s particle

system animates the swirling,

transparent smoke.

(far left, top to bottom) Wargasm
(left) Diablo II

(below) Ultima Ascension

with abilities to call in airstrikes,

artillery etc. There will also be 3

main types of environment,

desert, temperate and mountain-

ous, but different times of day and

weather conditions will make the

environments quite variable.

From a strategy point of view,

resources aren’t managed by col-

lection. Instead the player will

have to carefully plan each mis-

sion and take the correct type of

vehicles onto the battlefield (sim-

ilar to Dark Omen).

Let’s step away from the

game, and examine the 3D tech-

nology. Notice the vibrant

colours and sharp clarity the

Wargasm screenshots offer.

They were taken from the game
running on a Matrox G200.
Image quality is indeed excel-

lent, enough to make 3Dfx own-

ers cringe.

Quick bytes
Diablo II and 3Pfx

Blizzards official Diablo II

FAQ has been updated with

information regarding the 3Dfx.

Diablo II via the Glide API
(3Dfx native) will offer improved

transparency effects, improved

lighting/shadowing effects

(such as coloured lighting and

smoother transitions between

light and dark areas), atmos-

pheric effects such as fog and a

faster frame-rate.

Ultima Ascension

The shown Ultima Ascension

screenshot is so you can see how
the backpack (a concept from

U7, U8 and UO) is still utilised

in a 3D environment. It’s also

worth looking at the quality. At

least in terms of graphics, UA
won’t disappoint.
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Ultima Online aliVe
Ultima Online seems to be coming back

in vogue. Subscriptions are up, old-time

users are reactivating their accounts, and

Britannia seems densely populated again. Is

this a direct result of UO awareness thanks to

the flogging ofThe Second Age, or more a

response to the stable and enhanced game-

play that UO has been offering of late? It

could be a bit of both, but nevertheless, there

are some treats in store for the many citizens

of Britannia out there.

Ahh.. bless the folks of the Ultima Online

development team. They endure months of

bitching and moaning from their supposed

fans while keeping a wonderfully complex

virtual world together at the seams, and still

manage to go above and beyond the call of

duty. While we could easily fill half this mag
detailing all of UO’s minor changes, there are

a couple on the way that should bring a huge

smile to any self-respecting UO freak.

Apparently, as a Christmas present to all

UO subscribers, player character races will be

introduced into UO towards the end of the

year. While the races have not yet been one

hundred percent decided, the aim is to try to

stay away from generic RPG pulp, which

Origin view as irrelevant to UO. Elves and

Ores have been discussed, with the possibility

of another race being used. At this stage

there are no plans to change the avatar art of

the new races, so it’ll be impossible to tell the

different races apart unless you bring up the

paper doll (which will feature new art). Most

importantly, new character races will have

different stat mechanics. The proposed Elves

will have extremely high dexterity but a low

strength ceiling. So they’ll be deadly with the

bow or sword, but won’t be able to carry

much armour around. These new races

should hopefully diversify a rather disap-

pointing flock of similar characters seen in

UO at the moment.

The other thing is the Big Window mode.

To celebrate the first year of Ultima Online,

Origin are making this Second Age only fea-

ture available to all UO players. Big Window
mode features a smaller game world window
and some extra space to place and arrange

the many pop-up windows in the game. This

is so that the world view can remain unob-

scured, Expect this feature in the latest patch.

expedition

features

upgrade

seneens

Read about the latest discoaenies in the necu land.

Hind oat hocu to apynade and przeondeR.

See game seneens faom the neca Land:

Read the frequently asked questions.

There's talk of a Quake II multiplayer

match up sometime soon between the

Wireplay people and the Multiplay people. If

it’s ever actually pulled off, it could be a truly

spectacular display of cut-throat multiplayer

tactics. Not only would the players be fighting

for their own glory, but for the glory of their

respective game service as well. The only

problem would be working out which server

the event should be hosted on. Er.. Anyone?
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Net Game News
The month’s digital diary

Ultima Online: The Second Age

TOP MULTIPLAYER
GAMES THIS MONTH
1. Ultima Online

2. Motocross Madness

3. Starcraft

4. Quake 2

5. Jedi Knight: Dark Forces II

People seem to be flocking back to UO
this month. Quake 2 and Starcraft made it

into the charts yet again. And no surprises

for seeing Motocross Madness enter the

charts this month. We haven’t had this much
fun since well, the last time we played it!

To cast your vote, email ngn@pcpower-

play.next.com.au, with the subject line

“favourite multiplayer game nomination”.

w ,fACT$8t 'PREVELLER’S

Jp peatubes guide

TOWN pZygLVTitM M SQUARE GUIDANCE gl
IHOPPE Excadition • Upgrade Information .Screen Shots Second Acs Features • Second Aae FAQ
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Current Events

WIREPLAY INVADES BRISBANE!
Recent Events

WP Forums

Community

Net News
IVIultiplay

Multiplay is now supporting Total

Annihilation V3.1, as well as TA Battle Tactics.

Go to ftp://ftp.multiplay.com.au/cavedog/taix-

3ic.exe to download the necessary files.

King of the Hill
Quake II - King of the Hill (by Orange

Smoothie Productions - http://www.plan-

etquake.com/osp/index.html) is also now on

Multiplay. The idea of this mod is to be in

possession of the “hill” (in the loosest sense

of the term) for as long as possible. It's sup-

posedly a bit of a favourite on Multiplay at

the moment, so head on over to ftp://ftp.mul-

tiplay.com.au/support_fiies/mapsmods/kothi

2b_ft1ll.zip to get the necessary files.

S
ociety Against
hthon
The Multiplay player community is alive

and kicking, with stacks of player web sites

springing up spreading the online gaming

gospel. Visit http://www.multiplay.com .au

/

community/clan_news.html to catch up with all

the goss. Most Relevant Website award goes to

the Society Against Chthon page (http://mem-

bers.tripod.com/ -MichaeLGalos/SaC.htm). A
group of Quake players that have bonded over

their passionate dislike ofthe Door to Chthon

multiplayer level, so beware ifyou're setting up

a DM game of this level.

Wireplay
It’s been a fairly quiet month for both

providers. The Wireplay invades Brisbane

competition is still under way, with the grand

final looming on the horizon. Go to

http://www.wireplay.com.au/wib/main.shtml

to try to score an invite to the event.

Chthon

Wireplay •

ONLINE

Forums nkx>a,toSKd<«ho«yo<j<

HOTTEST TC/MOD OF THE MONTH

Real CTF
Developer/s: Real Productions

Game engine: Unreal

Available: End ‘98

WWW: http://www.planetunreal.com/realCTF/

T
he people at Real Productions

are working hard on this
^

mega funky capture the flag

MOD. There’s still some way to go

but already RealCTF is looking to

be a stunner. An ancient story of

creation and destruction serving as

the game’s back drop, RealCTF is

Here's what developer Hunglo had

to say about choosing not to include player classes - “For those of you that ask ‘why not

player classes?’ We say, why limit game play? I know that sounds strange but why would you

want to limit the options of a player to doing an x amount of things when you can give them

a nice set of tactical weapons and allow each player to use their own judgment, some may

be wiser than others. By doing this it adds to the intensity of team play much the same way

player classes do. Sometimes even more so, simply because everyone has the same options.

It’s just up to each individual to use them in different situations”.

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm This MOD looks like being just

JU ^ the right thing for all those

CTF/TF freaks out there disillu-

sioned with the complex rules ahd^ rites of some TC’s and MODS’s
doing the rounds. Pure, unadulter-

«

ated CTF, and non-stop easy to

^ understand action.

What does stand out about

RealCTF though is the level

design. For this reason alone

RealCTF deserves mod of the

month.
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WEBSTM.K
The web: Full of websites

The Free Site
www.thefreesite.com

Free stuff on the net is not uncommon,
but such a huge directory of where the best

stuff is located is. This site has everything

from chat programs to some very useful sites

for Webmasters, which include free message

boards, banner design and much, much
more. Design of the site is not too bad

although if you don’t know exactly what cate-

gory you’re looking for it might take a while

to find what you want. The site even has a

mailing list so you don’t have to keep going

back to see if there is anything new. A highly

useful site and one worth visiting, especially

by Webmasters. (Sent by Mistery3)

Content:

Site Design:

GameCenter
www.gamecenter.com

For those days when you just can’t wait

another second to get the latest and greatest

info from the next issue of this tome you’re

holding you could do a lot worse than to visit

GameCenter. Plenty of news, reviews, hard-

ware and even has some info on those weird

coloured boxes some people called

consoles. The site also gives you

new downloads every few days

and will also keep you on the ball

with their mailing list. Easy to

navigate too. (Sent by Fram)

Content:

Site Design:

'TflKff * CONTEST

Gabocorp
www.gabocorp.com

This site will blow you’re mind
and is definitely the absolute

benchmark for website design into

the next century. This site is beau-

tiful, and it takes almost no time

to load. It’s almost like playing a

game it’s so seamless and intu-

itive. The site content isn’t a great

deal for people who don’t want a

website professionally designed,

but if you DO then you could do

no better than Gabocorp. Easily

the most aesthetically pleasing

thing I’ve ever seen on the web,

no doubt about it, look and see the

future of website design.

(Requires Shockwave)

Content:

Site Design:

A firjthwx) took .1 Looking Glut's 30 q*n. of st.llih »nd

subt.rfug. In <tm* of kings.

If vt put fight ftmous g.m* d.jtgn.rs on * dosfrt tsUnd,

which gtmft would thog tiring?

rusda.lrJUaiti
Tht PC 1-X-ftl.s : Art sinister forces conspiring to render

gour PC obsolete?

Tod.g s Top News:

iVw., Tk... You tn !*••'

Lost in UO

Lose tv

http://www.burgoyne.com/

pages/brentth/index.htm

This is a fun site to visit when
you’ve got nothing else to do. The

site contains at the moment, 63

Ultima Online “Comics” which

are created by grabbing a screen-

shot and manipulating it in some way or

adding text to make it funny. Some of them
are actually pretty good, some you would

even class as hilarious. Presentation wise its

nothing special and sticks to the general side-

bar frameset idea which is tried and tested

and thus it doesn’t lose any

marks for that but doesn’t really

gain any either. What it does get

though is the thumbs up if you’re

sick of visiting the same old sites

;
and you’re after something a bit

different. (Sent by Kharne)

Content:

Site Design:

welcome to gabocorp.com

due to the enormous
acceptance we have received
from the p ublic, we are not

accepting any new projects
until F u r t h e r notice, thank you
very much for all the letters

and i n q u i r i es. we promise the

things to come will be even
better.

g a b 0
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Self Discovery
Workshop

Hail weary adventurers!
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• Hew comic pooled |£2

* My Persona
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www.iqtest.com

Hmmm, how smart are you?

There are heaps of crap IQ tests

floating around the net claiming

to be “exact replicas of the profes-

sional tests.” Why did we include

t Discovery
H^rnnoD' __

- 9 ^
an JQ Scots?

Sfeatf thfc brsiiljfsnce ksi.

is&s ink intelligence rest now.

Contact Us!
%

C'opyruthl 11*97 En« Du»ey*iun*|

JBP Search
Vj our huge Self-Help

^Wcb Sites diubjse

• Itl

this one then? Because it’s A: Actually fun to

do. And B: Its realistic and actually gives you

a fair idea ofhow smart you are, and even

offers a full breakdown of what you did, how
and why? All from 34 questions. It feels

much less like a gimmick than most tests

and you can tell you parents that you’re

“Furthering you education” using the

Internet, they’ll probably buy it.

Content:

Site Design:



The Xmas gift that
Christmas... it creeps up faster & faster every

year! Why not think ahead this time around,

beat the hectic Christmas rush, forget those

crowds and give a friend or family member
something you know they'll appreciate? A gift

subscription to any of the titles below means

you'll not only be saving money off the usual

newsstand price, but your loved one will

remember you each time an issue arrives in

their letter box. You'll be popular - longer!

lasts all year!
You can do all your Christmas shopping, with just one phone call!

Call us toll free on

1300 36 11 46
(Mon - Fri. 9am - 6pm. EST)

Have your credit card ready or,

fill in the coupon below with your

selection/s and return to us.

ROLLING STONE
More than just Australia's defin-

itive rock & roll magazine! Free

CD when you subscribe! Save

up to 44% off the cover price!

Turok

N64 GAMER
Cheats, tips, reviews,

previews, competitions & a

whole lot more.Save up to

40% off the cover price!

internet.au
For beginners through to

experts - a complete guide to

the Internet. Save up to 44%
off the cover price!

AUSTRALIAN GUITAR
News, interviews, transcriptions,

reviews & stacks more. Includes

free demo CD with every issue.

Save up to 35% off the cover price!

HYPER
Covers platforms including

N64, Sega, PlayStation, PC,

Mac, Arcade, Internet &
Anime.Save up to 44% off the

cover price!

PC POWERPLAY
Australia's PC games & enter-

tainment authority. Plus, each
issue includes a disk contain-

ing playable demos. Save up

to 42% off the cover price!

OFFICIAL AUSTRALIAN
SONY PLAYSTATION
Previews, cheats, news, reviews

& competitions, plus each issue

includes a demo disk containing

playable demos.Save up to 40%
off the cover price!

COMPLETE
PLAYSTATION
Complete & comprehensive
playguides, walkthroughs,

cheats &the ultimate ratings

guide.Save up to 37% off the

cover price!

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION
PERIOD

SAVINGS ON
COVER PRICE

ROLLING STONE

(monthly + yearbook)

13 issues @ $44.95

26 issues @$74.95

33% ($22.40)

44% ($59.75)

INTERNET.AU

(monthly)

12 issues @$44.95

24 issues @$79.95

37% ($26.45)

44% ($62.85)

AUSTRALIAN GUITAR

(bi-monthly)

6 issues @$39.95

12 issues @$69.95

26% ($13.75)

35% ($37.45)

HYPER

(monthly)

12 issues @ $44.95

24 issues @ $79.95

37% ($26.45)

44% ($62.85)

PC POWERPLAY

(monthly)

12 issues @$69.95

24 issues @$124.50

35% ($37.45)

42% ($90.30)

OFFICIAL AUST SONY
PLAYSTATION MAGAZINE

(monthly)

6 issues @ $45.95

12 issues @ $79.95

30% ($19.75)

40% ($51.45)

COMPLETE PLAYSTATION

(bi-monthly)

6 issues @ $34.95

12 issues @$59.95

27% ($12.75)

37% ($35.45)

N64 GAMER
(monthly)

6 issues @$31.95

12 issues @ $49.95

23% ($9.75)

40% ($33.45)

RETURN TO

DELIVERY DETAILS

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Address

Suburb State Postcode

Phone number Email

Please send the first available issue after Christmas day

PAYMENT DETAILS

Enclosed is a cheque/money order for $

Please debit my credit card for $

Bankcard Mastercard Visa

payable to Next Publishing Pty Ltd

Expiry Date.

mri i
Signature PH:

FREE POST: Reply Paid 634, NextMedia Pty Ltd, 78 Renwick Street Redfern NSW 2016. PHONE: 1300 36 11 46

(All prices are applicable to Australian residents only - overseas rates on application.)

FAX: (02) 9699 0334 EMAIL: subs@next.com.au
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LETTERS
Write to PC PowerPlay
LETTERS

78 Renwick St.

REDFERN, NSW 2016
letters@pcpowerplay.next.com.au

Cheap vs. Good
Great magazine at low, low

prices. Also comes with free

insults to consoles users. In reply

to “console consolation” (July 98).

This letter really warmed the

cockles of my heart. The graphics

on a N64 are unparalleled and in

most cases will tread on a PC’s

lofty price tag. Sweet games with

sweet graphics. If you like paying

$1500 to $2500 for YOUR metal

hunka general protection faults

then go ahead. Oh, enjoy your “not

enough memory” and all those

lovely taunts you get from your

computer, because unlike its PC
counterpart, a N64 is actually nice

to me. No error messages, no wait-

ing, no freezes, no nothing. Just

quality gaming. I DARE you to play

Turok on a N64 for an hour and I

bet you won’t get to sleep. No, you

will be dreaming about chasing

after a dinosaur trying to slice its

neck open and watch it quiver and

spasm on the ground. Yes, PC
users that’s what you could have,

sounds good eh? Well come over to

the “Dark Side” of gaming and

play a injection moulded toilet for

a while. I guarantee a quality gam-

ing experience with no smart

mouthed computer retorting com-

ments at you. Shame on you

PCPP! You should be more open

minded and not so open walleted.

Yours sincerely

Ucirc sect

Internet

We’ve, consciously tried to avoid the

console vs. PC debate, but hey - we do

make the occasional infantile com-

ment re. consoles, so who’e to blame

but us?

PC’s are better and faster and more

versatile, consoles are cheap and con-

venient. Both are greatfun. There.

Reality gaming
Oh, I say what a mighty fine mag

you guys produce. It’s unquestion-

ably the best magazine for the PC I

have ever seen. I had only recently

found this mag while visiting a

friend's house. After a couple of

pages of issue 27, 1 found myself

totally bewitched by the immense

beauty of the mag. This all came to

crash when I read that Mr Evan

Clarke had been dissing Postal, he

stated, quote: “What a pathetic

game.” End quote. Is he a moron or

what? Who does he think he is? I’d

like to see him try to make a game

as good as Postal. In his letter he

also stated that after killing his first

citizen he had passed judgement of

the game. Evan probably took at

least 20 goes just to kill the first guy

and then died again. It sounds to

me that he may have been playing

with his own joystick rather than

the computers. Postal has the best

storyline I reckon. Just think, what’s

better then getting revenge on stuck

up citizens who don’t feel pity for a

postal worker trying to do his job. I

myselfknow what it’s like, I deliver

pamphlets. When I am out on the

run I give it the best I’ve got but

most people either tell me to #!@*

off with that junk, or they take it off

me and toss it in the bin. So no one

has the right to say that the story

relates to nothing. In Evan’s case,

Postal leaves a bloody trail behind in

the wake of Quake 2. Sure, I can

relate to people not liking a game

for a good reason, but not deros like

Evan who pass judgement over a

game just after killing one guy. I

really think Evan is a desperate soul

in search of a realistic mind. SEEK

HELP EVAN A.S.A.P. I

like to think of Postal as

being the basis of gam-

ing quality.

MUZZ AND JOELO

Internet

Kids play too!
I’m writing about all

the negative comments

that have been made

about the young gamers

of today. Sure there are a

lot of losers in the 12-18

bracket that aspire to

cheating and pk’ing but

there are also plenty

above that age. It really

is offending to see that

young gamers are

always given stick when

it comes to pk’ing and

the like. Would everyone

please just give young gamers a

break.

A Clement

Internet

Letter of the Month

Racism in Games
I have noticed over the years that when I play a top game e.g.

Age of Empires, Starcraft or any other game, I notice that when
you create a soldier, unit, etc. they are mostly white. My point

to Age of Empires is that not all ancient civilisations were
white.

In the game, you can choose what civilisation you want to be

and if I chose the Chosen or the Egyptians and others they

would not be white. The Chosen would be Asians and the

Egyptians would be dark skinned because they lived and still do
in a massive desert. Now to Starcraft. First of all, the Terrans

would not all be Americans. I am sure since earth is colliding

with two other alien races in this game, I would expect to see

coloured marines, firebat’s and other unit’s, also added with

different accent’s instead of just bloody American ones. No
offense.

Now to a positive note. Seven Kingdoms. At least in this game
there is a bit of colour. My point about Seven Kingdoms is that it is

perfect in gameplay, and in nationality. In it there are the Vikings,

Chinese, Japanese, Normans etc., all complete with their accents

and national dress. It is very pleasing to see a Japanese soldier or

builder in their national clothing and listen to them say "Hai

Shogun” (Pronounced: Hi Shogun) or something from their lan-

guage when you tell them to move somewhere on the map. I hope
you people out there do not put me down, but think about what I

have said and to agree or disagree? What do you think PCPP? Can
you see what I’m getting at? Details do matter.

Richard Munro

Internet

Computer games are supposed to be about escapingfrom the

ugliness and pressures of the real world. I’d like to say you’re read-

ing too much into these games - but you have made a good point.

I’m sure that in almost every case the racial stereotyping is not

intentional, but let’sjust hope that evil isn’t at work, and that

bloody-minded developers aren’t using the perfect world that is

gaming to further their warped ways.

LAN living
I am writing to thank you for

your article on Do it yourself LAN
parties in Issue #27. I loved this

because I have only ever played 2-

player multiplayer. The only way I

have to play is by modem or serial

cable. My parents are paranoid

about signing up for anything on

the Internet, so this ruled out any

games there. Once I read your

article about 5 or 6 times I rang

up a few friends to see if they

were interested. Four of them said

yes and we bought all the junk

that we needed. We finally had

the party 2 months later because

we weren’t allowed to do it in the

school term. Everyone arrived at

about 9am and after about 2

hours of stuffing around trying to

get everything to work, we played

until 2am. We got about 4 hours

sleep then played again until
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4pm, when I had to go to swim-

ming training. It was absolutely

fantastic! We played Quake,

Quake2, Duke3D, Shadow

Warrior, Sin, Red Alert, Theme

Hospital, Jedi Knight, X-Wing vs

TIE Fighter, Total Annihilation

and io min of Dune 2000 (it ran

so slowly we gave up). Jedi Knight

was probably the most played, try-

ing to dodge four people with

lightsabers is hard and it’s amaz-

ing how quickly you run out of

Force. Anyway, thanks a whole

bunch. We plan to do this every

holiday now.

David Bissell

Lesmurdle WA

Clone wars
I’m sick of how people complain

about clones of games. I mean, if

no one cloned anything then we

wouldn't have Quake 1 or 2
,

Unreal, Warcraft 2, Starcraft or

C&C 2 would we? Nowadays, it

seems that you have to at least base

your style of game on another. It

works like that when people write

music and art. They get inspired.

BUT, there are some companies

out there that try to make a quick

buck by creating a crap game of a

genre that seems to be popular,

which isn’t liked by anyone. I’m

just saying that people shouldn't

nag about cloned games. They're

there and they’ll always be there.

Get over it! That’s one of the rea-

sons why mags like PC PowerPlay

get published: to inform you about

how good (or bad) certain games

are. Well that’s my 2 cents.

Michael Galos

Internet

Bog standard
In this cold, cruel world, I love

only three things: CTF on Quake 2,

your mag, and my little dog ‘Bog’.

John Hirst

Darwin

The Evil Upgrade
Woe is us, oh how woe is so ever

present in this hour of little gam-

ing. Yes I am writing on behalf of

multitudes of teenagers around

the world who have fallen in com-

bat to a hideous, devilish fiend.

Even the evil of its name makes

men shudder, it is The Eternal

Upgrade.' It all started just as Intel

were completing their Slot 1 board

design for the PI I. The mainboard

on my family’s (or rather mine

and my brothers) computer

became a deep fried delicacy as

somehow it shorted and decided to

take many of the components with

it. As we needed it quite urgently,

we were forced to upgrade, so we

chose the best we could afford,

which was promised games would

fly on at the time, a P200MMX.
Within a few months, you could

almost hear the latest games

laughing and whispering as we

attempted to run them. Now it's

only good for a small percentage

of games, like the non 3D RTS

genre ala Starcraft. When it gets to

3D games that's where the buck

stops; and most RTS's are kicking

the lovely sprites and going 3D.

For kids in families who have

many financial commitments

other than the computer, there is

no way that they can keep upgrad-

ing their systems to keep up with

games every time Intel decide to

go to the toilet and release a new

piece of hardware. Also, the new

generation of 3Dfx cards price

wise for many are a poor joke. You

might as well put down a deposit

for a Lamborghini. But alas, better

hardware means better games.

There is nothing that can be done.

I hope one day the micron size for

CPU’s will stop decreasing, but

I'm sure they'll find some way to

keep making lots of money, I

mean hardware. But I would like

to thank PC PowerPlay for such a

non-biased view of the PC users

out there when they review games.

TheNotSoGrandlnquisitor

Internet

Gaming is killing me!
Things are becoming too techni-

cal and moving too fast. Aren’t

Windows 95 and 98 supposed to

make computing easy and quick?

Compared to Windows 3.1 it takes

longer and has extreme detail

(some people might like things

that are detailed but for others it

confuses the hell out of them).

What about Pentiums and 3Dfx

cards, it’s a Pentium 450 and

Voodoo 2 3Dfx card one day and a

Pentium 600 and Voodoo 4 3Dfx

card a week later. I don’t have any-

thing against Pentiums and 3Dfx

cards, they do make games look

and feel more realistic but nobody

will be able to keep up with it.

Games requirements will be

changing so quick that your com-

puter will have to be upgraded

every month; some people like

myself cannot afford it and will

have to miss out on those games

that require thousands of dollars of

hardware to run.

I’m basically saying things are

changing too quick. Some people

might not agree, but think about all

the money that you will have to

spend on faster Pentiums, modems,

3Dfx cards and more RAM.

Nathan Turnbull

Internet

It’s gettinga bit silly...

In response to Nikola’s letter in

issue #29 (the Innovision Letter of

the Month), I have my own opinion

over the single-player/multi-player

battle. Some people say that single-

player (for e.g. Quake) is only a

training ground for the big thing,

multi-player. While single-player

isn’t as much of a challenge, I

think that it is the only form of

gaming that involves a story line -

think about it. I mean, where’s the

story line in multiplayer? “Once

upon a time, there was a happy lit-

tle soldier prancing up and down

the corridor, (DM6) holding his

happy little pea-shooter and grass

cutter. Then, one day, an eeeeeeevil

man from the planet camp-me-

good absolutely obliterated him

with a rocket - he then proceeded

to harvest “juice” from all the other

happy prancing soldiers and

claimed level domination. And the

evil man lived happily ever after.”

Story, huh? In my opinion, all

single-player games have the ele-

ment of a storyline, or an attempt-

ed one, but comparing a style of

game with a storyline and one

without a storyline is like compar-

ing Eric Cartman to Michael

Jordan. With a storyline, the

emphasis is on the story, like what

is going on, what is going to hap-

pen next, and basically aims to

immerse you in its wonderful,

involving environment.

Multiplayer, on the other hand,

encourages you to blow your

friend’s/friends’ head(s) off.

Works, but they can’t be compared.

In Nikola’s third paragraph, she

again compares multiplayer to sin-

gle player, saying that (quote) “I

think it is easier to make multi-

player games compared to single

player.” WELL DUH! As above, a

multiplayer game doesn’t need a

storyline. Single player is a totally

different style, and requires a lot

more thought and insight to fully
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appreciate its goal - mood, lighting

effects, the story itself, etc. For

multiplayer, all designers need to

think about is “add weapon here,

ammo there, done.”

Thedge

NSW

Hackers must die
Hackers! I read an article in

your mag about hackers taking

over Fighter Ace. Well I am also

hooked up to the Internet

Gaming Zone and I think it is

great but I play Dark Forces 2:

Jedi Knight and these stupid

hackers enter my games. One guy

turned himself into a Tie Bomber

and we couldn’t kill him. I asked

where he got it from and he

replied “I wouldn’t tell you in a

million years”. Well then I tried

to kick him out but he has funny

symbols that don’t register on my
keyboard! Another time it hap-

pened was fairly recently when
this guy started shooting concus-

sion bullets as fast as an Imperial

repeater gun. Then he turned me
into a column and made me fly

which then I couldn’t control

myself. Then I asked where he

got it from and he told me this

address which lead to nowhere (I

think I misspelt something).

Anyway... what is The Microsoft

Network going to do about these

“people” because they are really

destroying our spare time.

Graeme Potts

Internet

Online
casinos
While some

social do-gooders

will flail hysteri-

cally at the

advent of Online

Virtual Casino’s,

the very idea

gets me aroused.

We all enjoy a

bit of a flutter

every now and

then, whether it

be on the Pokies

at the club,

Keno, Horse rac-

ing, Football or

of course an

actual Casino.

The list goes on.

The fact that the

Internet has

made it possible

to gamble from the comfort of

your own home is music to my fin-

gertips.

There have been Casino comput-

er games around for years with

detailed instructions and tips on

how to play any number of games.

But it must be said, the excitement

of the Casino and all forms of

gambling is the risk. Where is the

risk in these games? I’m sure this

is why we will never see Hoyle’s

Black Jack or any similar titles ever

make the Top 10 list.

Online gambling now puts risk

into these otherwise dull, some

would say, boring and pointless

games. Risk = Excitement!

The one thing holding me back

from having a good online bet every

now and then is the security issue.

There must be countless Virtual

Casino sites out there that would be

being operated by people that are,

shall we say, less than honest.

Rosco

Internet

Advancement
doesn’t destroy

I read with interest your article in

the October State of Play regarding

the upcoming Ultima: Ascension,

and it has led me to point out the

sad phobia that classic series seem
to be plagued with. It seems to be

commonly accepted that just

because a game advances in tech-

nology, the wonderful elements of

the founding title will be aban-

doned. Question: Doom was won-

derful, for its day, but aren’t we
glad id still decided to make Quake
II, instead of worrying whether

they would offend a legion of fans?

Richard Garriot, Ultima's creator

has recently been bombarded with

hate mail and letter bombs from

Ultima fans, for the simple reason

that they feel Garriot has strayed

too far from the original RPG roots

of the game. The truth is, it has to

be beneficial to be in a fully

immersive 3D world, rather than

2D sprites in 200 x 200 resolution

and the clink of swords sounding

like two forks banging together, no

matter how fun it used to be. I cer-

tainly won’t be kicking down dis-

plays of Red Alert: Tiberian Sun,

just because I spent hours of clas-

sic enjoyment with the original.

I’m all for the reminiscing of the

classics, but surely that doesn’t

mean current game development

has to stand still, just so their

memory won’t be lost. The

improvement of classic series is

not only inevitable, but very much
welcomed. The place where we
have to draw the line is when the

developers start to use that harrow-

ing phrase ‘we tried to suit it to a

mass market.’ That kind of thing

never ends up being an advance-

ment, it ends up being a cash in.

But from Garriot’s roots in the

Ultima phenomenon and his love

of the series itself, I don’t see how
anyone could be all that worried.

My congrats to David Wildgoose

for not jumping on the mud sling-

ing band wagon. Can’t we now get

back to beating on Mr Gates? It

was a helluva lot more fun.

Nick Berry

Sanctuary Cove
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COMPS

COMPETITIONS

WHAT A GAME! We’re kind of excited about Half Life. It’s got the gameplay, the graphics and

that certain special gaming magic that sucks you in helplessly. You want some. Thanks to the

charming, stylish and attractive folks at Wolf Interactive, we’ve got 6 copies of this wondrous

game to give away. Tops huh?

Q. What is the half life of Plutonium?

EUROPEAN
AIR WAR
#MKs the season to be a simmer. Flight Sims, that

® is. From MicroProse comes European Air War;

LI it’s the greatest WWII sim for the PC ever. It’s

been quite a while between good flight sims, and trust

the masters MicroProse to come through, just like we

knew they would. Thanks to the rich love that exists

between MicroProse and PC PowerPlay, there are 6

copies of European Air War to win.

Q. Which British scientist invented the dam busting

bouncing bomb?

T
he kings of the Adventure game deliver their

finest effort yet. Grim Fandango will revitalise the

genre and save us all from the boring mediocrity

of late. Gotta be grateful for that!

None of this would be possible without the generosity

of the lovely lady formerly known as Miss Chambers at

Metro Games.

Q. How does everybody die? (Regardless of the cir-

cumstances, everyone dies for the same reason).

WHERE TO SEND
Write the answer, along with

your name and address on the

back ofan envelope.

All entries close December 23,

1998
Entries to:

PC PowerPlay,

78 Renwick st.

Redfern NSW2016

Issue # 28 winners

MECH COMMANDER
Answer: Heather Locklear

GRogers, Novar Gardens SA

S.Pratesi, Boronia Vic

R.Liberali, Aberfoyle Park SA

M.lelosi, Plympton SA

J.Pale, Airport West Vic

C.Coates, Newtown Tas

SWAT2
Answer: Special Weapons And

Tactics

R.Giovinazzo, Ringwood Vic

R.E. & CM. Smith, Epping NSW
W.Tsang, St Kilda Vic

J.Bramley, Willaston SA

.Evans, Wallsend NSW
D. Bell, York WA

South Park

Answer: Primus

G.McGillivray, North Adelaide SA

D.Matthews, Frankston Vic

j.Timm, Avalon NSW
R.Love, Mornington Vic

j.Ho, Mandurah WA
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FLASHBACK

MB. DO!
A legendary game from back in the day when a 20c coin was all

you needed for a good time

Developer: Taito

Year: 1983

P
ushing apples around

may not be your idea

of a good time, but it's

the premise for Mr
Do!, a game which

graced the arcade circuits when
Bill Gates had just started tin-

kering with his Commodore 64.

It’s basically a combination of

the popular arcade classics like

Dig Dug,

Pacman, and

pinball all rolled

into one with

some added fea-

tures. You start

off as Mr Do!, a

clown trying to

harvest an

orchard of cher-

ries and apples

within a hostile

environment.

The goal is

simple - collect

all the cherries or

eliminate all the

redback nasties

that habitat the

screen. Just like

in Dig Dug, you

move around the

screen following

a set path, or digging your own
through the soft terrain. At your

disposal is a cute orange power-

ball which moves erratically

down any path it finds when
thrown. If the ball comes in con-

tact with any living thing -

“kaboom”, instant redback

kebab. It’s not a good idea to rely

heavily on your ball because each

time it’s used you have to wait a

few seconds for it to be returned,

and the more times it’s used the

longer you have to wait for your

ball to reappear.

To compensate, apples are

scattered around the screen, and

are the most effective way to

destroy your enemy. Line an

apple up over a path and wait

for them to gather below, then

simply push the apple and

watch it fall. Depending on your

timing it’s possible to wipe out

a whole tribe of nasties with

just one apple.

Another way to complete a

level is to eat all 40 cherries,

divided into five groups of eight

on the screen - and eating all

eight cherries in a group with-

out pausing awards you 500
points. Every so often, especially

after a multiple kill or when you

least expect it, a creature carry-

ing one of the letters of the

word EXTRA runs around the

screen. If you can

kill it in time you

get to keep the let-

ter it was carrying.

Kill enough of these

critters to spell

EXTRA and you are

rewarded with a

free Mr Do!.

To make things

interesting, a food

piece appears after

all the enemies have

entered the playfield.

Food is a good source of points

and as you progress further

throughout the game the value

increases. Collecting the food

bounty, however, does have its

price. All nasties on the screen

freeze and our pal EXTRA returns

accompanied by some heavy rein-

forcements. These reinforce-

ments have only one thing on

their mind and that’s hunting you

down quickly, and ifyou think

apples will protect you, think

again. These guys love apples...

The pace of the game is fast

and furious and it’s hard to

establish any real patterns. Back

then, what games lacked in

Ah, the good old days, when nobody
wondered why a clown dressed as a

sleepy magician would want to eat

cherries and push apples on monsters

graphics they made up in game-
play, and Mr Do! contains plenty

of gameplay that never grows old

or tiresome. The further you

progress the quicker the crea-

tures move. It’s a constant

mindgame and if you slip up you
will pay dearly for it.

Mr Do! went on to spawn
several sequels such as Mr Do!'s

Castle and Mr Do!’s Wild Ride.

None of them went on to reach

the same heights as the original

but they were fun nevertheless.

Mr. Do! was a classic arcade

game for its time, and now it

can be played on modern com-
puters thanks to a terrific arcade

emulator called MAME
(Multiple Arcade Machine

Emulator). Mr Do!, although

simple in concept, was and still

is one of the most playable and

enjoyable games around.

Harry Maragos
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• 6o frames/sec 3D game

performance

• Huge 16MB of SDRAM

• 128-bit 2D acceleration

• Complete 2D/3D power

• Accelerates 3Dfx Glide™,

OpenGL and Direct3D

games

COMPA

98Windows

it’s FUSION time baby!

Want blistering 2D and 3D acceleration, plus support

for 3Dfx games, all on one huge, 16MB graphics card?

Plug in Diamond’s new Monster Fusion. It’s the first accelerator to fuse the blinding speed

of 128-bit 2D graphics with intense Voodoo 3D gaming power. Building on 3Dfx’s newest generation Voodoo

Banshee technology, Monster Fusion delivers the speed you need to survive on today’s battlefields.

It rips through the most extreme 2D action at resolutions up to 1920 x 1440.

It delivers smoother, faster 3D performance. Look for the special retail pack

with an explosive software bundle including the latest in 3D gaming. m

Time to harness the pure power of Fusion, baby! Accelerate your world.

14-16 Boundary Street Tel: 03 9696 1911

South Melbourne Fax: 03 9696 1942

VIC 3205 www.chips.com.au
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Tech Pacific
Leaders in Technology Distribution
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